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Editorial

Can a Globally
Integrated Cultural
and Artistic
Perspective
Help Hold Together a Dissolving World?
John Garzoli+ Guest Editor in Chief

As editor of this volume of JUCR and on behalf of his former colleagues, I would
like to extend my most sincere thanks to previous editor Kjell Skyllstad who
worked on the journal from its inception. Kjell encouraged scholarship from a
range of intersecting disciplines and ensured that JUCR supported authors whose
ÎSTUMBOHVBHFXBTOPU&OHMJTI)JTDPNNJUNFOUUPFOTVSJOHHMPCBMJOQVUBOESFBEership was a step towards unpicking the axiomatic notion that the best intellectual activity emerges from and is concentrated in certain geographical regions and
developed in languages associated with the global north. The small steps taken by
this journal may prove prophetic as the scholarly world moves inexorably toward
the theoretical and practical acknowledgement that the fullest account of human
experience and knowledge requires a pivot towards an appreciation of a range of
intellectual traditions. In this spirit, it is hoped that JUCR can continue to support
the contributions of researchers whose work originates outside the historically
dominant centers of knowledge.

+

John Garzoli, Adjunct Research Fellow, Monash University, Australia. email: john.garzoli@monash.edu.
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5IFSFJTOPNPSFVSHFOUUJNFUPSFÏFDUVQPOFQJTUFNPMPHJDBMEFQFOEFODJFT"TUIF
third decade of the century/millennium approaches, there are challenges which
transcend geographical regions and disciplinary interests. We are occupants of a
world collectively struggling to navigate a way through changes we have ourselves
wrought.
The decade began with Great Britain’s David Cameron, Germany’s Angela Merkel
and France’s Nicolas Sarkozy declaring multiculturalism a failed project. After
years of hand wringing about the fragmentation of the political spectrum, the
shift to the right, the shift to the left, climate degradation, imbalances in wealth
distribution, social injustice and human rights infringements, war, fake news,
alternative facts and other ills, the decade closes with the strident calls of isolationism, nationalism and unyielding partisanship reverberating in the echo chambers of social media, and more ominously in mainstream political discourse. The
DVSSFOUNBMBJTFCSFFETBEFCJMJUBUJOHMPTTPGDPOÎEFODFJOQPMJUJDT BOEQPMJUJDJBOT 
PGBMMTUSJQFT5IJTJTTIBSQFOFECZUIFQPMJUJDBMBOEMFHJTMBUJWFJOEJGGFSFODFPGAÎSTU
world’ leaders in Australia and the USA to the existential threat of climate change
and their deafness towards domestic inequality and global suffering. Out of the
decay of political accountability emerges a collective loss of faith in the very political structures, values and institutions that politicians proclaim they defend for
us.
"MUIPVHIOPUBOPGÎDJBMUIFNFBUUIFUI*OUFSOBUJPOBM$PVODJMGPS5SBEJUJPOBM
Music World Conference which was held at Chulalongkorn University in Thailand
recently, a persistent point of discussion among participants was the threat the
current political and social climate poses to the intellectual vitality of the social
sciences and humanities. There was dismay at increasing political and social
disinterest in forms of knowledge concerned with social, cultural and artistic
matters. The decline in prestige of this type of knowledge work was thought to
be the result of the determination by political leaders to disparage it; thus undermining public goodwill towards it and clearing the path to strip its funding. This
FSPTJPONBUUFSTBOEJUTFGGFDUTBSFFYFNQMJÎFEJOUIFWFSZSFDFOUDBTFJO"VTUSBMJB
XIFSFBSFTIVGÏFPGHPWFSONFOUEFQBSUNFOUTSFTVMUFEJOUIFGPSNFS%FQBSUNFOU
of Arts being absorbed into a new Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Communications. There is no longer a portfolio with the
term ‘arts’ in the title and the interests of artists and the arts must now compete
for funding and attention alongside advocates for multi-billion dollar industrial
interests.
Ambivalence towards the natural sciences is dispiriting enough in today’s climate,
but there is a perception that the humanities are especially under threat. This
may be because the disparate collection of disciplines living under this umbrella
are the only ones with an explicit disciplinary motivation towards discussing social cohesion and exposing abuses of power.
"MPTTPGGBJUIJTBMTPTFFQJOHJOUPAÎSTUXPSMEBDBEFNJDJOTUJUVUJPOT5IFMPHJDPG
neo-liberalism and its discourses are causing the systematic hollowing out of the
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WBMVFTUIBUVOEFSQJOUIFTUVEZPGUIFIVNBOJUJFTBOEBMPTTPGDPOÎEFODFJOUIF
positive contributions they make to individuals and societies. The powerful political and institutional forces which push universities towards models of industrial
corporatization may sit above the universities, but the downstream effect is one
of diminishing the value that was previously accorded to our type of knowledge.
Not least of the harmful outcomes is the casualization of knowledge work. There
in now a new sector in what is called the ‘gig’ economy made up of non-salaried
university lecturers to whom universities outsource core teaching and assessing
tasks but fail to provide job security.
These trends are harmful to societies because what is known broadly as the humanities do not simply help understand societies and cultures and their histories,
trends and dependencies, they have a hand in shaping them. The various disciplinary outlooks within the humanities may result in an absence of consensus
PWFSIPXUPEFÎOFLFZPSJFOUJOHDPODFQUTTVDIBT GPSFYBNQMF UIFADVMUVSFDPOcept, but their core interests and energies are directed towards social and cultural
problems, often with an eye to proposing solutions as well as diagnosis.
So what can arts and forms of expressive practices say about social life? What
contributions can they, and scholars whose work intersects with forms of creative
practice, contribute to societies? Who do they speak to, who is listening and do
they care?
Can art be of any practical use in, for example, helping achieve the 17 Global SusUBJOBCMF%FWFMPQNFOU(PBMT BOEUBSHFUT MBJEPVUCZ6OJUFE/BUJPOTJO
How art intersects with culture depends on how we think these about primary
terms. The massive investment in subjectivity which shaped ideas about art in the
‘West’ from the mid nineteenth century created a schism between art and society.
This resulted in a particular aesthetic disposition that saw artists become increasingly ambivalent and even hostile towards their audiences. While the romantic
originating idea that art is purely disinterested and exists solely for its own sake
has been in retreat in the Western academy for nearly a generation, it is important
to point out that those understandings of the ‘arts’ that originated in European
thought are the product of but one intellectual tradition. Ideas about art may vary
from place to place and genre to genre but the notion that art could somehow be
independent of social life that was a sustaining axiom in European thought was
never taken up in places where creative and expressive practices are thought
integral to social life rather than alien to it. When art is seen as the product of
inherently social processes, focus can be shifted from an appreciation of its formal
QSPQFSUJFTUPBOFOHBHFNFOUXJUIJUTDVMUVSBMMZEFÎOFEPOUPMPHJDBMTUBUVTBOE
social functions, which is where, in many cases, its primary symbolic meanings lie.
As with ‘art’, there are also challenges in framing understandings of culture
JOMBUFNPEFSOJUZ SFHBSEMFTTPGXIFUIFSPOFUIJOLTBCPVUUIJTDPODFQUGSPNB
5ZMPSJBO "SOPMEPOJBOPSADVMUVSBMTUVEJFTQFSTQFDUJWF /PUMFBTU JTVOEFSTUBOEing how ‘culture’ intersects with artistic practices and culture’s role in shaping
the concepts we use to discuss these practices. This relationship requires ongoing
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SFÏFDUJPOBTUIFUISFFUFSNTPGUIFEJTDVTTJPO DVMUVSF BSUJTUJDQSBDUJDFBOEEFMJCFSBUJPO BSFJOBDPOUJOVBMTUBUFPGÏVY*OMBUFNPEFSOJUZ BDPNQSFIFOTJWFVOEFSstanding of this dynamic requires an openness to new forms of methodological
pluralism; especially those that capable of engaging with ideas originating and
circulating outside of the orthodoxies of Western thought as well as within.
At the beginning of a new decade, artists and academics face challenges and uncertainties that demand a response. In this light, can artists and scholars be ambivalent about the societies in which they are embedded and which have played a
fundamental role in shaping their outlook? It may be that the explicit recognition
that art is anchored in its engagement with its own social realities and through its
capacity to talk to and about society is an acknowledgement of its most important
social attributes. Art, allied to its particular political, geographical and global concerns can be seen as a social conscience. Likewise, writing about art may explore
a comprehensive range of interpretative and analytical processes that emphasize
UIFJNQPSUBODFPGBSUJOJUTQFDJÎDDVMUVSBMDPOUFYUXIJMFTJNVMUBOFPVTMZFNCSBDing its overarching expressive and communicative telos.
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Heritage and
Scale –
Challenges to
Wellbeing
and Place Management in Dubrovnik’s
World Heritage Site
Celine Motzfeldt Loades+ (Norway)

Abstract
This article is an ethnographic contribution to ongoing debates on the conTFRVFODFTPGIFSJUBHJTBUJPOBOEUPVSJTUJÎDBUJPOJOUIFMJWFESFBMJUJFTPG8PSME
Heritage sites. Based on my doctoral research in Dubrovnik, Croatia, the article
provides an ethnographic case-study that explores the consequences of global
tourism and relationships of scale on Dubrovnik’s urban development, local tourism management and the citizens’ experienced wellbeing. The article calls for a
broader conceptualization and treatment of heritage that encompasses the multiple values attached to the World Heritage and the wider geographical scale and
socio-cultural relations that the World Heritage is situated in. To the inhabitants
living in or near the enlisted site, Dubrovnik’s World Heritage is made meaningful to its citizens within the horizon of the city’s wider cultural heritage, historical
relations and embedded cultural historical structures. At the same time, global
tourism and relationships of scale asserts ever stronger impacts on how World
Heritage sites are managed, understood and used, for instance as selling-points
in tourism and place production. A ‘scaling up’ in the tourist industry’s power and
ownership structures in the new Millennium have affected World Heritage sites’
QPTTJCJMJUJFTUPJOÏVFODFEFTUJOBUJPONBOBHFNFOUBOEUPCSJOHGPSUIBTVTUBJOBCMF
and responsible tourism.
Keywords: Urban Heritage, Wellbeing, Identity, Heritage Management, Cruise Tourism,
Over-Tourism, Tourism Overheating, Sustainable Tourism
+

Celine Motzfeldt Loades, Centre for Development and the Environment, University of Oslo, Norway.
email: c.m.loades@sum.uio.no.
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Introduction
The incentives for obtaining status as a World Heritage site are connected to a
whole host of socio-cultural and political factors, where the desire to bolster tourism and attract international investment to stimulate economic and infrastrucUVSBMEFWFMPQNFOUPDDVQJFTBDFOUSBMQPTJUJPO 3VTTP %SPTU  8IJMF
some instances of the attainment of World Heritage status produce few evident
CFOFÎUTPOUIFHSPVOE JOPUIFSDBTFT UIF8PSME)FSJUBHFTUBUVTIBTCFDPNF
intertwined with local socio-cultural relations and power dynamics. It can be is
actively drawn on in the consolidation of cultural identities and nationhood, in
mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion and in discourses on development.
A locally integrated and culturally sensitive approach to heritage and tourism
management has the potential to safeguard cultural values and local identity
/BTTFS "VDMBJSBOE'BJSDMPVHI  #ZGPTUFSJOHDVMUVSBMMZTFOTJUJWFIFSJtage and tourism management, the necessary protection of the cultural heritage
and local environment can be provided, and at the same time local economic
EFWFMPQNFOUBOESFHFOFSBUJPOXJMMCFFODPVSBHFE 4BMB[BS  8JUIPVUBDcommodating for long-term, sustainable heritage and site management, World
Heritage enlistment can become a “double-edged sword” to the communities living
JOPSOFBSUIFTJUF 9JBPZB 4BMB[BS  5IJTDBOQSFTFOUTVCTUBOUJBMDIBMMFOHFTUPUIFJOUFOEFEMPOHUFSNCFOFÎUTPGIFSJUBHFBOEOFHBUJWFMZBGGFDUCPUI
the communities’ wellbeing and the environment in the wider World Heritage
area. Ethnographic knowledge of how heritage is produced and interpreted within
particular cultural contexts, and of how heritage production intersects with – and
JOÏVFODFTmDVMUVSBMQSBDUJDFT QFSDFQUJPOTBOETPDJBMDIBOHF JTOFFEFEJOPSEFS
to better understand the “global-local dynamics of heritage interpretation” and producUJPOBTXFMMBTJUTEJWFSTFVTFTBOEFGGFDUT 4BMB[BS  
In the last couple of decades, many World Heritage sites have experienced considerable growth in tourism numbers. With an infrastructure unprepared to cater
for the rapidly growing numbers, many urban World Heritage sites struggle to
deal with the environmental and social pressures of mass-tourism. Although Dubrovnik’s World Heritage status and the large tourism potential that it brings have
aided towards the city’s urban restoration and economic recovery after the CroaUJBOXBSPGJOEFQFOEFODF  UIFGPDVTPOUPFDPOPNJDHSPXUIBOEJOcreased tourism numbers have overshadowed communal concerns. ‘Over-tourism’
and an urban management that fails to involve the local population in decisionmaking processes are negatively affecting the local population’s wellbeing and the
citizens’ connections to the urban heritage.
This article is an ethnographic case-study that explores the consequences of globalization processes and relationships of scale on Dubrovnik’s urban development
and local tourism management. Based on my doctoral research in Dubrovnik,
Croatia, the article discusses how global processes of change, especially connected
to global tourism, affect the wellbeing of the local residents and stimulate local
responses including political activism.

7 | Celine Motzfeldt Loades
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Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework informing this article, and the doctoral research that
JUJTCBTFEVQPO JTJOTQJSFECZUIFJOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZÎFMEXIJDIJTMPPTFMZMBCFMMFE
critical heritage studies. The ‘critical’ element in critical heritage studies centers
QBSUJDVMBSMZPOBSFKFDUJPOPGUIFABVUIPSJ[FEIFSJUBHFEJTDPVSTF 4NJUI  
According to Smith, the ‘authorized heritage discourse’ which is the dominant
QFSTQFDUJWFJOIFSJUBHFNBOBHFNFOUQSBDUJDFTXJUISPPUTCBDLUPUIFUI$FOtury, perceives heritage as related to material and monumental structures that
are seen to have innate, unchanging qualities and values. In this view, heritage’s
meanings are seen as a natural consequence of its physicality rather than as part
of a culture’s attempts to create meaning, identity and to make cultural boundaries and position themselves within their surroundings. Critical heritage studies, on
the contrary, approaches heritage as relational and as a process, which is socially
constituted, produced and continually negotiated in the interfaces of shifting spatial and temporal relations.
The research informing this article explores the interpretations and uses of
Dubrovnik’s cultural heritage and its relationship to place as processual and
relational. The values and meaning attached to the city’s heritage and to place
are shaped by, and tied to, present-day purposes, ideologies, cultural symbolism,
power relationships, and hopes and desires for the near future. The particular
meanings of heritage, and how they intersect with the production of locality, need
to be understood as a hybridization of a range of inter-connected processes occurring simultaneously at different scales. The particular forms and meanings which
‘the local’ and ‘the national’ have for Dubrovnikans are not reliant on discernible
processes happening either ‘here’ or ‘there’, but are continuously co-produced and
altered by varying spatial and temporal scopes. This article addresses the following main research question: How does global tourism influence the production of locality
and the management of Dubrovnik’s World Heritage site?
Research Methodology
5IFBSUJDMFTEJTDVTTJPOTBOEÎOEJOHTBSFGPVOEFEPOFUIOPHSBQIJDSFTFBSDIGPS
the degree of Ph.D. at the Department of Social Anthropology, University of Oslo
 5IFFUIOPHSBQIJDSFTFBSDIJTCBTFEPOUXFMWFNPOUITPGÎFMEXPSL
JO%VCSPWOJL $SPBUJBXIJDIUPPLQMBDFJO BOE*UBMTPJODMVEFT
EBUBGSPNBÎFMEUSJQUP;BHSFC*IBWFBMTPIBEFWPMWJOHDPOUBDUXJUISFTFBSDIFST 
institutions, political and cultural activists, students and citizens in other parts of
UIFDPVOUSZUISPVHIPVU CFUXFFOBOEBGUFSNZÎFMEXPSLQFSJPET NPTUOPUBCMZJO
Dubrovnik, Zagreb and Split.
I carried out the research primarily by using anthropological methods; in particular participant observation and semi-structured interviews. The contexts and locations for utilizing participant observation varied. I conducted participant observation in a structured manner at a variety of public events including on particular
days of commemoration, public meetings, debates organized by NGOs and grassroots activists, seminars, conferences, religious sermons and events, openings of
art exhibitions at a local cultural center and in a variety of cultural performances
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and events. However, the main context for conducting participant observation
was in everyday conversations with local residents in which I was an ‘observant
QBSUJDJQBUPS .PFSBO 
Most of my informants are citizens living in the Dubrovnik-Neretva County (Dubrovacko-neretvanska županija) and are between 17 and 83 years of age. The criteria
for selecting my informants were informed by a combination of ‘snowball samQMJOH $PMFNBO /PZ  BOEDBSFGVMMZUBSHFUFETBNQMJOHPGJOGPSNBOUT
from different educational, ethnic-religious and socio-economic backgrounds.
*OBEEJUJPOUPQBSUJDJQBOUPCTFSWBUJPO *DBSSJFEPVURVBMJUBUJWF TFNJTUSVDUVSFE
interviews, as well as three follow-up e-mail interviews in 2018. As a complimentary methodological approach to semi-structured seated interviews, I also carried
out several mobile conversational interviews in locations which my informants
DIPTF5IJTUZQFPGFUIOPHSBQIJDJORVJSZVTFTMPDPNPUJPOXJUIJOBAÎFMETJUFBTB
NFUIPEUPGBDJMJUBUFOFXJOTJHIUT 4IFMMFSBOE6SSZ #ËTDIFSBOE6SSZ  
Mobile ethnography can enable a more ‘grounded’ ethnographic sensitivity to
how ones’ informants relate to their environment. I experienced mobile ethnography as a particularly productive method in gaining insights into how informants
perceive and experience Dubrovnik’s World Heritage site as part of a much wider
social-cultural and historically embedded milieu.
From a ‘Living Heritage’ to a Museum City
Dubrovnik was once our living heritage, you know …but we cannot live here now…I
do not think it is possible to live a normal life in Dubrovnik, especially during the
summer season! Because of tourism, everything else is subordinated…tourism dominates everything and locals cannot live normally. It is simply too crowded!

5IFTFSFÏFDUJPOTGSPN*WBOB B%VCSPWOJLBOXPNBOJOIFSGPSUJFT SFÏFDUBHSPXing sentiment of many Dubrovnikan residents in recent years. Ivana’s ponderings
of why the citizens’ daily life in Dubrovnik has become close to intolerable is not
related tourism per se. Rather, her discontent, echoed in conversations with numerous other residents of Dubrovnik, relates to the overall number of tourists visiting the city in certain periods of the day, thus causing congestion. The majority
of local residents I encountered put this change down to the exponential growth
PGDSVJTFTIJQUPVSJTNJOUIFMBTUUFOUPÎGUFFOZFBST*ODPNCJOBUJPOXJUIXIBU
many locals perceive as a money-grabbing and insensitive local urban management, which fails to include the well-being of the city’s residents, many Dubrovnikans are experiencing a diminishing sense of connection with the historic city
center and its urban heritage.
In Dubrovnik and a large number of other European urban World Heritage sites,
tourism has been an active element in the urban management of the sites for
a long time. In many urban World Heritage sites, including Dubrovnik, tourism
precedes World Heritage enlistment.1 Tourism has thus a long history of intersectJOHXJUIIFSJUBHFNBOBHFNFOUBOEIBTJOÏVFODFEiIPX8PSME)FSJUBHF4JUFTBSF
perceived, encountered and experienced in the wider social and political realm”

9 | Celine Motzfeldt Loades
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#PVSEFBVBOE(SBWBSJ#BSCBT :FU UPVSJTNEFWFMPQNFOUBOEDVMUVSBM
heritage management have often existed in an unwieldy relationship with each
other. Their separate interests and approaches towards conservation and developNFOUIBWFGSFRVFOUMZDPNFJOUPDPOÏJDU .D,FSDIFS )P BOE%V$SPT  5IJT
discord is particularly pronounced in urban contexts, and perhaps even more so
JOUIFTPDBMMFEAUPVSJTUIJTUPSJDDJUJFT "TIXPSUIBOE5VOCSJEHF 0SCBTMJ 
 XIFSFUIFPGUFOMBSHFOVNCFSPGJOUFSFTUHSPVQTDPNQFUFPWFSMJNJUFETQBDF
BOEÎOJUFAIFSJUBHFBTTFUT 0SCBTMJ  *OTVDIDPOUFYUT QVCMJDBOEQPMJUJDBM
EJTDPVSTFTPOIFSJUBHFBOEVSCBOEFWFMPQNFOUPGUFOCFDPNFNPSFJOUFOTJÎFEBOE
DPNQFUJUJWF JCJE .PSFPWFS UIFEJGGFSFOUJOUFSFTUTBOEJOUFOUJPOTPGUIFIFSJUBHF
management and tourism industries do not always align with the local population’s daily needs and concerns. Given the huge economic potential which cultural
heritage and tourism development offers, there is a risk that the well-being of the
JOIBCJUBOUTJO8PSME)FSJUBHFTJUFTCFDPNFTOFHMFDUFE JCJE 
)JTUPSJDBMQSPDFTTFTBOEFWFOUTPGUIFSFDFOUQBTUIBWFJOÏVFODFEIPX%Vbrovnik’s World Heritage site is perceived and used by its current inhabitants. In
QBSUJDVMBS UIFDJUZTDPOEJUJPOBTBQPTUXBSTPDJFUZJOÏVFODFTDPNNVOBMJOUFSBDtions, cultural perceptions and practices. The post-war condition has refocused
the meanings attached to the city’s World Heritage site and the way it is used in
JEFOUJUZEJTDPVSTFBOEHFPQPMJUJDBM TQBUJBMPSJFOUBUJPOT -PBEFT  5IFTIFMMing of Dubrovnik during the Croatian war of independence caused major material
damage to Dubrovnik’s World Heritage site. This had long-lasting consequences
GPSIFSJUBHFSFTUPSBUJPOBOEIBTJOÏVFODFEJOUFSQSFUBUJPOTBOEVTFTPG%Vbrovnik’s World Heritage in identity consolidation. The fact that the war occurred
concurrently with the economic transition from Titoist communism to a global,
DBQJUBMJTUNBSLFUFDPOPNZ GVSUIFSJOUFOTJÎFEUIFVTFPGIFSJUBHFBTBOFDPOPNJD
resource in post-war restoration and tourism development.
In post-war Dubrovnik, the city’s urban heritage is used to consolidate geopolitical
PSJFOUBUJPOBOEJEFPMPHJDBMEJTDPVSTFCZCPMTUFSJOH%VCSPWOJLT BOE$SPBUJBT EFsired cultural and political belonging to Western-Europe, and subsequent detachment from the Balkan region. The perceived cultural and political heritage of the
%VCSPWOJL3FQVCMJD  JTVTFEJOMPDBMQPMJUJDBMEJTDPVSTFUPSFOFHPUJBUF
Dubrovnik’s politically peripheral position within the Croatian nation-state and
re-construct centrality and within the parameters of the new nation-state. The loDBMMZQFSDFJWFEQPMJUJDBMIFSJUBHFPG%VCSPWOJL3FQVCMJD FNCFEEFEJOBEJTDPVSTF
of having long-standing international diplomatic skills and an ability to sustain
JUTGSFFEPN JTBMTPDFOUSBMUPUIFTZNCPMJTNPGQPMJUJDBMTUBCJMJUZBOEBNFOBCJMJUZ
within the context of Croatia’s post-war identity within the EU.
Dubrovnik’s status as a World Heritage site has helped to unify and anchor idenUJUJFTXJUIJOUIFOFXHFPQPMJUJDBMDPOUFYUGPMMPXJOHUIFUVSCVMFOUTXBSBOE
PUIFSQPMJUJDBMVQIFBWBMT:FUUIFVTFPGUIFDJUZT8PSME)FSJUBHFJOQPTUXBS
political discourse and economic development has equally produced new power
dynamics, lines of social differentiation and exclusion mechanisms. Consequently,
the interpretations and uses of Dubrovnik’s World Heritage, under the contempo-
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rary conditions of market-liberalism and global tourism, have led, in certain areas,
UPEJTTPOBODFBOEPVUSJHIUDPOÏJDU JCJE 
Many World Heritage sites are today experiencing challenges of ‘over-tourism’ and
TFWFSBM8PSME)FSJUBHFTJUFT TVDIBTUIFUXP"ESJBUJDDJUJFT %VCSPWOJL -PBEFT 
 BOE7FOJDF $BTBHSBOEF  BSFGBDJOHBSBQJEEFQPQVMBUJPO5IFJSIJTUPSJDDFOUFSTBSFCFDPNJOHJODSFBTJOHMZANVTFVNJÎFE %J(JPWJOF  AQMBZgrounds’ for tourists and less ‘living’ cities for the local populations.2
The population of Dubrovnik’s walled center decreased from approximately 5,000
JOUPSPVHIMZ JOIBCJUBOUTJO3 Many apartments in the center have
been sold to international investors and are now rented out as holiday homes and
only used during the tourist season. Work sites and central amenities designed
for the local population’s daily needs have been moved out of the center to be
replaced with large numbers of souvenir shops, up-market boutiques, restaurants,
cafes and bars aimed at attracting and catering for a growing number of tourists.
In order to understand Dubrovnikans’ growing discontentment with current tourism, we need to take a closer look at substantial changes that have taken place in
HMPCBMUPVSJTNJOUIFOFXNJMMFOOJVN$IBOHFTJOHMPCBMUPVSJTNIBWFIBETJHOJÎcant impacts on local destination management and the living conditions for the
host populations affected by mass tourism.
Many local residents are today under the impression that tourism in Dubrovnik
has reached a ‘tipping-point’ and they see little or no possibility of changing the
impacts of tourism towards more sustainable outcomes. One of these, a young
archaeologist called Luka, thinks that Dubrovnikans are in the process of “breaking the branch on which we sit.”4 Speaking from an archaeological point of view,
Luka thinks there is reason to be concerned about the long-time de-generation of
the material urban heritage due to the large tourist crowds. He is also concerned
with long-term economic sustainability and potential vulnerability of the city due
to its over-reliance on tourism and the city’s urban heritage in economic development. However, more than anything, his use of the metaphor of ‘breaking the
branch’ emerges from his deep concern about the challenges to the longevity of
Dubrovnikans’ cultural traditions and their urban, civic identity. With growing
conviction, he believes that with the current conditions of tourism developments,
UIFSFTJEFOUTJEFOUJÎDBUJPOXJUIUIFDJUZDFOUFSJTTUFBEJMZEJNJOJTIJOHBOENBOZ
experience that the quality of life for the population is getting worse. Luka thinks
UIBUUIFMPDBMBVUIPSJUJFTGBJMUPTVGÎDJFOUMZEFBMXJUIUIFTFDIBMMFOHFTEVFUPUIF
lure of short-term economic gains which tourism promises. By giving in to the
desire for ever-increasing tourism growth in a limited space, he thinks that tourism inevitably infringes on local life. At the current rate of development, Luka
thinks the long-term effects of tourism in Dubrovnik will come with a crippling
price. ‘Where will Dubrovnik be in 20 years?’ he asks. What will be left for the local
population and whether anyone will live within the walled center in future? Luka
contemplates.5 What will be the value of the city’s heritage if the center becomes
a ‘dead museum’?
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A Different Type of Tourism
Tourism is one of the fastest growing sectors in the world economy, which also
DPOUSJCVUFTTJHOJÎDBOUMZUPXBSETUIFHMPCBM(%16 The direct economic contribution of travel and tourism amounted to approximately 2.31 trillion U.S. dollars in
2016, thus making tourism, as stated by the UNWTO, into a “key driver for socioeconomic progress.7
On the Dalmatian coast, tourism is a well-established industry, which has propelled local and regional economic development since the dawn of modern tourJTN FTQFDJBMMZTJODFUIFT1PTUXBSFDPOPNJDBOEJOGSBTUSVDUVSBMSFDPWFSZ
has been heavily dependent on the return and expansion of tourism. Dalmatia, of
which Dubrovnik is a part of, thus plays a central role in post-war national economic development. Following the decline in agricultural production, the destruction of heavy industry and political and social restructuring in the post-war era,
tourism has expanded into one of Dubrovnik’s main sources of income and economic growth.
If managed sustainably, tourism at World Heritage sites has the potential to make
TJHOJÎDBOUDPOUSJCVUJPOTUPUIFMPDBMFDPOPNZ5IJTDBOFOTVSFGVOEJOHGPSIFSJtage restoration and urban regeneration. Tourism to World Heritage sites may also
offer employment opportunities for the local population inhabiting the sites. Dubrovnik’s World Heritage status and its large tourism potential are important keys
to explaining the city’s comparably high economic performance and low unemQMPZNFOUÎHVSFTPOBOBUJPOBMCBTJT.BOZ%VCSPWOJLBOTBQQSFDJBUFUIFDPOUSJCVtion of tourism to the economic and infrastructural recovery and development in
UIFQPTUXBSQFSJPE)PXFWFS UIFDIBSBDUFSPGUPVSJTNIBTDIBOHFETJHOJÎDBOUMZ
after the turn of the new millennium and it has fomented growing dissatisfaction
among the local population.
Under Titoist communism, there was no room for developing private, family-run
hotels as everything was controlled by the state. Due to the urgent need for foreign investment in rebuilding the tourism industry after the war, Croatia sold off
many tourism facilities cheaply. International investments have helped to recover
much of the tourism infrastructure but without these investments, there would be
JOTVGÎDJFOUDBQJUBMUPSFOPWBUFUIFMBSHFIPUFMDIBJOTGSPNUIFGPSNFS:VHPTMBWJB
However, this process has also created a long-term dependency on international
investments.
Although Dubrovnik’s post-war restoration of its urban heritage and its recovery
of the tourist industry tends to be portrayed as a success story,8 the economic
CFOFÎUTSFBQFEGSPNUIFDJUZT8PSME)FSJUBHFTUBUVTBOEJUTUPVSJTNBQQFBMIBT
OPUCFOFÎUUFEBMMDJUJ[FOTFRVJUBCMZ*OBDVMUVSBMDMJNBUFTUSVHHMJOHXJUIDPSSVQUJPOBOEOFQPUJTN TPDJBMEJGGFSFOUJBUJPOCFUXFFOUIPTFXIPCFOFÎUGSPNUPVSJTN
and those who do not, have in many cases induced growing discontentment and
FOWZ5IFFDPOPNJDUSBOTJUJPOGSPN:VHPTMBWJBO5JUPJTNUPHMPCBMDBQJUBMJTNIBT
been accompanied by uncertainties and lack of transparency relating to property
and land ownership transference. With the nation’s highest real estate prices, the
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high monetary value of property and land areas, have in a large number of cases
JOEVDFEPOHPJOHPXOFSTIJQDPOÏJDUT"OFYBNQMFPGUIJTXBTGPVOEXJUIBGBNJMZ
XIPIBEBOPOHPJOHPXOFSTIJQDPOÏJDUUIBUUIFZIBEAJOIFSJUFEGSPNUIFIVTband’s father and was still unresolved over twenty years later.
Another area of concern to the local population is how a large proportion of the
NPOFZHFOFSBUFEGSPNUPVSJTNCFOFÎUTFYUFSOBMJOWFTUPSTTVDIBTNVMUJOBUJPOBM
companies and not the local economy. By steadily selling off the city’s tourism
GBDJMJUJFT MBOEBSFBTBOEVSCBOQSPQFSUZUPJOUFSOBUJPOBMJOWFTUPST CPUI$SPBU
FYQBUSJBUFTBOEGPSFJHOFST NBOZ%VCSPWOJLBOTFYQFSJFODFUIBUUIFJSIFSJUBHF
and local civic identity are simultaneously being sold off. Although Dubrovnik’s
residents and the local economy largely are performing economically better than
many other post-war communities in the region, the experienced level of satisfaction with life circumstances locally is not necessarily optimal.
Although tourism also constituted a large chunk of national revenue in the former
:VHPTMBWJB UIFUPVSJTNJOEVTUSZJOUIBUQFSJPEXBTNVDINPSFTFMGDPOUBJOFE*O
BEEJUJPOUPFEVDBUFEBOESFMBUJWFMZBGÏVFOUDVMUVSBMUPVSJTUTGSPN&VSPQF UPVSJTN
JO%VCSPWOJLVOEFS:VHPTMBWJBNBJOMZDPOTJTUFEPGEPNFTUJDUPVSJTUT XIPDBNF
on pre-booked package tours for between one and three weeks. There was also
more tourism during the winter. Under Titoist communism, the citizens’ experienced a greater degree of stability relating to income and employment. Moreover,
Dubrovnik’s tourism industry existed alongside other industries, such as its centuries’ old maritime industry.
%VFUPHMPCBMJOUFSDPOOFDUJPOT ÏVDUVBUJPOTBOEUIFWVMOFSBCJMJUZPGHMPCBMUPVSism, local populations living in World Heritage sites today often experience a
great degree of economic insecurity. The subjects many Dubrovnik residents often
honed in on to explain their dissatisfaction were the increased lack of economic
TFDVSJUZBOEJOUFOTJÎFETFBTPOBMJUZJOXPSLBOEJODPNF"MUIPVHIUIFFNQMPZNFOUÎHVSFTJO%VCSPWOJLBSFIJHIFSUIBOUIFOBUJPOBMBWFSBHF TUSPOHTFBTPOBM
ÏVDUVBUJPOTJOUIFBWBJMBCJMJUZPGXPSLNJYFEXJUIMPOHQFSJPETPGVOFNQMPZNFOU
affect the well-being of many Dubrovnikans.
Certain measures have been taken in order to tackle the challenges of seasonality
and pedestrian congestion in the walled city center. The local authorities, in cooperation with the tourism industry, have begun to focus on developing strategies
to spread out the tourism impacts beyond the UNESCO World Heritage site. There
has also been a growing focus onto how to prolong the duration of tourism visits
and to expand the tourism season beyond the main tourist season. The launch of
a ‘Dubrovnik – a City of all Seasons’ campaign, coupled with the introduction of
NPSFJOUFSOBUJPOBMÏJHIUTJOXJOUFS JTTUBSUJOHUPIBWFBOFGGFDUPOHSPXJOHUPVSism numbers in winter. In 2012, the Ministry of Tourism published the ‘Strategy of
$SPBUJBO5PVSJTN%FWFMPQNFOUCZSFQPSU5IFSFQPSUJEFOUJÎFETFBTPOBMJUZ
as one of the main challenges to Croatia’s further tourism development and to
the employment situation in tourism- and service sector. The majority of tourism
WJTJUTUP$SPBUJBUBLFQMBDFPWFSGPVSNPOUITPGUIFZFBSJO PGUIF
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overnight tourism visits occurred between June and September. A major reason
for seasonality in Croatia’s tourism market relates to the high concentration of
tourism visits in the coastal region. This tendency is particularly pronounced in
Dubrovnik and the entire Dalmatian coast. This supports the assertion that although the city’s cultural heritage constitutes a central part of its tourism appeal;
‘sea and sun’ tourism is also a major source of its popularity as a tourism destination. In order to encourage increased tourism in the remainder of the year, the
‘Strategy of Croatian Tourism Development by 2020’ report recognized the importance of diversifying the range of tourism offerings and promoting tourism in
connection with cultural events and public celebrations that occur outside of the
main tourist season.
Winter tourism is prioritized as a major area of tourism promotional activities.
Cultural events, which formerly did not attract many tourists, such as the St.
#MBJTFGFTUJWBM SE'FCSVBSZ BOEUIF%VCSPWOJL$BSOJWBM UImUI'FCSVBSZ 
now receive widespread promotion and are used to promote Dubrovnik as a “city
for all seasons” to tourists. Other cultural activities, such as the Dubrovnik Winter
'FTUJWBM %FDFNCFSUIm+BOVBSZOE IBWFCFFOJOWFOUFEJOPSEFSUPFODPVSBHF
XJOUFSUPVSJTN5IFOVNCFSPGXJOUFSUPVSJTUTIBTHSPXOTJHOJÎDBOUMZJOSFDFOU
years. The heavy promotion of Dubrovnik as a “city for all seasons” has also had
an overall effect on increased overnight visits in periods with no particular culturBMFWFOUT*O/PWFNCFS GPSFYBNQMF  UPVSJTUTWJTJUFE%VCSPWOJL XIJDI
DPOTUJUVUFEBJODSFBTFGSPNUIFQSFWJPVTZFBS10
Niche tourism types, such as heritage trails, rural heritage tourism, wine, gastro,
and agro- tourism have received strong promotion and several related cultural
FWFOUTBOEBDUJWJUJFTTVDIBT UIFA4QSJOH(PVSNFU8FFL TUmUI"QSJM %VCSPWOJLA'FTUJ8JOF UImOE"QSJM BOEA(PPE'PPE'FTUJWBM UImTU0DUPCFS IBWFCFFOJOWFOUFEUPFODPVSBHFUIJT
Dubrovnik also increasingly promotes itself as an international arena for business and conference tourism. This has been a gradual process, but in recent years
active targeting and promotional activities at international conference fairs has
become more widespread. In 2010, a specialised unit the Dubrovnik Tourism
Board, named The Conference Bureau, was established to facilitate and provide
assistance to conference organizers, and to promote Dubrovnik in international
convention and conference fairs.11 The crossovers between conference tourism
with gourmet and cultural tourism have also become more intertwined in the
promotional portfolio of the marketed tourism offers.
Partly due to the eagerness to present Dubrovnik as an elite tourist destination
and as fully restored to its ‘former glory’ as a peaceful and stable ‘cultured’ city,
the personal and cultural traumas and humiliation caused by the Croatian war
of independence tend to be glossed over in tourism promotion.12 There has been
little focus on the populations’ need for reconciliation. Moreover, the potential for
fostering participatory, community-based tourism projects in helping post-war
DPNNVOJUJFTSFÎOEEJHOJUZBOENFBOJOHJTBMNPTUFOUJSFMZBCTFOUJOMPDBMBOE
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regional tourism developments. The focus onto short-term economic gains overTIBEPXTUIFPUIFSQPUFOUJBMSPMFTXIJDIUPVSJTNDBOGVMÎM
An ‘Overheated’ World Heritage City
Fluctuations in global tourism and the ‘scaling up’ in power and ownership structures in the new Millennium, have affected the ability of many World Heritage
TJUFTUPJOÏVFODFEFTUJOBUJPONBOBHFNFOUBOEUPCSJOHGPSUIBTVTUBJOBCMFBOE
responsible tourism. Increased interconnections across spatial scales and an acceleration of tourism numbers and journeys made to World Heritage sites, conUSJCVUFUPXBSETAPWFSIFBUFE &SJLTFO  DPOEJUJPOTJONBOZMPDBMJUJFTVTJOH
their heritage as a selling point in tourism.
Used both in a concrete sense – as in the challenges that we face by climate
DIBOHF BOEJONFUBQIPSJDBMMZ &SJLTFO  TFFToverheating as having become
endemic in the globalized world. Populations in disparate geographical areas of
UIFXPSMEJODSFBTJOHMZFYQFSJFODFJOUFSSFMBUFEDSJTFT)FJEFOUJÎFTUISFFBSFBT JO
particular, as being affected by overheating:
 Environment DIBMMFOHFTSFMBUJOHUPDMJNBUFDIBOHF QPMMVUJPO EJNJOJTIJOHCJP
EJWFSTJUZFUD XIJDIUFOETUPCFEPXOQMBZFEVOEFSUIFOFPMJCFSBMFDPOPNZ
and the pursuit of economic growth. Therefore, accelerated growth and consumption produces a ‘overheating’ in the environment.
 Economy, which due to its increasingly global interconnectedness, lack of diverTJÎDBUJPOBOEATDBMJOHVQJTQBSUJDVMBSMZWVMOFSBCMFUPHMPCBMFWFOUT QSPDFTTFT
and potential economic recessions.
 Identity, which relates to an experienced crisis in the reproduction of identity, locality, place and cultural diversity. This is connected with processes of
AEJTFNCFEEJOH &SJLTFO  BOESFMBUFTUPHMPCBMJ[BUJPO JODSFBTFENPCJMJUZ 
UFDIOPMPHJDBMJOOPWBUJPO ÏPXTPGQSPEVDUTBOEJEFBT DVMUVSBMDPNNFSDJBMJ[BUJPOBOEDPNNPEJÎDBUJPO
5IFTFAUISFFDSJTFT &SJLTFO JCJE BTTFSUT UFOEUPJOWPMWFDSJTJTJOSFQSPEVDUJPO
and clashing scales, where, for example, the double-bind of accelerated economic
growth and cultural and environmental sustainability is becoming ever more palpable, and seemingly irreconcilable, in the context of global climate change.
&SJLTFO JCJE EFTDSJCFTHMPCBMUPVSJTNBTFYIJCJUJOHBMMUIFDFOUSBMGFBUVSFTPG
‘overheating.’ In Dubrovnik and Croatia, all three crises are apparent. They relate
closely to the effects of globalization processes and global tourism on the city, but
also to local and regional historical events and processes, which condition the
responses to these ‘crises’ and help to give form to their particular expressions
-PBEFT  
The strong reliance on tourism as a near mono-economy makes Dubrovnik
WVMOFSBCMFUPÏVDUVBUJPOTJOHMPCBMUPVSJTNBOEUPUSBOTGPSNBUJWFHMPCBMBOE
regional processes and events, such as regional political instability, war, global
economic recession and environmental catastrophes. Dubrovnik’s tourism industry has experienced clear, periodic setbacks, which reveal the vulnerability
of the current tourism-dependent local economy and its integration into global
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processes and events. The management of Dubrovnik’s World Heritage and its use
in tourism destination management are increasingly integrated into higher-level
scales. The globalization of the tourism industry, combined with technological
innovations, have made it easier for small-scale tourism sites to market themselves internationally, to attract larger tourist crowds and new tourism groups. At
UIFTBNFUJNF JOUFSOBUJPOBMUPVSJTNDPSQPSBUJPOTIPMENPSFQPXFSUPJOÏVFODF
local tourism management through monopolization of companies’ ownership and
an integration of local sites into international itineraries. This is particularly the
case in tourism sites that are dependent on cruise-ship tourism. Although many
%VCSPWOJLBODJUJ[FOTCFOFÎUFDPOPNJDBMMZGSPNUPVSJTN5PVSJTNIBTCFDPNF
a “double-edged sword of integration into higher levels of scale … where localiUJFTJODSFBTJOHMZEFQFOEPOUIFIJHIFSTZTUFNJDMFWFMTGPSUIFJSTVSWJWBMu &SJLTFO 
 
$SVJTFTIJQ5PVSJTNm(MPCBM$POOFDUJPOTBOE-PDBM*NQBDUT
3FDFOUEFWFMPQNFOUTJOUIFHMPCBMDSVJTFTIJQJOEVTUSZIBWFIBETJHOJÎDBOUDPOsequences for the character, impacts and challenges of tourism in large numbers
PGDSVJTFEFTUJOBUJPOTXPSMEXJEF ,SòFMK$PMPWJDBOE#SBVUPWJD ,MFJO  
With the globalization of the cruise-ship industry, the power of multinational
DPSQPSBUJPOTUPJOÏVFODFMPDBMQMBDFNBOBHFNFOUIBTJODSFBTFE$SVJTFUPVSJTN
constitutes a major element in enhancing Dubrovnik’s state of ‘overheating’ and
FYFNQMJÎFTIPXUPVSJTUJDDJUJFTJODSFBTJOHMZEFQFOEPOiIJHIFSTZTUFNJDMFWFMTGPS
UIFJSTVSWJWBMu &SJLTFO  5IJTMJNJUTUIFMPDBMNVOJDJQBMJUJFTQPTTJCJMJUJFTUP
manage tourism sustainably by controlling the numbers of cruise tourists visiting
Dubrovnik and spreading the arrivals across the year.
$SVJTFUPVSJTNIBTVOEFSHPOFBOFYQPOFOUJBMHSPXUITJODFUIFMBUFT5IF
number of cruise routes and ports of call worldwide have increased considerably
and the sizes of the cruise-ships have grown.13 In the period 2002-2012, cruiseTIJQDBMMTUP%VCSPWOJLUSJQMFE $BSJDBOE.BDLFMXPSUI  %VCSPWOJLIBT
become a transit port in an increasing number of international itineraries. Today
PGDSVJTFTIJQTWJTJUJOH$SPBUJBNPPSJO%VCSPWOJL JCJE 5IFHMPCBMDSVJTF
ship industry is growing so fast that it is creating challenges for the management
and preparedness of ports worldwide. The exponential growth of cruise tourism
to Dubrovnik has many visible impacts on the walled city center and causes new
challenges to urban- and tourism management. With its medieval urban layout
and an infrastructure not suited to the arrival of high volumes of tourist at once,
%VCSPWOJLGBDFTMBSHFDIBMMFOHFTSFMBUJOHUP USBGÎDBOEQFEFTUSJBODPOHFTUJPO 
waste management, water provision and pollution. Cruise tourism has changed
the character of tourism in Dubrovnik, but has also affected locals’ attitudes towards tourism and their wellbeing.
Cruise tourism has been strongly encouraged in Croatia’s regional and national
post-war economic development. As many of Dubrovnik’s tourism facilities were
heavily damaged from the war, the renovation of the formerly state-owned hotels
delayed the revival of land-based tourism. This process was further delayed by
frequent property transference disputes and depended upon securing interna-
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tional funding and investments. The provision of accommodation and catering
facilities on board the cruise-ships, on the other hand, enabled a swifter return
of Dubrovnik’s cruise tourism after the war. Many Dubrovnikans I encountered
during my period of doctoral research emphasized that they were initially positive towards cruise tourism when after the war. To many locals, the return of
cruise tourism became synonymous with the return of normality and stability
and symbolized Dubrovnik’s international character and connectedness with the
XJEFSXPSME.BOZDJUJ[FOTUIPVHIUUIBUDSVJTFUPVSJTNXPVMENBLFBTJHOJÎDBOU
ÎOBODJBMDPOUSJCVUJPOUPXBSETUIFDJUZCVEHFU*OUIFMBUFT UIFBWFSBHFDSVJTF
QBTTFOHFSUFOEFEUPCFBGÏVFOU)PXFWFS XJUIUIFHSPXUIPGDSVJTFUPVSJTNJO
the new millennium, the prices of cruise tours have been reduced, and thus the
BWFSBHFBHFBOEQVSDIBTJOHBCJMJUZPGUIFDSVJTFQBTTFOHFSTIBTGBMMFO 1FSVDJDBOE
1VI  
Structural changes in the cruise-ship industry have affected local destination
management and the local municipalities’ possibilities in managing its tourism
sustainably. In recent years, there has been a shift of focus in the international
cruise-ship industry away from the previously important land-based destinations
and onto the boat journey itself with a variety of facilities offered on board. Cruise
tourists are encouraged to spend more money on the ship itself instead of in the
EJGGFSFOUQPSUEFTUJOBUJPOT 1FSVDJD 1FSVDJDBOE1VI  5IJTIBTDPOUSJCuted towards a new geography of cruise tourism, where “the cruise industry sells
JUJOFSBSJFT OPUEFTUJOBUJPOT JNQMZJOHBMFWFMPGÏFYJCJMJUZJOUIFTFMFDUJPOPGQPSUT
PGDBMMu 3PESJHVFBOE/PUUFCPPN  5IFDPOTFRVFODFTPGUIFTFTIJGUTGPS
the host communities are many, especially in terms of shrinking economic benFÎUTUPUIFMPDBMFDPOPNZ
Another evident change in cruise tourism is a monopolization process of the
cruise-lines’ ownership composition. A small number of increasingly powerful
multi-national consortiums control and shape the global cruise-market. Just three
DPNQBOJFTPXOQFSDFOUPGUIFJOUFSOBUJPOBMDSVJTFNBSLFUBOEQFSDFOUPG
UIFDSVJTFNBSLFUJTDPOUSPMMFECZPOMZGPVSDPNQBOJFT 1FSVDJD  3PESJHVF
BOE/PUUFCPPN  8JUIJODSFBTFEDBQJUBMBOEQPXFSUPQVSTVFOFXDSVJTF
NBSLFUT UIJTNPOPQPMJ[BUJPOQSPDFTTMFBETUPHSFBUFSÏVDUVBUJPOTJOUIFDSVJTF
market, which can affect the services provided, the range of destinations offered
and the demands placed on the host communities and ports. Consequently, it has
CFDPNFJODSFBTJOHMZEJGÎDVMUGPSNVOJDJQBMJUJFTBOEQPSUBVUIPSJUJFTJODSVJTFEFTUJOBUJPOT UPJOÏVFODFUIFUSBGÎDÏPX SPVUFT TIJQTJ[FTBOEOVNCFSTPGFNCBSLing passengers.
Another structural change in global cruise tourism is that, increasingly, large
multi-national corporations secure a stake in the cruise ports’ ownership or lease
TFDUJPOTPGUIFQPSUTPOBMPOHUFSNCBTJT5IJTDBONBLFJUNPSFEJGÎDVMUGPSUIF
host communities to determine terms and conditions for steering cruise management locally. It can diminish the local port authorities’ and the municipalities’
power to institute constraints on the number of cruise arrivals, as well as affecting their power to encourage a seasonal spread of cruise arrivals and thus miti-
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gate overcrowding at the height of the cruise season. In Venice, the world’s largest
DSVJTFQPSUPQFSBUPS UIF'SFODI5VSLJTIDPOTPSUJVN (MPCBM1PSUT)PMEJOH (1) 
have steadily bought up shares in the cruise port, Venezia Terminal Passaggeri.
(MPCBM1PSUT)PMEJOHIBTTJNJMBSMZUSJFEUPBTTFSUJOÏVFODFJO%VCSPWOJLTDSVJTF
port. In 2016, Dubrovnik International Cruise Port Investment, owned by GPH,
signed a 40-year contract with Dubrovnik municipality to lease a land area next
UPUIFFYJTUJOHDSVJTFQPSUJOUIFXFTUFSOMZJOHQBSUPGUIFDJUZQBSU (SVò5IFQPSU
investment involve the construction of a new 25,000 square meter port next to the
FYJTUJOHPOF DPOUJOVJOHBMPOHUIFSJWFS Rijeci dubrovackoj), a new passenger termiOBMBOEBCVTTUBUJPO5IFWBMVFPGUIFQSPKFDUJTFTUJNBUFEUPņNJMMJPO)PXFWer, due to suspicion of corruption, lack of transparency concerning the conditions
of the contract, and local civic opposition, the contract has been halted.
As we can see, with the globalization of tourism, global multinationals are gaining
NPSFQPXFSUPJOÏVFODFMPDBMUPVSJTNEFTUJOBUJPOT)PXFWFS MPDBMNVOJDJQBMJUJFT
are also central drivers in outsourcing the control of the ports to multi-national
consortiums. Mirroring processes occurring nationally, Venice has undergone a
QSPDFTTPGSBNQBOUQSJWBUJ[BUJPOPGDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFBTTFUT #FOFEJLUFS  
1PO[JOJ  BOEBOPVUTPVSDJOHPGUPVSJTNGBDJMJUJFTTJODFUIFFBSMZT
Although Croatia’s economic transition to the market economy occurred followJOHOBUJPOBMJOEFQFOEFODFJO UIFDIBMMFOHFTPGQPTUXBSFDPOPNJD JOGSBstructural recovery and large-scale restoration work, has delayed this process
somewhat. However, in the course of the last decade, Dubrovnik’s privatization
process has escalated considerably. The majority of politicians in the municipal
government, of all political leanings, tend to uncritically embrace a further growth
PGUPVSJTNOVNCFSTUP%VCSPWOJL -PBEFT  1VCMJDQSPQFSUZBOEMBOEBSFBT
previously used by the local population have been sold off or leased to private
investors in tourism. An example of this tendency is seen by how a small public
park has been turned into the luxurious gardens of a private hotel. The combined
privatization and commercialization processes of cultural heritage assets also affect cultural institutions’ potential longevity. An example of this is found in how a
cluster of cultural and humanitarian NGOs, housed in the World Heritage enlisted
16th Century quarantines, Lazareti, have been under the threat of losing the
premises they have inhabited for up to 25 years to the establishment of a multimedia center for cruise tourists.
Local Resistance and Civic Action in the Adriatic
In recent years, cruise-ship tourism has stirred great deal of discontent and
PVUSJHIUSFTJTUBODFJONBOZIPTUDPNNVOJUJFT $PMPNCBOE/PWZ 7JBOFMMP 
B 5IFBUUJUVEFTUPXBSETDSVJTFUPVSJTNJO%VCSPWOJLBSFVOEPVCUFEMZNJYFE
and many locals express a great deal of ambivalence towards this emergent tourJTNGPSN QFSDFJWJOHJUUPCSJOHCPUICFOFÎUTBOEEFUSJNFOUTUPUIFDJUZ)PXFWFS 
over the course of my doctoral research, I have noticed a turn towards apprehensiveness and critique about the overwhelming impacts that the large crowds have
on everyday life.
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Many host communities in the Mediterranean have increasingly met the enormous growth of cruise tourism with resistance. In Venice, local resistance has
HSPXOIVHFMZ 7JBOFMMP B BOEIBTMFEUPUIFFTUBCMJTINFOUPGUIFDJWJMBDUJPO
group, No Grandi Navi /PMBSHFTIJQT $JWJDSFTJTUBODFUPXBSETDSVJTFUPVSJTNJO
both Dubrovnik and Venice stem from concern over the lack of measures taken to
limit and spread the number of cruise ships and passengers visiting per day and
in certain periods of the year. However, the critiques also surpass the issue of tourism management. The very essence of the capitalist, free market logic of global
tourism, monopolization processes, outsourcing of cruise destinations’ cultural
and natural assets, including heritage, landscapes and ways of life, become targets
of critique. No Grandi Navi has held a range of demonstrations in the Giudecca canal of the Venetian lagoon. The activists make use of banners, boats, torches and
use their own bodies to block the cruise-ships from entering canal by spreading
out and swimming in the lagoon. Every day around 20 large cruise-ships enter the
narrow canal, dock in the Marittima port and then disembark some hours later
JCJE 5IFMBSHFTDBMFPGUIFTIJQTQMBDFTBOFOPSNPVTQSFTTVSFPOUIFGSBHJMF
foundations of Venice’s buildings, which are built on poles. When the cruise-ships
pass through the lagoon, an estimated volume of between 30,000 and 35,000 cubic
NFUFSTPGXBUFS EFQFOEJOHPOUIFTIJQTTJ[F JTTIJGUFE ÎSTUCZCFJOHQSFTTFE
against the foundations, then pulled back again as the cruise-ship leaves. Venice’s
cruise tourism thus constitutes a direct threat to the city’s cultural heritage.14
However, the social consequences of over-tourism, and how tourism increasingly
JTFYQFSJFODFEBTOFHBUJWFMZJOÏVFODJOHUIFDJUJ[FOTXFMMCFJOH BSFFRVBMMZB
cause of concern.
5IFSFMBUJWFMZTNBMMTQBUJBMDPOÎOFNFOUTPGCPUI7FOJDFBOE%VCSPWOJL7FOJDF
by its lagoon and Dubrovnik by its city wall, mean they experience many of the
same tourism related pressures. As in Venice, local resistance against cruise tourism in Dubrovnik has grown, especially over the course of the last decade. Many
Dubrovnikans repeatedly complain of how, despite strong local discontent with
the congestion and pollution caused by cruise tourism, the municipal authorities
and port authorities do little to manage it. Unlike Venice, however, there has been
little visible resistance in front of tourists. Although the Venetian demonstrations
against large cruise-ships entering the lagoon clearly have inspired and encouraged many Dubrovnikan political activists I have encountered, there is no parallel
in Dubrovnik to the types of demonstrations or the blockage of cruise-ships from
docking.
Critiques of cruise tourism have however been voiced by the civil initiative, Srd je
naš,15 but largely through political lobbying and by calling on the aid of UNESCO
and ICOMOS. In 2012, Srd je naš called on UNESCO’s aid to pressure the local
authorities to action to limit tourism numbers and sustainably manage its cruise
tourism.
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%FBMJOHXJUI0WFSUPVSJTN
Srd je naš’ appeal for international intervention by UNESCO and ICOMOS led to
a joint UNESCO and ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to Dubrovnik in 2015.
Based on the report of the joint UNESCO/ ICOMOS monitoring mission in 2015,
the World Heritage Committee later discussed Dubrovnik’s status as a place of
‘Outstanding Universal Value’ at its World Summit in Istanbul in July 2016. The
question of placing Dubrovnik on the ‘World Heritage List in Danger’16 arose for
the second time, revealing the fragility of the World Heritage status to the city’s
population. The verdict made during the 2016 World Summit was that Dubrovnik
JTBMMPXFEUPLFFQJUTTUBUVTBTBTJUFPGA0VUTUBOEJOH6OJWFSTBM7BMVF 067 )PXever, the World Heritage Committee demanded that the Dubrovnik municipality
need to provide UNESCO with a new, sustainable tourism management plan –
which introduces sustainability measures taking into account the ‘carrying capacity’ of the walled city center. The evaluation highlighted the management of cruise
tourism as a major area in need of improvement. In the World Heritage Committee’s report, the carrying capacity for the number of people entering the walled
DFOUFSPG%VCSPWOJLXBTTFUBU 5IJTOVNCFSDPOTUJUVUFTBTJHOJÎDBOUSFEVDtion of the numbers visiting the walled center in this period, which often reached
to 12,000 and at its highest close to 15,000 people in one day.
In the second decade of this millennium, a critical discourse on ‘over-tourism’ has
received some attention in academia and has become a widely reported ‘phenomenon’ in the international press. The concept does not present a fundamentally
OFXQIFOPNFOPO CVUDBOSBUIFSCFVOEFSTUPPEBTBOJOUFOTJÎDBUJPOPGBOPOHPing process of tourism growth with accompanying wide-reaching negative ramiÎDBUJPOTGPSUIFIPTUDPNNVOJUJFTBOEUIFFOWJSPONFOU5IFUFSNDSZTUBMMJ[FTB
tendency in global tourism’s overwhelming, and sometimes detrimental impacts
on localities, and brings attention to the pressing need to deal with the negative
consequences.
%FÎOJUJPOTPGAPWFSUPVSJTNPGUFODPNCJOFRVBOUJUBUJWFBOERVBMJUBUJWFBTTFTTNFOUTPGUIFJNQBDUTPGUPVSJTNPOQMBDFT (PPEXJO .JMBOPFUBM 
4FSBQIJOFUBM 8FCFS  0WFSUPVSJTNDBOSFMBUFUPBTJUVBUJPOXIFO
UIFADBSSZJOHDBQBDJUZPGBQMBDFJTFYDFFEFE 8FCFS  *UDBOBMTPSFMBUFUP
a tendency where the numbers of tourists have escalated rapidly in a short period of time and therefore do not harmonize with the existing infrastructure and
BNFOJUJFTPGUIFQMBDF)PXFWFS NPTUEFÎOJUJPOTPGUIFUFSNJODPSQPSBUFRVBMJUBtive assessments to how the local population experience the impacts of tourism.
Accumulative factors in deciding whether a place is suffering from ‘over-tourism’
can involve assessments of the negative impacts on the experienced quality of life
of the residents receiving high tourism numbers, where “the quality of the experiFODFu<PGBQMBDFUPUPVSJTUTBOEMPDBMT>IBTEFUFSJPSBUFEVOBDDFQUBCMZu (PPEXJO 
 TJUVBUJPOTXIFSFNBTTUPVSJTNIBTiFOGPSDFEQFSNBOFOUDIBOHFTUPw
MJGFTUZMFT BDDFTTUPBNFOJUJFTBOEHFOFSBMXFMMCFJOHu .JMBOP  BOEXIFSF
UPVSJTUHFOUSJÎDBUJPODBVTFTBQSPDFTTPGEFQPQVMBUJPOBOEÏJHIUPGMPDBMSFTJEFOUT
in the city cores. All of these accumulative factors are descriptive of the current
TJUVBUJPOJO%VCSPWOJL*O %VCSPWOJLXBTQMBDFEBTOVNCFSUISFFPO7JWJE
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.BQT0WFSUPVSJTNNBQBTDJUJFTXJUIUIFNPTUUPVSJTUTQFSDBQJUB UPVSJTUT
QFSSFTJEFOU 17
The international focus on over-tourism has asserted some effects on local tourism management practices in the Adriatic. In the last years, Venice and Dubrovnik
have implemented a range of measures to manage the undesired impacts of tourJTNJOUIFDJUZDPSFT.FBTVSFTPGNBOBHJOHBOESFTUSJDUJOHDSVJTFTIJQUSBGÎDBOE
UBDLMJOHUSBGÎDBOEQFEFTUSJBODPOHFTUJPOBOEÏPXIBWFBTTFSUFETPNFFGGFDUTPO
the character of tourism in each of the cities. In 2018, Venice launched the awareness raising campaign, ‘Enjoy Respect Venezia.’ Dubrovnik similarly launched the
project, ‘Respect the City’ (Poštujmo Grad)JO18 Venice municipality has implemented measures to move the tourist crowds more swiftly out of certain city parts
which are suffering from over-crowding and a penalization system for certain
kinds of behavior, such as picnicking in public urban spaces, littering, sitting down
in front of shops, swimming in the canals, bike riding in the city center and being
dressed ‘improperly’ according to local cultural perceptions. These measures are
part of the wider awareness raising campaign intending to shift the character of
tourism towards a more responsible and locally sensitive tourism that recognizes
the importance of safeguarding local values and customs.
The World Heritage Committee’s report in 2016, and the threat of Dubrovnik being placed on the World Heritage List in Danger, have led to the introduction of
measures to monitor and control tourist numbers. In January 2017, towards the
FOEPG"OESP7MBIVðJDUFSNPGPGÎDFBTUIF.BZPSPG%VCSPWOJL MJWFTVSWFJMlance cameras, monitoring the numbers entering and leaving through the city
wall entrances, updated every 15 minutes and publicly accessible on the interOFU XFSFJOTUBMMFEBUUIFÎWFDJUZHBUFT5IJTSFQSFTFOUTBHSPXJOHBSFBPGVSCBO
tourism management that utilizes new technological solutions to measure and
DPOUSPMUPVSJTNÏPXT0UIFS6/&4$08PSME)FSJUBHFTJUFTUIBUTUSVHHMFXJUI
overcrowding at certain times of the year or certain points of the day have introEVDFETJNJMBSUFDIOPMPHJDBMTPMVUJPOT*OUIFÎWF6/&4$0FOMJTUFEÎTIJOHWJMMBHFT 
Cinque Terre in Italy’s north-western province, Liguria, the local authorities have
introduced a ticketing system and a mobile phone application. Through these
NFBTVSFT UPVSJTUTDBOPCUBJOÎHVSFTPOUIFUPVSJTUOVNCFSTBUBOZHJWFOUJNF"U
certain times of the year tourists must pre-book their visit to the town, and when
numbers exceed 1.5 million people annually, new visitors are rejected. Dubrovnik
is similarly planning to launch a smart phone application, which provides information to tourists on the number of visitors to the center at a given moment.
The smart phone application will also provide information on alternative sites to
visit outside the walled center. In combination with plans to provide a car sharing
system for visitors, the municipality attempts to use ‘smart technology’ in order to
disperse the large crowds out of the city center.
After Mato Frankovic was elected the new Mayor of Dubrovnik in May 2017, the
issue of instituting measures to deal with overcrowding and to limit cruise tourism have been given much more attention in politics and the local media. Early in
IJTUFSNPGPGÎDF 'SBOLPWJDBOOPVODFEUIBUIFJOUFOEFEUPESBTUJDBMMZSFEVDFUIF
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numbers of people entering the walled center at any given time by restricting the
NBYJNVNOVNCFSPGWJTJUPSTUP QFPQMF JOPUIFSXPSET IBMGPGUIFSFDPNNFOEFEADBSSZJOHDBQBDJUZOVNCFSTTFUCZ6/&4$0 0OFXBZUPBDIJFWFUIJT IF
argued, is to reduce the number of cruise-ships calling on Dubrovnik in the tourist
AIJHITFBTPO CFUXFFO"QSJMBOE0DUPCFS 
Despite the stated aims of the current municipality to reduce the daily number of
visitors to the walled center, it remains uncertain whether Dubrovnik’s authorities actually will intervene and control access to the city center if the numbers
surpass the ‘carrying capacity’. According to the local municipality, there will be
BUUFNQUTUPEJWFSUUIFÏPXPGQFEFTUSJBOTJGUIFOVNCFSTHPBCPWF QFPQMF
When the numbers inside the walled center reach 8,000 people, the police will
start to prevent further crowds from accessing the walled center. Exactly how the
authorities plan to divert the crowds, and what criteria will be used for allowing or
denying people to access the city center, is not clear.
The local municipality has also stated that there are plans to launch priority
tickets which can be bought before arrival by tourists who may be concerned
that they will be able unable to enter the walled center. However, unless properly regulated, tour operators could easily exploit such measures. Cruise tourists’ guarantee that they are provided with access to Dubrovnik’s World Heritage
site is essential if cruise-lines are to market the site as one of the attractions in
their itineraries. Will priority access, therefore be given long in advance to tour
operators and cruise-lines, which rely on pre-scheduled travel itineraries? Such a
system may, in fact, further reduce the numbers of land-based tourists to the city
and therefore diminish the number of overnight stays. This could have a negative
knock-on effect on small-scale tourism initiatives and reduce the annual income
to local families who rely on letting a room or an apartment to tourists.
(MPCBM5PVSJTN7VMOFSBCJMJUZBOE$IBOHF
"MUIPVHIJOTUJUVUJOHNFBTVSFTUPDPOUSPMUIFÏPXTBOEOVNCFSTPGUPVSJTUTUIBU
enter World Heritage sites offer a potential to improve the living conditions for
residents in places suffering from over-tourism, there are still considerable risks
involved in heavy reliance on tourism. The strong reliance on global tourism for
national and local economic growth, as well as for individual livelihoods, makes
Dubrovnik particularly vulnerable to global processes and events. EnvironmenUBMDBUBTUSPQIFT FDPOPNJDÏVDUVBUJPOTBOESFDFTTJPO JOUFSOBUJPOBMQPMJUJDBM
DPOÏJDUT SFGVHFFDSJTJT BDUTPGUFSSPSJTNBOEXBSGBSFIBWFOFHBUJWFMZBGGFDUFE
UIFUPVSJTNJOEVTUSZJONBOZQMBDFT )FOEFSTPO B#FDL )FOEFSTPO
C 5IFMPOHFWJUZPGUPVSJTNBTBNBKPSTPVSDFPGFDPOPNJDSFWFOVFUP%Vbrovnik therefore depends on continued regional stability. This sense of vulnerability to changing regional circumstances and the potentiality of a future war in
the Balkans are things that many Dubrovnikan residents I have encountered have
in the back of their minds. In national and municipal tourism development strategies, on the contrary, the potential detrimental effects on the tourism industry if a
SFHJPOBMDPOÏJDUXBTUPJHOJUF JTMBSHFMZBCTFOU
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Dubrovnik is, due to the recovery of the tourist industry, a high performer in its
own domestic national context and the unemployment rate is amongst the lowest
nationwide. In the regional context, Croatia is, also largely due to tourism, perGPSNJOHDPNQBSBUJWFMZXFMMFDPOPNJDBMMZ)PXFWFS JGSFHJPOBMQPMJUJDBMDPOÏJDU
reappears and if war breaks out a nearby country in the future, Croatia’s tourism industry will almost certainly suffer. Despite the large geographical distance
CFUXFFO,PTPWPBOE$SPBUJB UIFLOPDLPOFGGFDUPGSFHJPOBMDPOÏJDUXBTFWJEFOU
JO EVSJOHUIFXBSJO,PTPWP"GUFSUIFFOEPGUIF$SPBUJBOXBSPGJOEFQFOdence, the renewed unstable political conditions in the Balkan region precipitated
a sudden drop in cruise-ship arrivals to Dubrovnik. This was witnessed during the
XBSJO,PTPWPXIFSF%VCSPWOJLTUPVSJTUJOEVTUSZ XIJDIXBTPOUIFSFCPVOE 
temporarily collapsed. Although the political situation in Croatia had stabilized, in
the ‘mental geographies’ of many tourists and cruise companies Kosovo was seen
as near. Due to the Kosovo war, many tourists considered it unsafe to travel to the
entire Balkan region. Cruise companies changed their itineraries accordingly.20
5IFÏJHIUJOFTTPGUIFHMPCBMUPVSJTNNBSLFUIBTBTUSPOHJNQBDUPOUIFMPDBM
QPQVMBUJPOPG%VCSPWOJL8IFSFBTUPVSJTNJO:VHPTMBWJBXBTQSFCPPLFECZUPVS
BHFODJFTNBOZNPOUITJOBEWBODF UIFJOÏVFODFPGJOUFSOFUCPPLJOHUPEBZNBLFT
locals more vulnerable to changes in the tourism market and the global economic
situation. This vulnerability is furthermore heightened by transformative global
events and catastrophes.
In the last few years, several European tourism destinations have experienced
BTJHOJÎDBOUESPQJOUPVSJTNOVNCFSTEVFUPJODSFBTFEQPMJUJDBMJOTUBCJMJUZ UFSrorist attacks and the Syrian refugee crisis. Political instability and an escalation
in terrorist attacks in Turkey since 2015 have had negative consequences on the
national tourism industry. Many formerly popular tourist resorts have had to close
down due to the absence of tourists. Numerous Turks earning a living from tourism have temporarily lost their source of livelihood. Likewise, tourism numbers
dropped on the Eastern Aegean islands in Greece, which were part of the route
of Syrian refugees to enter Western Europe. However, although the international
UPVSJTNJOEVTUSZJTQBSUJDVMBSMZWVMOFSBCMFUPQPMJUJDBMJOTUBCJMJUZ BSNFEDPOÏJDU
and environmental disasters, tourism usually returns when the regional or local
conditions in or near the tourism destinations are considered stable. Einar SteenTOT GPSNFSWJDFQSFTJEFOUPGUIF&YFDVUJWF#PBSEPG6/&4$01BSJT  
SFÏFDUTPOIPXUPVSJTN EFTQJUFJUTWVMOFSBCJMJUZUPHMPCBMFWFOUT VTVBMMZSFDVQFSates when stability returns:
5VSLFZBOE(SFFDFFYQFSJFODFEHSFBUEJGÎDVMUJFTJONBJOUBJOJOHUIFJSUPVSJTNJOdustry in the aftermath of the political unstable conditions when the safety situation was not considered stable. However, since then, things have changed in Turkey
and Greece and today tourism has in many ways normalized again. This shows that
people follow world events closely and choose their holiday destinations accordingly.
Experience shows that when the security level is considered as safe again, tourism
returns relatively soon afterwards.21
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)PXFWFS 4UFFOTOTFNQIBTJ[FTUIBUJOUIFDBTFPGMPOHUFSNDPOÏJDUTPSXBSGBSF 
and if tourists do not consider the level of security as satisfactory, long-term detrimental effects on tourism could occur. He thinks that the vulnerability of tourism has furthermore increased due to changes in international tourism in the last
couple of decades. In the early days of tourism, he asserts, a limited number of
places featured as ‘natural’ holiday destinations to the tourist. Today, on the contrary, tourists of a certain economic standing see ‘the whole world’ as constituting
QPUFOUJBMEFTUJOBUJPOTGPSWBDBUJPOT5IFÏJHIUJOFTTPGUPVSJTNIBTCFFOTUJNVlated by lower costs, heightened connectivity of travel modes, easily accessible
information and heavy tourism promotion of a growing number of tourism sites.
5IJTIBTJODSFBTFEUIFDPNQFUJUJPOGPSUPVSJTUTBUUFOUJPO*GQPMJUJDBMDPOÏJDUTPS
warfare ignites in areas near popular tourist destinations, tourists will choose to
travel to other places, which may appear as equally appealing destinations. SteenTOTSFÏFDUT
1FPQMFBSFSFBEZUPÎOEBMUFSOBUJWFQMBDFTGPSUSBWFM5IJTJTRVJUFXPSSZJOHGPSUPVSism. If a new war broke out in the Balkans, the situation could become dramatic. The
regional situation is very delicate. If the world powers became involved in the case
of a new war in the Balkans, and the level of security is not considered satisfactory,
UPVSJTNXJMMEJTBQQFBS1FPQMFXJMMÎOEPUIFSQMBDFTUPUSBWFM*EP IPXFWFS UIJOL
UIBUUPVSJTNDBOCFSFTUPSFEBHBJOFWFOBGUFSXBSmBTMPOHBTQFPQMFGFFMDPOÎEFOU
that the level of security is satisfactory. ibid

"T%VCSPWOJLTSFDPWFSZPGUPVSJTNJMMVTUSBUFT UIFT#BMLBOXBSTIBEDSJQpling long-term effects, but the consequences on the tourism industry and local
economy have not been re-erectable. However, the successful return of tourism
to Dubrovnik has depended on strategic, large-scale national promotional efforts
internationally. Strategies of re-focusing itself as a city for heritage-and cultural
tourism and of representing itself as being a part of Western Europe and the MediUFSSBOFBO BTPQQPTFEUPCFJOHBQBSUPGUIF#BMLBOSFHJPO BSFQBSUTPGEFMJCFSBUF
attempts to convince tourists that Dubrovnik is a safe and politically stable place
UPWJTJU*GBOFXDPOÏJDUPSXBSJTUPFSVQUJOOFBSGVUVSF UIFUSVTUBOEDPOWJDUJPO
that Dubrovnik is a safe and stable place, removed from the conditions of the Balkans at large, may prove to be fragile.
In the case of a new war in the Balkan region, Dubrovnik’s increased dependency
on cruise tourism may furthermore heighten the city’s vulnerability as a tourist
destination. With a steadily growing number of cruise destinations globally, cruiseTIJQDPNQBOJFTBSFNPSFMJLFMZUPDIBOHFUIFJSJUJOFSBSJFTJGDPOÏJDUPSXBSGBSF
FSVQUT5IJTBTQFDUXBTSFÏFDUFEJONZJOUFSWJFXXJUI4UFFOTOT
From the point of view of the [cruise-ship] companies, places that today are idenUJÎFEBTBUUSBDUJWFEFTUJOBUJPOTXJMMTFJ[FUPCFTPJGUIFTFDVSJUZTJUVBUJPOJTOPU
DPOTJEFSFEBTTBUJTGBDUPSZ%FTQJUFUIFJSGPSNFSBQQFBM UIFDPNQBOJFTXJMMÎOEOFX
destinations and cruise-ship tourism may not be re-erected to the same degree afterwards. In Africa, several countries have obtained a satisfactory level of stability. In
for example, Kenya, Tanzania, Senegal and Ghana, new cruise-ship destinations are
likely to appear and the companies may view these as positive alternatives. In cruise
tourism, the companies decide the destinations. Ibid
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The focus onto the impacts of cruise tourism in World Heritage sites was, according to Steensnæs, completely absent during his period in UNESCO Paris. “All
together the focus onto the dilemmas emerging from tourism itself, received very
MJUUMFGPDVT uIFSFÏFDUT4UFFOTOTUIJOLTUIBUUPEBZ6/&4$0DBOOPUJHOPSFUIF
negative consequences of over-tourism in World Heritage sites.
There is a dawning awareness in many World Heritage sites struggling to cope
with large tourism numbers that the site’s continued attractiveness to tourists as
places of Outstanding Universal Value will in the long run depend on managing
UPVSJTNÏPXT6/&4$0TBEWJTPSZCPEJFT TVDIBT*$0.04 IBWFQMBZFEBDFOUSBM
role in bringing matters of sustainability to the fore. Today, an assessment of the
potential negative impacts of tourism on the sites’ Outstanding Universal Value
has become part of the monitoring procedure of the World Heritage sites. However, UNESCO has limited capacity and funds to follow up issues emerging. UNESCO
therefore relies on honest reporting by the State Parties, an aspect that may be
affected by the sites’ levels of corruption and political transparency, as well as by
issues relating to the economic incentives behind the use of sites’ World Heritage
status.
From a Material Based to a ‘Living’ and Values Based Heritage Management
The ‘place branding’ potential of obtaining World Heritage status and the lure of
UIFFDPOPNJDCFOFÎUTUIBUUPVSJTNNBZPGGFSUP8PSME)FSJUBHFTJUFTIBWFMFEUPB
ASVTIUPJOTDSJCF .FTLFMM  5IFFYQPOFOUJBMHSPXUIPG8PSME)FSJUBHFOPNJnations in the new millennium has brought attention to the fact that the behindlying motivations to be taken up on UNESCO’s prestigious list are often connected
as much to commercial and monetary interests as it is to a desire to protect the
cultural and natural heritage of a place.
This brings attention to the strong need to look beyond heritage as merely being related to their material representations, a ‘natural’ or ‘objective’ selection
of cultural representations or natural environments. Heritage should instead be
seen as a multi-faceted process and a social practice, which for various political,
JEFPMPHJDBM FDPOPNJD DVMUVSBMBOEIJTUPSJDSFBTPOTBSFTFMFDUFEBOESFJÎFEBTB
culture’s valuable heritage at a certain point in time. The meanings of heritage are
malleable and change in relationship with local, regional and global processes. To
foster a sustainable management of World Heritage sites it is therefore essential
to incorporate a values-based heritage management both into the enlistment process of sites and in the continued monitoring of the sites.
Although the material-based approach to heritage management continues to
dominate management practices, the ways in which heritage is understood and
UIFQPUFOUJBMSPMFTJUDBOGVMÎMIBWFTJHOJÎDBOUMZCSPBEFOFETJODFUIFTBOE
T &LFSOFUBM )BSSJTPO  5IJTSFDPODFQUVBMJ[BUJPOPGIFSJUBHF BEWPcated particularly by UNESCO and its Advisory Bodies, ICOMOS and IUCN,22 sees
a culture’s heritage, sense of identity and cultural continuity as encompassing an
intimate connection between its ‘tangible’ and ‘intangible’ expressions, including
facets such as the built environment, traditions, knowledge, skills, landscapes and
cultural spaces, and ‘living’ expressions of a culture.
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4JODFUIFT UIFEPNJOBOUNBUFSJBMCBTFEBQQSPBDIIBTCFFOTVQQMFNFOUFE
XJUIUXPFNFSHJOHBQQSPBDIFTUPIFSJUBHFNBOBHFNFOU 1PVMJPT  5IFTF
DBOCSPBEMZCFEFÎOFEBT UIFAMJWJOHIFSJUBHFBQQSPBDIBOEUIFWBMVFTCBTFE
approach to heritage management. The material-based approach to heritage
management offers little possibility for community involvement as it is driven
CZTDJFOUJÎDAFYQFSUHSPVQT JCJE 5IFAMJWJOHIFSJUBHFBQQSPBDI POUIFDPOUSBSZ 
focuses on fostering a heritage management, which aims at sustaining continuity
BOEDPSSFTQPOEFODFCFUXFFOUIFDBSFPGIFSJUBHF CPUIAJOUBOHJCMFBOEAUBOHJCMF 
BOEDPNNVOJUJFTSFMBUJPOTIJQTFYQFSJFODFEACPOEUPIFSJUBHFBOEQMBDF JCJE 
The values based approach to heritage management, an approach that was forXBSEFECZUIF#VSSB$IBSUFS BUUFNQUTUPJODPSQPSBUFUIFNVMUJQMFWBMVFT
attached to heritage by different stakeholders into decisions made in heritage
NBOBHFNFOUQSBDUJDFT 1PVMJPT  4JODFUIFO BTQFDUTTVDIBTDPNNVOJties’ cultural values, dignity and spiritual values have gained a wider recognition
as important elements to strategically map and incorporate into management
practices. However, although the international discourse on heritage manageNFOUQSBDUJDFTBOEUIFNVMUJQMFSPMFTUIBUIFSJUBHFDBOGVMÎMUPDPNNVOJUJFT
have broadened, the material-based approach often continues to dominate urban
management ‘on the ground’. In Dubrovnik, this approach has, if anything, been
strengthened due to the commercialization of the city’s cultural heritage through
the tourism industry, Croatia’s entry into the global market economy and due to
UIFQSFTTJOHOFFEGPSVSCBOSFTUPSBUJPOGPMMPXJOHUIFTXBS
The extensive material damage to the urban fabric of Dubrovnik during the war
QMBDFEUIFDJUZPO6/&4$0TA-JTUPG8PSME)FSJUBHFJO%BOHFSCFUXFFOBOE
-PDBM OBUJPOBMBOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMUFDIOJDBMBOETDJFOUJÎDAFYQFSUHSPVQTBTsisted in restoring the World Heritage site. This has strengthened heritage management practices’ focus onto prioritizing buildings of ‘monumental value’ and
the historic, walled center. The post-war restoration of Dubrovnik is internationally recognized as a successful and a praiseworthy example of international publicprivate collaboration. As one of four examples globally, the restoration of the Old
City of Dubrovnik is included as an example of UNESCO’s “successful restorations,” under the headline “Success stories,”24 The enormous and continued efforts
UPSFTUPSFAUIF1FBSMPGUIF"ESJBUJDJOUIFBGUFSNBUIPGUIFFBSUIRVBLFBOE
UIFXBSEBNBHFGSPNUIFTXBS NBZ JOEFFE CFEFFNFEBTTVDDFTTGVMBDDPSEing to architectural, structural and aesthetic requirements. However, measures
of success are perhaps less discernible when it comes to political prioritizations
and socio-economic processes guiding the post-restoration use of ‘tangible’ urban
heritage.
The pressing need for restoration following the two consecutive crises has led to
a very practical, technocratic type of heritage management. According to many
local residents, heritage management frequently overlooks the integration of the
buildings’ uses, once restored, into the projects. The yardstick of success revolves
around aesthetic and ‘authentic’ facades and structures. Consequently, the perception of Dubrovnik’s cultural heritage as being inherently ‘a part of’ the urban
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fabric of the walled center, its ‘tangible’ monuments and structures dating back to
particular epochs, continues to dominate local heritage perceptions.
Many citizens have started to question what the purpose of restoring the walled
center is if its residents will not use the center and its restored buildings. Andro, a
music teacher in his 40s, touched on this concern. He questions what purpose the
post-war restoration of the walled center really has if the buildings are not inhabited by local residents who live there all year around. He is concerned with how
the local inhabitants’ quality of life and the infrastructural needs of daily life have
largely been ignored in Dubrovnik’s post-war restoration and tourism management. While he used to feel a strong connection to the city’s urban, architectural
heritage, today he looks upon Dubrovnik as a ‘lifeless museum:’
What does it mean to protect our heritage? I think that if you convert something into
a museum, even if it is perfectly restored … it is gone from life. Before I thought we
should restore buildings to their ‘original forms.’ Now I value primarily living things.
Even if satellites and air conditioning spoil the aesthetics of the buildings, I would
prefer that as long as it is a living city ... for the local population … but not if restoraUJPOJTBJNFEBUBQBSUNFOUTGPSUPVSJTUT *OUFSWJFXXJUIJOGPSNBOU%VCSPWOJL  

Many Dubrovnikans I have encountered express similar attitudes to Andro. SevFSBMMPDBMDJUJ[FOTSFÏFDUUIBUZFBSCZZFBS UIFZGFFMUIBUUIFJSDJUZJTCFJOHUSBOTformed into an ‘exhibit’ in an open-air museum. Less and less is the city looked
upon as being for their own enjoyment and use. Some residents even experience
UIBUUIFJSPXOIPNFTBSFCFDPNJOHANVTFVNJÎFEBOEUIBUUIFJSQSJWBUFMJWFTBSF
turned into exhibits for public scrutiny. This is especially the case for locals who
live in apartments overlooking the city wall, where continuous crowds of tourists
walking on the wall constitute one of the main sights from their lounge, kitchen or
bedroom windows. By focusing on restoring ‘facades’, but largely overlooking how
the structures, buildings, monuments and landscapes’ feature in the inhabitants’
lives and meaning-making, or what they will mean to future generations, DuCSPWOJLTDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFJTBUSJTLPGCFDPNJOHAGPTTJMJ[FEBOEANVTFVNJÎFE
Conclusion
To the communities living in or near World Heritage sites, the World Heritage List
SFQSFTFOUTNVDINPSFUIBOBMFHBMJOTUSVNFOUGPSIFSJUBHFQSPUFDUJPO5IFPGÎcially sanctioned UNESCO concept, ‘World Heritage’, is produced within the conUFNQPSBSZDVMUVSBMDPOUFYUTPGUIF8PSME)FSJUBHFTJUFT PGUFOSFMBUJOHUPTQFDJÎD
cultural symbols, economic processes, ideological uses and political intentionaliUJFTGPSUIFOFBSGVUVSF $IBMDSBGU -JBPBOE2JO ;IV #FSMJOFS 
8BOH$BTBHSBOEF 5IJTTIFETMJHIUPOUIFGBDUUIBU8PSME)FSJUBHF BOEUIFTJUFTNPSFCSPBEMZEFÎOFEDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF DBOOPUCFQFSDFJWFE
BTIBWJOHÎYFENFBOJOHTUIBUSFNBJOUIFTBNFBGUFSUIFTJUFT8PSME)FSJUBHF
inscription. Nor can the particular meanings attached to UNESCO’s ascription of
the sites’ ‘Outstanding Universal Value’ be seen as synonymous with how the local
populations inhabiting the sites come to understand and use their World Heritage
and cultural heritage more generally.
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The pressures of tourism, and the often associated demands of development and
construction, are challenges shared by a large number of World Heritage sites.
However, these issues are often most acutely felt in urban World Heritage sites,
and particularly, the ‘tourist-historic cities’ which tend to have many infrastrucUVSBMBOEBSDIJUFDUVSBMMJNJUTUPUIFOVNCFSPGUPVSJTUTUIFZDBOBCTPSC 0SCBTMJ 
"TIXPSUIBOE5VOCSJEHF  &WFOUIPVHIUIFMVSFPGFDPOPNJDHBJOT
GSPNUPVSJTNTUSPOHMZJOÏVFODFTUIFEJTDPVSTFPGVOIBNQFSFEUPVSJTNHSPXUI
in Dubrovnik, local politicians, the tourism industry and urban managers have
begun to recognize the need to encourage a sustainable tourism and overcome infrastructural challenges faced by the historic urban fabric of the city center. Over
the last decade, the discourse of sustainable tourism has become increasingly
prominent in Dubrovnik’s tourism and heritage management. However, although
TPNFDPODSFUFBDUJPOTIBWFCFFOJNQMFNFOUFEUPDPOUSPMUIFÏPXTBOEOVNCFST
of tourists arriving at certain times, the lack of long-term strategies to lay down a
new course for sustainable tourism is evident.
In order to stimulate a sustainable management of World Heritage sites, heritage
needs to be understood and managed in connection with the wider spatial and
cultural environments in which they are embedded. By awarding protection to
DFSUBJOTQBUJBMMZEFÎOFEBSFBTPGBDVMUVSF PUIFSBSFBT XIJDINBZBMTPCFDFOUSBM
to cultural heritage and identities, may be overlooked. In the wake of obtaining
World Heritage nomination, pressures to construct tourism facilities near the
sites, often emerge. As such, these areas close to World Heritage sites are particularly vulnerable to exploitation from market interests.
In order to foster a sustainable heritage management and tourism development
in Dubrovnik and other World Heritage sites struggling with over-tourism, it is
important to safeguard the lived cultural expressions and traditions of the local
populations, and protecting the multiple uses and meanings of the landscapes
adjacent to the World Heritage sites. The coastal and mountainous area near
Dubrovnik’s are exterior to the spatially demarcated World Heritage site, but are
closely interrelated with local identity, cultural symbolism and public memory.
These areas are under huge pressures from tourism developments. It is therefore
PGFYUSBTJHOJÎDBODFUIBUUIFTFBSFBTCFDPNFJOUFHSBUFEJO%VCSPWOJLTMPOHUFSN
sustainable management of the wider urban milieu.
I see a strong need for urban managers and tourist operators in World Heritage
sites, as well as UNESCO, to shift their deep-seated focus on material-based heritage towards a value-based heritage approach.
Identifying the welter of values attached to World Heritage sites and their wider
cultural and physical environments at an early stage can help unearth potential
BSFBTPGEJTTPOBODFBOEDPOÏJDU5IFJEFOUJÎDBUJPOPGUIFNVMUJQMFWBMVFTBTDSJCFE
not only to the UNESCO protected site, but also to the wider heritage area, should
TQFDJÎDBMMZCFJODPSQPSBUFEJOUPUIFOPNJOBUJPOQSPDFTTFTPGOFX8PSME)FSJUBHF
sites and in the continued monitoring of existing sites. Otherwise, World Heritage
is at risk of becoming ‘fossilized’ and removed from the inhabitants and the wider
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environment it is situated within. If World Heritage becomes devoid of meaning and value to the populations living in or near the sites, it ceases to be ‘living
heritage.’
Endnotes
1

As one of the world’s earliest UNESCO World Heritage sites, the Old City of Dubrovnik was inscribed
POUIF6/&4$08PSME)FSJUBHFMJTUJO

 %J(JPWJOF JCJE EFÎOFTANVTFVNJÎDBUJPOBTiUIFUSBOTJUJPOGSPNBMJWJOHDJUZUPUIBUPGBOJEFBMJ[FE
re-presentation of itself, wherein everything is considered not for its use but for its value as a
QPUFOUJBMNVTFVNBSUJGBDU  u%J(JPWJOFTQFDJÎFTUIBUUIFTFANVTFVNBSUJGBDUTEPOPUPOMZ
comprise material representations, but can also relate to ‘intangible’ aspects of a culture, such as
FUIOJDJUZ OBUJPOIPPE IVNBOCFJOHTUIFNTFMWFTBOEUIFJSBDUJWJUJFT  
3

Source: Dubrovnik Municipality.

4

“Piliti granu na kojoj sjediš. The verb, piliti, translates as ‘to saw’. The accurate translation is therefore,
“To saw the branch on which you sit”.

 *OUIFQFSJPEPG UIFOVNCFSTPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMBSSJWBMTIBWFJODSFBTFEUSFNFOEPVTMZ GSPN
 NJMMJPO JO    NJMMJPO JO    NJMMJPO JO  UP  NJMMJPO JOUFSOBUJPOBM BSSJWBMT
JO  IUUQTXXXTUBUJTUBDPNTUBUJTUJDTOVNCFSPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMUPVSJTUBSSJWBMTXPSME
XJEF
6

http://media.unwto.org/press-release/2018-01-15/2017-international-tourism-results-highestseven-years.

 /VNFSPVTMPDBM OBUJPOBMBOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMOFXTQBQFSBSUJDMFTSFQPSUTPOUIFFDPOPNJDCFOFÎUTUIBU
Croatia reaps from its tourism industry. Also, the restoration of the Old City of Dubrovnik features in
UNESCO’s presentation of ‘success stories’ http://whc.unesco.org/en/107/.
 4PVSDF$SPBUJBO/BUJPOBM5PVSJTU#PBSE )SWBUTLBUVSJTUJDLB[BKFEOJDB 
 4PVSDF%VCSPWOJL5PVSJTN#PBSE
10 It is important to note that through the international research institution, the Inter-University Centre
FTUBCMJTIFEJO DPOGFSFODFUPVSJTNJTBXFMMFTUBCMJTIFEUPVSJTNGPSNJO%VCSPWOJL)PXFWFS 
TJODF   DPOGFSFODF UPVSJTN IBT CFFO UBSHFUFE NPSF TQFDJÎDBMMZ BT B QBSU PG %VCSPWOJLTAFMJUF
tourism’ strategy.
 4FFGVSUIFSEJTDVTTJPOPG%VCSPWOJLTAFMJUFUPVSJTNTUSBUFHZJO-PBEFT +6$3 *44/
Volume 12, s 20-37. doi: 10.14456.
 4FFGVSUIFSEJTDVTTJPOPG%VCSPWOJLTAFMJUFUPVSJTNTUSBUFHZJO-PBEFT +6$3 *44/
Volume 12, s 20-37. doi: 10.14456.
 7FOJDF IBT FYQFSJFODFE BO FYQPOFOUJBM HSPXUI SBUF JO UPVSJTN TJODF UIF T5IF DJUZ SFDFJWFE
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BOBWFSBHFPGBSPVOENJMMJPOUPVSJTUTEVSJOHUIFT#Z UIFUPVSJTUOVNCFSTIBEHSPXO
UPNJMMJPOBOESFBDIFENJMMJPOJO#FUXFFOBOE DSVJTFTIJQUPVSJTNUP7FOJDF
increased by 374.5 per cent, and the city has become the fourth most popular destination in Europe.
14 Srd je naš’ comprises six NGOs. Two major areas of focus for Srd je naš’ is to bring attention to and
reduce the negative impacts of cruise tourism and lobbying to prevent the realization of the planned
large scale golf and tourist resort on Mount Srd, the hill overlooking Dubrovnik’s walled centre. See
further discussion of Srd je naš’ activities relating to the golf project in Loades, 2016. JUCR, ISSN
7PMVNF TEPJ
17 https://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/3546.
 IUUQTXXXWJWJENBQTDPNUIFPWFSUPVSJTNNBQIUNM
 IUUQTXXXEVCSPWOJLISWJKFTUJQSPKFLUQPUVKNPHSBE BOE IUUQTXXXDPNVOFWFOF[JBJU
en/content/enjoyrespectvenezia.
20 https://www.thelocal.it/20160817/italys-tourist-jewel-feels-the-strain-of-fame.
 8IJMFDSVJTFTIJQTNPPSFEJO%VCSPWOJLJO XJUIBUPUBMPG QBTTFOHFST UIFOVNCFS
ESPQQFEUP  QBTTFOHFST JO4PVSDF%VCSPWOJL1PSU"VUIPSJUZ
22 My interview with Steensnæs took place at the Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights, April 18th
2018. In his period in UNESCO’s Executive Board, Steensnæs was also the leader of the delegation for
negotiations. He is currently the Executive Director at the Oslo Center for Peace and Human Rights.
 *OUFSOBUJPOBM $PVODJM PO .POVNFOUT BOE 4JUFT *$0.04  BOE 5IF *OUFSOBUJPOBM 6OJPO GPS
$POTFSWBUJPOPG/BUVSF *6$/ 
24 https://whc.unesco.org/en/107.
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Abstract
Although the overall advertisement revenue in Thailand has declined in the print
NBHB[JOFJOEVTUSZBOEUIFOVNCFSPGNBHB[JOFUJUMFTIBTTJHOJÎDBOUMZGBMMFOPWFS
the years due to internet disruption, free-copy magazines have continuously reNBJOFEQSPÎUBCMF.PTUBCPWFOPSNBMQFSGPSNBODFPGGSFFDPQZNBHB[JOFTJTEVF
UPBNVMUJTJEFEQMBUGPSNPGSFTPVSDFCBTFEWJFX 3#7 XIJDIJTTUSVDUVSFEJOUIF
CVTJOFTTNPEFMJOOPWBUJPOEFWFMPQFECZ0TUFSXBMEFS1JHOFVS  5IJTNPEFM
relies heavily on mass distribution within a city. The research investigates and
analyses above-normal performance in the free-copy magazine sector using the
multi-sided business platform to propose the best practice business models.
Keywords: Magazine Industry, Free Magazine, Resource-based View, Business Model
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Introduction
5IF(MPCBM&OUFSUBJONFOUBOE.FEJB0VUMPPLSFQPSUFECZ18$ #SBVEF  
recognized issues and challenges for the print magazine industry which is experiencing an overall revenue decline, particularly in countries with more developed
EJHJUJ[FEFDPOPNJFT5IF1FX3FTFBSDI$FOUFS 0TUFSXBMEFSBOE1JHOFVS  
showed that the drop in print media became apparent in 2008 when the number
of U.S. consumers who obtained news online for free was greater than those paying for newspapers or news magazines. After the collapse of sections of the Wall
4USFFU+PVSOBM 64 $POE»/BTUCSBODIFEPVUBOENPWFEUPXBSETEJHJUBMQVCMJDBUJPOBOEFTUBCMJTIFEBIFBMUINBHB[JOF DBMMFE4FMG 64 /POFUIFMFTT 18$DPOÎSNFEUIBUSFWFOVFGSPNEJHJUBMBEWFSUJTJOHBMPOFDPVMEOPUQSPÎUBCMZTVTUBJOUIF
PWFSBMMQVCMJDBUJPO*O HMPCBMQVCMJTIFSTNBEFFGGPSUTUPMFWFSBHFUIFJSQSJOU
BOEEJHJUBMBEWFSUJTJOHJOWFOUPSZJOTFWFSBMQBSUTPGUIFXPSME '*11  VOEFS
the project FIPP World Magazine Trends. However, economists and academics believed that the abundance of information available on the internet has disrupted
the traditional print magazine business model, whose revenue mainly generated
GSPNBEWFSUJTFNFOUBOETVCTDSJQUJPOT &MMPOFO  BOEDBVTFEBOPCTPMFTDFODF
risk for the print media business model.
5JNF0VU 6, JTBNPEFMPGGSFFDPQZQVCMJTIJOH*UJTBDJUZHVJEFBOEBDUJWJUZ
CBTFENBHB[JOFGPVOEFEJOBOEQVCMJTIFEJODJUJFTBDSPTTDPVOUSJFT*O
2012, after a history of 45 years and a market value over £10 million, the publicaUJPOCFDBNFGSFFMZBWBJMBCMF 4XFOFZ  5JNF0VUFYFDVUJWFTBSHVFEUIBUUIF
NBHB[JOFXBTOPUFYQFSJFODJOHBÎOBODJBMDSJTJT CVUSBUIFSEFWFMPQJOHBOJOOPWBtive business model in response to disruptive factors. When the magazine sold for
£3.25 per issue it had a circulation of 55,000 copies per week, but this number rose
to 300,000 copies per week when the new business model was implemented and
the magazine became free. Through 200 distributors across London’s underground
and mainline rail stations, highly trained staff distributed free-of-charge magazine
directly to the target audience. Arguably, free magazines have a more substantial
JNQBDUPOBEWFSUJTJOHUIBOQBZGPSNBHB[JOFTTVDIBT7PHVF 64 1BSJT XIJDIIBE
BDJSDVMBUJPOPGVOEFS QFSNPOUI .FUFS  
The advertising revenue of the magazine industry in Thailand faced an uphill
struggle during the global economic downturn. According to Nielsen’s Company
SFQPSU DJUFEJO+JUQJNPMNBSE  SFWFOVFJOUIFTFDUPSEFDMJOFEGSPN#JMMJPO
to 4.2 Billion baht, from 2006 to 2015. In this period, growth of free print maga[JOFTJO5IBJMBOEÏPVSJTIFE8IJMFUIFTVSWJWJOHQSJOUNBHB[JOFTJO5IBJMBOET
market declined from 500 in 2013 to 300 in 2016, there are now more than 28 established free magazines available from strategic locations in Bangkok. Nonetheless, these printed free copies are heavily reliant upon advertising as the primary
TPVSDFPGJODPNF 3PPU  
Objectives of the Study
The research aims to investigate and understand contributing factors in the above
normal performance of the free-copy magazine business model through the proDFTTPGDSFBUJOH EFMJWFSJOHBOEDBQUVSJOHWBMVF BTXFMMBTUIFJSQSPÎUBCJMJUZ%BUB
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XJMMCFBOBMZ[FECZVTJOHNVMUJTJEFEQMBUGPSNTPGUIFSFTPVSDFCBTFEWJFX 3#7 
NFUIPEUISPVHI0TUFSXBMEFS1JHOFVS  TCVTJOFTTNPEFMJOOPWBUJPOJO
order to propose the best practice business model to date.
Research Methodology and Inclusion Criteria
The study used qualitative data collection and analysis to examine six established
publishers. A strict inclusion criteria was applied based on successful case studies of western magazines which ensures the inclusion in the study of magazines
JOUIFTFDUPSXIJDITIBSFDPSFWBMVFT"DDPSEJOHUP8JNNFS%PNJOJDL  
studies related to print newspapers and magazines must take the structure and
impact of the consolidation of ownership on newspaper and magazine content
quality into consideration. Therefore, the inclusion criteria for selecting the publishers for the interviews are listed as follows:
1. Frameworks applied in the study of the free business model in European counUSJFTGPVOEUIBUIJHIMZQPQVMBUFEBOEDPNNVUFEDJUJFT FH-POEPOBOE1BSJT 
are conducive to print business success. Thus, in this study, magazines were
examined in Bangkok, the capital city of Thailand.
 'SFFDPQZNBHB[JOFTNVTUPCUBJOIJHIRVBMJUZDPOUFOUBOEBWPJEDPOÏJDUTPG
interest that occur when publishing advertising material as legitimate content.
This excludes magazines which function primarily as vehicles for promotional
material for certain companies as they do not have to compete with abovenormal performance business model to survive in the magazine market. This
sector includes hotels magazines which contain content based on their hotel’s
locations, amenities and attractions. However, publications with clear separation between editorial and advertorial contents are included.
3. The free-copy magazines must not be created or sponsored by any particular
organization as this can dictate the type of contents and emphasise an organizations’ particular marketing purposes. As a result, pay-for magazines with
occasional giveaways were excluded.
The Free Factor
In the international literature, the phenomenon of ‘Free Economics’ was coined
as the social science of choice under scarcity. This is driven by technologies of the
digital age and digital economy which are pushing product price towards zero
"OEFSTPO  *O"OEFSTPOTBSUJDMF  XIJDIGPDVTFEPOUIFQTZDIPMPHJDBM
of perceptions of free products, Nick Szabo, an economist at Washington UniverTJUZ EFTDSJCFEIPXANFOUBMUSBOTBDUJPODPTUTJOÏVFODFTQFPQMFUPDIPPTFUIJOHT
with the least amount of thought. On the other hand, the term ‘transaction costs’
which was coined by the Noble Prize-winning economist, Ronald Coase’s, explained the ultimate goal of companies is to minimize communication overheads
and costs arising out of information processing between team. Between the gap of
any price points and zero, consumers are likely to eliminate the decision-making
process.
'SFF&DPOPNJDTDBOCFDMBTTJÎFEJOUPGPVSTVCUZQFT%JSFDUDSPTTTVCTJEJFT
5IFUISFFQBSUZNBSLFU'SFFNJVNBOE/PONPOFUBSZ "OEFSTPO  
&DPOPNJTUTIBWFDMBTTJÎFEGSFFDPQZNBHB[JOFTBTQBSUPGUIFAUISFFQBSUZNBSLFU
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system where the third party pays to participate in a market created by a free exDIBOHFCFUXFFOUXPQBSUJFT "OEFSTPO  *OUIJTDBTF UIFUIJSEQBSUZJOUIF
market is the advertisers who pay for media to reach consumers, who in turn supQPSUUIFBEWFSUJTFST5IJTNPEFMXBTEFTDSJCFECZ0TUFSXBMEFS1JHOFVS  
as a ‘Free as a business model’. They divided the concept into 3 patterns: 1. free
PGGFSCBTFEPONVMUJTJEFEQMBUGPSNT UIFBEWFSUJTJOHCBTFENPEFM GSFFCBTJD
TFSWJDFTXJUIPQUJPOBMQSFNJVNTFSWJDFT UIFTPDBMMFEAGSFFNJVNNPEFM BOE
the ‘bait and hook’ model whereby a free or inexpensive initial promotion lures
DVTUPNFSTJOUPSFQFBUQVSDIBTFT0TUFSXBMEFS1JHOFVS  GVSUIFSFYUFOEFE
UIFQBUUFSOTBOEDMBTTJÎFEGSFFDPQZNBHB[JOFTBTNVMUJTJEFEQMBUGPSNT XJUI
POFTJEFPGUIFQMBUGPSNEFTJHOFEUPBUUSBDUVTFSTXJUIGSFFDPOUFOU QSPEVDUT BOE
the other side generating revenue by selling space to advertisers.
The literature related to the Thai free-copy magazine business model is limited.
The majority refer to the organizational level of operations producing single publication. They typically involve an in-depth interview with a magazine’s Editor-InChief and discussions about reader perceptions.
*OEVTUSZMFWFMSFTFBSDIJOWPMWJOHNVMUJQMFQVCMJDBUJPOTHFOFSBMMZÎOETUIBUGSFF
copy magazines are primarily used as advertising tools and for marketing comNVOJDBUJPO 1BUDIBOLIPTJU  )PXFWFS +BOUJQ  FYQSFTTFEBQVCMJTIFST
perspective who claimed that responding to readers’ demand for quality content
creation is the main factor for free-copy survival.
3FTPVSDF#BTFE7JFX 3#7
5IFÎOBMBOBMZTJTPGJOEVTUSJBMPSHBOJ[BUJPO *0 BJNTUPBOBMZ[FBOPSHBOJ[BUJPOT
environmental pressures and the ability to cope with the pressure to determine
GBDUPSTGPSCVTJOFTTTVDDFTT"UUIFJOUFSOBMMFWFM UIFSFTPVSDFCBTFEWJFX 3#7 JT
used to explore the underlying factors behind low-cost and differentiation of the
WBMVFDIBJO )FENBOBOE,BMMJOH  -JLFXJTF $BTBEFTVT.BTBOFMM3JDBSU
 TVHHFTUFEUIBUCVTJOFTTFTUFOEUPGPDVTPOUIFFWBMVBUJPOPGUIFJSFGÎDBDZ
in isolation. However, the success or failure of a company’s business model depends largely on how they interact with the models adopted by other players in
the industry. The most commonly used business model in publishing organizations is the ‘Five Forces Model’. This is an analytical tool used by IOs which assessFTBOJOEVTUSZTBUUSBDUJWFOFTTBOEGBDJMJUBUFTDPNQFUJUJWFBOBMZTJT 1PSUFS  
5IJTIFMQTFYFDVUJWFTFWBMVBUFBCVTJOFTTTFYUFSOBMFOWJSPONFOU &MMPOFO 
+JUQJNPMNBSE  5IFCVTJOFTTNPEFMDPNQSJTFTUIFGPMMPXJOHÎWFQPUFOUJBMT
risks; the threat of potential entrants, the threat of substitutes, the bargaining
power of suppliers, the bargaining power of buyers, and the rivalry amongst existJOHÎSNTJOUIFJOEVTUSZ
In contrast, the resource-based view is used to make assumptions about gaining
BOEQSFTFSWJOHBTVTUBJOBCMFDPNQFUJUJWFBEWBOUBHF 4$" 5IJTJTBGVODUJPOPG
the core re-sources and capabilities, which are the primary sources of an organization’s success that each organization brings to the competition in a given environNFOU $BSNFMJ  "SHVBCMZ FWFSZ*0MFWFMTTVDDFTTMJFTCFOFBUIUIFTVDDFTTPG
RBV.
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According to the relationship between core resources and capabilities, SCA and
above-normal performance theoretically claim that heterogeneity of organizational resources leads to differences in competitive advantages and performance
3FFEBOE%FÎMMJQQJ $BSNFMJ  *OUIJTDBTF 3#7TDPNQFUJUJWFBEWBOtage is in superior organizational resources, capabilities, and competencies, for
JOTUBODF JOJUTÎOBODJBM QIZTJDBM IVNBO BOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMDBQBCJMJUJFT 4FHFW 
 
Business Model Innovation
The environment of advanced information technology has changed the competition in communication landscapes. The resulting multiplicity of digital alternatives and mostly free-of-charge information sources has led to an economic shift.
Thus, there is a need for fundamental changes in current business models as
they must respond to dramatic challenges of deregulation, technological changes,
globalization, and sustainability. Ninety-eight percent of the businesses employ
CVTJOFTTNPEFMJOOPWBUJPOUPTPNFFYUFOUJOPSEFSUPTVSWJWF $BTBEFTVT.BTBOFMMBOE3JDBSU  5PEBZ TFWFSBMHMPCBMJOOPWBUJWFCVTJOFTTFT JODMVEJOH*#. 
Ericsson and Deloitte, have adopted a business model introduced by Osterwalder
BOE1JHOFVS  UIBUEFTDSJCFTUIFSBUJPOBMFGPSIPXBOPSHBOJ[BUJPODBODSFBUF 
deliver, and capture value.
The models strengths lie in a simple description of business related issues, the applicability of interventions and the manipulability of businesses to enable them to
create new strategic alternatives. This solves the weaknesses of inconsistency in
CPUISFTFBSDIBOECVTJOFTTQSBDUJDF (SBTM  
0TUFSXBMEFS1JHOFVS  TNPEFMFMJNJOBUFTDIBMMFOHFTBOEQSPWJEFTTJNQMJDity, relevance and intuition by bridging the practices of the concept with the theoSFUJDBMCVTJOFTTNPEFM5IFNPEFMIBTUIFGPMMPXJOHCVJMEJOHCMPDLT

 $VTUPNFS4FHNFOUT $4 "OPSHBOJ[BUJPOTFSWFTPOFPSTFWFSBMDVTUPNFS
segments.

 7BMVF1SPQPTJUJPOT 71 *UTFFLTUPTPMWFDVTUPNFSQSPCMFNTBOETBUJTGZDVTtomer needs with value propositions.

 $IBOOFMT $) 7BMVFQSPQPTJUJPOTBSFEFMJWFSFEUPDVTUPNFSTUISPVHIDPNNVnication, distribution, and sales channels.

 $VTUPNFS3FMBUJPOTIJQT $3 5IFTFBSFFTUBCMJTIFEBOENBJOUBJOFEXJUIJO
each customer segment.

 3FWFOVF4USFBNT 3 5IFTFSFTVMUGSPNWBMVFQSPQPTJUJPOTTVDDFTTGVMMZPGfered to customers who take them up.

 ,FZ3FTPVSDFT ,3 5IFTFBSFUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUBTTFUTSFRVJSFEUPNBLFB
business model work.

 ,FZ"DUJWJUJFT ," 5IFTFBSFUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUGVODUJPOTBDPNQBOZNVTU
operate to make its business model work.

 ,FZ1BSUOFSTIJQ ,1 4PNFBDUJWJUJFTBSFPVUTPVSDFE BOETPNFSFTPVSDFTBSF
acquired outside the enterprise.

 $PTU4USVDUVSF $ 5IFCVTJOFTTNPEFMFMFNFOUTSFTVMUJOBOPWFSBMMDPTU
structure.
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Methodology
The research’s topic derives from the author’s observations. It was found that
despite the availability of free-copy magazines in several strategic locations
magazines in Bangkok, especially in independent cafes, restaurants and department stores, the Thai print magazine market experienced decline. Magazines
titles reported a sharp fall from 500 in 2013 to 300 in 2016 whilst sharing the same
SFWFOVFTUSFBNGSPNQSJOUFEBEWFSUJTJOH 3PPU  8IJMFDPOEVDUJOHBSFWJFX
of available product, the author visited highly populated urban public transport
TZTUFNT #54TLZUSBJOBOEVOEFSHSPVOE.35 TUBUJPOTJODFOUSBM#BOHLPLBOE
observed that free magazines were rarely found. However, free magazine were in
BCVOEBODFBUPUIFSQPQVMBSMPDBUJPOT FTQFDJBMMZJODIBJOBOEJOEFQFOEFOUDBG»T
and restaurants.
From the author’s observation, a hypotheses, conceptual framework and methodPMPHZXFSFEFWFMPQFEUPFYQMPSFUIFQSPCMFN TFF'JHVSF 
The search was further extended to include a study of the ‘45th National Book Fair
#BOHLPL*OUFSOBUJPOBM#PPL'BJS  UIFMBSHFTUBTTFNCMZPGQVCMJTIFSTJO
Thailand. There were 11 free magazines titles available at the fair but this number
was reduced as a result of the failure of some publications to pass the exclusion
criteria.
In the primary stages of the research, seven free-copy publishers were recruited to
participate in interviews. This number was reduced to six participants as one did
OPUNFFUUIFJODMVTJPODSJUFSJBEVFUPBDPOÏJDUPGJOUFSFTUCFUXFFOQSPDFTTFTPG
content creation and the publication’s sponsors. From these participants, only two
titles claimed to be available in Bangkok’s mass commute system.

Figure 1. Hypothesis and methodology conceptual framework.
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The primary data was obtained from interviews with participants at the manageNFOUMFWFM JFQVCMJTIFST FYFDVUJWFTBOEFEJUPSTJODIJFG BOEDPODFSOFEUIF
nature of the RBV of business model innovation. The qualitative research method
paired open-ended questions with close-ended questions and included both unTUSVDUVSFEBOETUSVDUVSFEJOGPSNBUJPO JFQSPÎUBCJMJUZSBOHJOHGSPNWFSZQSPÎUBCMFUPVOQSPÎUBCMF 
Each interview comprised three sets of questions addressing the following issues:

 Demographic information of the participants: name, position, years of experi


FODFJOUIFÎFME BOEZFBSTPGFYQFSJFODFJOUIFDVSSFOUPSHBOJ[BUJPO
General Information of the publications: years of operation, the rationale of
choosing a particular business model
Structuring of the business model using the conceptual framework of OsterXBMEFS1JHOFVS  TCVTJOFTTNPEFMJOOPWBUJPO

Data Analysis
In addition to closed and open-ended questions, an interview question form was
prepared for recording participant’s demographic information which would enable
side by side comparisons. Data were analyzed in the form of descriptive statistics.
.BHB[JOFUJUMFTXFSFSFEBDUFEXIFOQSFTFOUJOHÎOEJOHTBOEGPSEJTDVTTJPOT 5IJT
JOGPSNBUJPOJTPOMZBWBJMBCMFVQPOBDBEFNJDSFRVFTU 
Findings
5IFÎOEJOHTBSFEJWJEFEJOUPUXPTFDUJPOT'JSTU SFMBUFTUPEFNPHSBQIJDEBUBPG
UIFJOUFSWJFXQBSUJDJQBOUTBOEHFOFSBMJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUUIFQVCMJDBUJPOT BT
QSFTFOUFEJO'JHVSFBOE 4FDPOE UIFÎOEJOHTPGUIFGSFFNBHB[JOFCVTJOFTT
model are illustrated in the format of a business model canvas.
Demographic Data
Publication

Position

Year of Experience in the
Field

Time Working at Current
Free Copy Magazine

A

Deputy Director

7

5 years

B

Editor-in-Chief

10

5 years

C

Editor-in-Chief

23

4.5 months

D

Publisher

10

Almost 1 year

E

Editor-at-Large

20

Almost 3 years

F

General Manager and Editor-in-Chief

25

6 months

Figure 2. Demographic data of participants.
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With the minimum seven and an average overall experience of 15.83 years, the
QBSUJDJQBOUTIBETJHOJÎDBOUQSPGFTTJPOBMFYQFSJFODFJOUIFNBHB[JOFQVCMJTIJOH
industry. Participants, had less experience managing free-copy magazines with an
BWFSBHFJOUIFÎFMEPGZFBST5IFTIPSUFTUEVSBUJPOJOUIFÎFMEXBTNPOUIT
for a participant with their current magazine.

Publication

Year of Operation

Publication
title’s origin

Concept of 
Publication

Language
Published

A

16

Foreign

Bangkok-based lifestyle

English

B

12

Domestic

Lifestyle-entertainment

English

C

9

Domestic

Urban lifestyle

Thai

D

Almost 1 year

Foreign

E

Almost 3 years

Domestic

Online Startup entrepreneur

Thai

F

Almost 10 years

Domestic

City magazine (Lifestyle)

Thai

Bangkok-based lifestyle

English

Figure 3. Demographic data of publications.

Newly Adopted Business Model for Sustainability and Longevity
The duration of operation of the publications ranged from 1 to 16 years. The overall average is 8.5 years and this can be further separated into the following 3 periPET ÎSTUQFSJPE ZFBST  TFDPOEQFSJPE ZFBST BOE UIJSEQFSJPE 
PSNPSFZFBST 
There are two publications in each period, indicating that the free business model
has sustained operations throughout the period during which Thailand began
moving towards the digital economy until the present. Despite this structural shift
UPXBSETUIFEJHJUBMFDPOPNZ UIFGSFFDPQZNPEFMSFNBJOTQSPÎUBCMF5IJTDBOCF
attributed to sustainable factors which promote long-term operations including
steady adoption rates and the ability to withstand the disruptions to standard operations that occurred in the transition to the internet era. It was also found that
Thai publishers are more likely to pursue a business model of promoting domestic
magazines rather than licensing international titles, with 4 established domestically and 2 internationally licensed titles. In the past 10 years, three new domestic
and 1 licensed international titles have been produced.
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Findings Based on Business Model Canvas
1. Customer Segments
4FFOGSPNUIFQFSTQFDUJWFPGUIFNPEFMQSPQPTFECZ0TUFSXBMEFS1JHOFVS  
the extensive use of the multi-sided platforms for free-copy magazines helps attract readers with a free-of-charge content, while the other side generates revenue
through the sale of advertising space. This section is comprised of a target audiFODFBOEBEWFSUJTFST5IFTFDUJPODPOTJEFSFEÎWFPVUPGTJYNBHB[JOFTXIPDMBTTJÎFEUIFNTFMWFTBTBMJGFTUZMFNBHB[JOF*OUIFTFÎWFUJUMFT UXPNBHB[JOFTBSF
#BOHLPLCBTFEMJGFTUZMFNBHB[JOFT 1VCMJDBUJPOT"BOE% UIFPUIFSUXPBSFBO
VSCBOMJGFTUZMF 1VCMJDBUJPOT$BOE' BOEPOFDMBTTJÎFTJUTFMGBTMJGFTUZMFFOUFSUBJONFOU 1VCMJDBUJPO# 8IJMTUUIFNBKPSJUZBSFJOUIFMJGFTUZMFTFHNFOU BÎSTU
QFSJPENBHB[JOF 1VCMJDBUJPO& TQFDJBMJ[FEJOPOMJOFTUBSUVQCVTJOFTTDPOUFOU
"MUIPVHIIBMGPGBMMNBHB[JOFT 1VCMJDBUJPOT" # BOE& BSFBJNFEBUUIFNBTT
NBSLFUBOEUIFPUIFSIBMGBSFBJNFEGPSTQFDJBMJ[FEOJDIFNBSLFUT 1VCMJDBUJPOT$ 
% BOE' BMMQVCMJDBUJPOTUBSHFUFESFBEFSTXJUITIBSFEEFNPHSBQIJDUSBJUT5BSHFU
SFBEFSTXFSFNJEEMFDMBTTDPMMFHFTUVEFOUT PSDPMMFHFFEVDBUFE CFUXFFOUIFBHF
of 18 to 45 years.
"MUIPVHI5IBJMBOETÎSTUBOEPGÎDJBMMBOHVBHFJT5IBJ IBMGPGBMMQVCMJDBUJPOTBSF
QVCMJTIFEJO&OHMJTI 1VCMJDBUJPOT" #BOE% XIJMTUUIFSFTUBSFQVCMJTIFEJOUIF
5IBJMBOHVBHF 1VCMJDBUJPOT$ &BOE' 5IF&OHMJTIMBOHVBHFQVCMJDBUJPOTFYQFDU
BSFBEFSTIJQSBUJPXJUI5IBJOBUJPOBMT XJUI&OHMJTIDPNQFUFODF BOE
/PO5IBJ&OHMJTITQFBLFST5IJTJOEJDBUFTUIBU QVCMJDBUJPOMBOHVBHFQMBZTB
TJHOJÎDBOUSPMFJOUIFGSFFDPQZCVTJOFTTMBOETDBQF
Target advertisers: Existing advertisers are separated into the following categories
and sub-categories:









'PPECFWFSBHFWFOVFTSFTUBVSBOUTBOEDBG»T
-JGFTUZMFWFOVFTIPUFMT OJHIUDMVCTBOEÎUOFTTDFOUFST
Lifestyle brands: fashion, beverage brands
Logistics: airlines, and car rental services
Business & investment: banking and insurance, real estate property
Technology: gadgets, printers, mobile network providers
Government sectors: business support and consultant unit

The results show that business and investment sectors are the largest advertisers in the free-copy landscape. This is followed by technology and lifestyle venues
which are the second and third largest, respectively. The fourth category includes
GPPECFWFSBHFWFOVFT MJGFTUZMFCSBOET BOEMPHJTUJD UJFE BOEHPWFSONFOUTFDUPSTBSFUIFMFBTUTJHOJÎDBOU5IFTFBEWFSUJTFSTBSFNPTUMJLFMZUPQVSDIBTFBEWFSUJTFNFOUTQBDFXIJMTUCFOFÎUJOHGSPNSFBDIJOHPVUUPUIFJSBVEJFODFUISPVHI
free-copy magazines.
2. Value Proposition
The multi-platform analysis has been applied to the value proposition in relation
to publishers’ aspects of target audiences to advertisers’ demands and expectations. Even though the price point of zero is the most crucial factor of the business model, free copies also offer other factors to create a value proposition. The
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ÎOEJOHTTIPXFEBDPSSFMBUJPOCFUXFFOUIFUZQFPGDPOUFOU  BTBWBMVFQSPQPTJUJPO 
BOEUIFUBSHFUBVEJFODF BOEBEWFSUJTFNFOUCFOFÎUT
For instance, publication B has high quality original content which provides its
BEWFSUJTFSTCFOFÎUTJOUFSNTPGOFXOFTT OPDPNQFUJUPSPGGFSTUIFTBNFPSJHJOBM
DPOUFOU CSBOEJEFOUJUZ BOEBDDFTTJCJMJUZ1VCMJDBUJPO$BMTPGPDVTFEPOJUTQFSGPSNBODFJOUFSNTPGIJHIWBMVFDPOUFOU EFTJHOBOEVTBCJMJUZ5IJTJTCFOFÎDJBM
UPBEWFSUJTFSTJOUFSNTPGMPOHFWJUZ MPOHUFSNBEWFSUJTJOH BTBVEJFODFTBSFMJLFMZ
to keep the publications as a collectable item if they perceive value in the content. Accordingly advertisements in the publication will also be stored and will be
reread when the content is reread. In addition, the usability beyond magazines for
readers is that magazine graphic pages could be used as teaching materials or as
posters for home or food and beverage venue decoration regarded as added value
that could further reach a larger audience.
Publication
(Language)

Value Proposition
Readers

Advertisers

A (EN)

Performance (outstanding quality content) N/A

B (EN)

Newness (original - straight forward
content)

Newness (no competitor), Brand (identity),
Accessibility

C (TH)

Performance, Design, Status, Usability
(high value and quality content and
design)

Getting the job done (vast distribution),
longevity (long-term advertising)

D (EN)

Newness (new content and experience)

N/A

E (TH)

Newness (educating people in ecommerce)

Newness (no competitor), Brand

F (TH)

Performance (Idea stimulation content)

Newness, Brand (brand awareness, identity and
equity)

Figure 4. Value proposition offered by each publication.

3. Channels
Free-copy publications are to have a much higher impact due to the more extensive circulation than paid-for magazines. In Bangkok, the total circulation of these
TJYQVCMJDBUJPOTJT  DPQJFTQFSNPOUI0GUIJT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ DPQJFTBSFJO5IBJBOE DPQJFT PGUIFPWFSBMMDJSDVMBUJPO BSFJO&OHMJTI
Publication volumes from the highest to lowest circulation are as follows:
1VCMJDBUJPO$ 5) 
1VCMJDBUJPO# &/ 
1VCMJDBUJPO% &/ 
1VCMJDBUJPO" &/ 
1VCMJDBUJPO& 5) 
1VCMJDBUJPO' 5) 








 DPQJFTNPOUI
 DPQJFTNPOUI
 DPQJFTNPOUI
 DPQJFTNPOUI
 DPQJFTNPOUI
 DPQJFTNPOUI

The site where distribution occurs varies between publication. In order to select
the most strategic locations, the information was categorized into sub-categories
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JOXIJDIJOGPSNBUJPOPWFSMBQT GPSFYBNQMFA4UBSCVDLT ADBG»BOEJOEFQFOEFOU
DBG»BSFMJTUFEBTUISFFEJTUJODUMPDBUJPOT"MUIPVHIQSFWJPVTMZEJTUSJCVUFECZIBOE
PSXJUITFMGTFSWJDFSBDLTJONBKPSDJUJFT IJHIUSBGÎDDPNNVUFS[POFT BOEQVCMJD
USBOTQPSUOFUXPSLT 0TUFSXBMEFS1JHOFVS #BOHLPLCBTFEQVCMJTIFSTPG
free-copy now focus on food and beverage venues as their preferred distribution
points. The second most popular distribution channels were public transport. The
UIJSEJTEFQBSUNFOUTUPSFTBOEÎOBODJBMJOTUJUVUFT
'SPNQSFMJNJOBSZBOBMZTJT OJDIFNBHB[JOFTBSFNPSFQSPÎUBCMFUIBONBTTXJUI
larger circulation which indicates that the distribution number and location are
VODPSSFMBUFEXJUIQSPÎUBCJMJUZ'VSUIFSNPSF EJTUSJCVUJPOPOQVCMJDUSBOTQPSUBOE
in other major cities cannot guarantee above-normal performance. Distribution
on the public transport net-work is economically unfeasible for most free copies
JO#BOHLPL UXPQVCMJDBUJPOT QVCMJDBUJPOT$BOE& XIJDIIBWFFYUFOEFEUIFJS
distribution to include distribution points within the public transport network do
OPUCPBTUIJHIQSPÎUBCJMJUZ%BUBTIPXFEUIBUGPPEBOECFWFSBHFWFOVFTBSFUIF
most effective distribution channels. This suggests that people may have more
free time to spend on each publication. These sites provide opportunity for multiple exposure as the publications are available to all users of the venues who may
read them repeatedly.
4. Customer Relationships
All free-copy magazines have established and maintain one-way communication
UISPVHIUIFDSFBUJPOPGBQQFBMJOHDPOUFOU BVEJFODFSFUFOUJPO 1VCMJDBUJPO" # 
%BOE'BMTPVTFUXPXBZDPNNVOJDBUJPOUISPVHIPOMJOFQMBUGPSNT BVEJFODF
BDRVJTJUJPO .PTUQVCMJDBUJPOTXIJDIFNCSBDFBOPOMJOFTUSBUFHZIBWFCFFOJO
PQFSBUJPOGPSPWFSBEFDBEF QVCMJDBUJPO" #BOE' XIJMTUPOMZPOFQVCMJDBUJPO
IBTPQFSBUFEUIFCVTJOFTTGPSTJYNPOUIT QVCMJDBUJPO% 5IJTNJHIUCFCFDBVTF
publication D has been in business with an inter-national licensed magazine for
more than ten years. Therefore, these long-running magazines have more readiness to take on, utilise and manipulate the digital market.
5. Revenue Streams
"TUIFNBHB[JOFTDJSDVMBUFGSFFPGDIBSHF UIFÎSTUTJEFPGUIFNVMUJTJEFEQMBUforms considered in the analysis of the free-copy business model does not diSFDUMZQSPÎUGSPNUIFQPJOUPGTBMFT"DIBMMFOHFJOUIFDPMMFDUJPOPGQSJNBSZEBUB
FNFSHFEXIFONPTUDPNQBOJFTEJEOPUEJTDMPTFUIFJSÎOBODJBMJOGPSNBUJPOUP
their employees, even at the management levels. Accordingly most publishers
XFSFOPUBCMFUPQSPWJEFQSFDJTFÎOBODJBMJOGPSNBUJPO5BLJOHBEWBOUBHFPGUIF
TBMFPGBEWFSUJTJOHTQBDFJOUIFQSJOUFENBHB[JOF IBMGPGUIFQVCMJDBUJPOT QVCMJDBUJPOT# $BOE% SFMJFEFOUJSFMZPOSFWFOVFHFOFSBUFEGSPNUIJTTPVSDFQVCMJDBUJPO' SFMJFEJOUIJTJODPNFTUSFBNGPSPGSFWFOVFBOEUIFSFNBJOJOH
percent came from organizing events and the other activities. Publication E reEVDFESFMJBODFUPXIJMTUJODSFBTJOHSFWFOVFHFOFSBUFECZFWFOUNBOBHFNFOU
UP0OMZQVCMJDBUJPO"DPVOUFEUIFTBMFPGPOMJOFBEWFSUJTFNFOUTBTBTPVSDF
of revenue.
6. Key Resources
Commonly, most free magazines are a part of a larger business. As the most important asset is human capital, to reduce cost, the most functional editorial teams
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shares human capital with other departments. For example businesses share the
TBNFTBMFT NBSLFUJOHPSUIFÎOBODFUFBNT0UIFSLFZSFTPVSDFTGPSNBHB[JOF
production, such as paper providers, printers, and distributors, are mostly outsourced. This indicates that outsourcing key resources is the most sustainable and
economically advantageous model for free-copy businesses.
7. Key activities
The most important attribute for maintaining a functioning and successful publishing company is the core competencies, which include high standard content,
design, product execution, and distribution to target audiences. All publications
shared these characteristics whilst publication D also offered a bespoke graphic
design service for advertorials and publications E and F extended conventional
activities to their event management business.
8. Key Partnerships
The most important partnerships for all printed publishing houses are with their
advertisers, paper suppliers, printers and distributors. Each publication maintains
different business relationships with their respective partners. For example, publication B owns the company that supplies the paper and outsourcing printing and
product distribution.
9. Cost Structure
Half of the magazine publishers did not provide information on their cost structure. Those who did provide information can be summarized as follows. PublicaUJPO'SFJOWFTUFEPGJUTQSPÎUJOUIFDPTUPGQSPEVDUJPO MFBWJOHBQQSPYJNBUFMZ
UPPUIFSFYQFOEJUVSFT1VCMJDBUJPO%TQFOUUIFNBKPSJUZPGJUTJODPNFPO
QSJOUJOHQSPEVDUJPOBOEQBQFS1VCMJDBUJPO&TQFOUNPTUPGJUTQSPÎUPOIVNBO
resources, followed by magazine production.
Discussion
This section presents the best practice business model to date in the measureNFOUPGBCPWFOPSNBMQFSGPSNBODFJOÎOBODJBMQSPÎUBCJMJUZJOUIFGPSNBUPGUIF
CVTJOFTTNPEFMDBOWBT5IFEJTDVTTJPOJTBMTPQSFTFOUFEBMPOHTJEFUIFÎOEJOHTJO
Figure 6.
In measuring above-normal performance, the sustainable competitive advantage
4$" XBTGPVOEJOSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOÎOBODJBMTVDDFTT QSPÎUBCJMJUZ BOEPUIFS
factors such as time of operation and management. Accordingly, it is possible to
develop an optimal business model innovation for Bangkok-based free-copy magazines. It is best represented through publications A, B and F. They are not only the
NPTUQSPÎUBCMF CVUUIFZIBWFBMTPCFFOUIFNPTUTVTUBJOBCMF PQFSBUJOHGPS
ZFBST BTJMMVTUSBUFEJO'JHVSF
Publication

Publication A

Publication B

Publication C

Publication D

Publication E

Publication F

Language
published

English

English

Thai

English

Thai

Thai

Financial
Success

Very profitable

Very profitable Well-profit

Well-profit

Profiting

Very Profitable

Figure 5. Financial success of each magazine according to publishers’ opinion and their language.
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"MMUIFNBHB[JOFTJOUIJTTFDUPSBSFTVDDFTTGVM 1VCMJDBUJPOT" #BOE' HBJOJOH
100 per-cent of their revenue from selling advertisement space. So advertisers in
this sector are likely to invest in the business model. Nonetheless, all magazines
BSFFYQFDUFEUPNFFUUIFTBNFKPVSOBMJTUJDTUBOEBSET TFFFYDMVTJPODSJUFSJB 5IJT
JODMVEFTUIFQSFTFODFPOTUBGGPGBOFYFDVUJWFQVCMJTIFS PS&EJUPSJO$IJFG XJUI
at least 7-year experience in the publishing industry, but not necessarily within a
free-copy magazine business.
"DDPSEJOHUPUIFQVCMJTIFST UIFNPTUÎOBODJBMMZTVDDFTTGVMQVCMJDBUJPOTBSF
EPNFTUJDUJUMFT QVCMJDBUJPOT#BOE' SFHBSEMFTTPGMJDFOTF)PXFWFS UIFSFJTTJHOJÎDBOUPWFSMBQJOUIJTNBSLFUTFDUPSBTTPNFUJUMFTBSFBMTPQVCMJTIFEJO&OHMJTI
QVCMJDBUJPOT"BOE# BOEUIFCVTJOFTTNPEFMFYQFDUTBSBUJPPG5IBJUPFYQBtriate readers. Thus, language use plays a vital role in differentiating the customer
segments and a value proposition of the business model.
1. Customer Segments
Target audience:
All magazines are in the lifestyle-based genre with relatively similar reader demographics.
English publications focus on niche audiences while Thai publications are intended to appeal to the general population. Nonetheless, in the lifestyle sector, all publications targeted the middle-class college students to adults with an age range of
18-45 years old who are interested in content about lifestyle.
Target advertisers:
Aiming for the primary businesses and investment sectors maximizes sustainability. This sector includes banking, insurance and real estate property. For the secondary market, the target is the technology sector which includes popular gadgets
such as mobile phones, printers, and mobile networks providers.
2. Value proposition
Given that magazines are free-of-charge in a multi-sided platform, magazines
would rely on readers and advertisers to create a value proposition.
According to the usability of English language publications, readers expected
newness in which originality and straightforward content are the most important.
"EWFSUJTFSTXPVMEQFSDFJWFCFOFÎUTGSPNOFXOFTTBTUIFSFBSFGFXFSDPNQFUJUPST
in the magazine market. Moreover, their advertisers would be viewed by the reader
EFNPHSBQIJDUIFZFYQFDUFE0UIFSCFOFÎUTHJWFOBSFCSBOEJEFOUJUZ UIFBEEFE
value in the simple act of its presence, and accessibility from strategic locations
and the distribution numbers.
Meanwhile, Thai language readers expected content to stimulate new ideas. Advertisers in this sector would also expect newness, brand identity and equity.
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Business
Model Canvas

Free magazine business model
(6 publications)

Best practice business model

1. Customer
Segment

Target audience: Middle-class college
students with an age range between 18-45
Target advertiser: Food and beverage venues,
lifestyle venues, lifestyle brands, logistics,
business & investment, technology, and
government sectors

Target audience: Niche market but with same
age group and occupation
Target advertiser: The primary target is
businesses & investment sectors, and secondary
in technology.

2. Value
Proposition

Provider of quality free content, i.e. three
published in Thai and 3 in the English
language. Advertisers benefits in terms of
newness, brand (identity), and accessibility),
longevity, and getting the job done (vast
distribution).

Provider of free English quality lifestyle
magazine content with 70:30 of Thai to the
expatriate readership. Both readers and
advertisers would benefit from newness due to
new content using and non-market
competition). Advertisers main benefits would
be accessibility from strategic locations.

3. Channels

The use of large circulations in strategic
locations depending on each publication in
the followings: Food and beverage venues,
public transport, other major cities,
department stores, and financial institutes.

Food and beverage venues as the primary
locations. (Note: Distribution number and its
strategic location are uncorrelated with its
profitability.)

4. Customer
Relationships

With magazines already considered one-way
communication, only four publications
engage in two-way communication through
online platforms.

Printed publication with an online presence is to
engage with the audience.

5. Revenue
Streams

The multi-sided platform, meaning that
profits are not directly from the point of
sales. The profit relies on a printed
advertisement, up to70-90 per cent. Whilst
the remaining relies on event management
and online advertisement income.

Generating revenue generated from
advertisement sales 100 per cent. The
publication could also possibly split around 10
per cent to event management service.

6. Key
Resources

Small editorial team and share management
resources, e.g. sales and marketing with a
larger company. For production, there are
paper providers, printers and distributors
which are mostly outsourced.

Focusing on human resource and have editorial
team ranging between 4-18 people but shared
management with a larger business that can be
up to 40 people. Other key resources are offices,
computers for graphic design, paper providers,
printers, and distributors.

7. Key
Activities

Creating high-quality content, design,
product execution, and distribution. Some
offer event management and graphic design
for their clients.

Same as a standard business model; however,
graphic design service for advertisement needs
to be included.

8. Key
Partnerships

Advertisers
Paper providers (privately owned)
Paper suppliers
Printers (outsource or partnered)
Printers
distribution system (privately own)
Distributors
(Note: All publications operate different levels
and dynamics of their respective
partnerships.)

9. Cost
structure

Publication F put 30% of its profit reinvested
in the cost of production and leave 30-40% to
other expenditures.
Publication D spent the majority of their
income on printing production and paper.
Publication E spent most on human resources
and followed by printing production
(Note: All publication has its cost structure
disclosed.)

Having 30% of the overall income reinvested in
the cost of production, leaving 30-40% to
profitability.
(Note: This information derived from publication
F only.)



Figure 6. Business model of free magazine in comparison to the best practice business model.
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3. Channels
From the primary analysis, there is no correlation between the circulation numCFSTBOEQVCMJDBUJPOTQSPÎUBCJMJUZ5IJTJTEFNPOTUSBUFECZUIFÎHVSFTJOEJDBUJOH
that larger distribution does not generate a greater higher. Similarly, distribution
on the mass public transport system and in other major cities does not guarantee
IJHIQSPÎUBCJMJUZ5IFIJHIFTUDJSDVMBUJPOCFMPOHTUPQVCMJDBUJPO#XJUI 
copies per month, followed by publication A with 120,000 copies. Although publication F recorded with the lowest circulation with 40,000 copies per month, the
company still achieved above normal performance.
Unlike other countries where distribution within the public transport system is a
GBDUPSJOQSPÎUBCJMJUZ EJTUSJCVUJPOJOQVCMJDUSBOTQPSUTUBUJPOTJTNPTUMZFDPOPNJcally unfeasible for the majority of publishers, especially newly established ones.
0OMZUXPQVCMJDBUJPOT QVCMJDBUJPOT$BOE& XFSFBCMFUPFYUFOEUIFJSEJTUSJCVUJPO
UPVSCBOQVCMJDUSBOTQPSU BOEOFJUIFSPGUIFNXBTDPOTJEFSFEAIJHIMZQSPÎUBCMF
5IFTFÎOEJOHTIBWFMFEUPUIFEJTDPWFSZUIBUEJTUSJCVUJPOJODBG»TBOESFTUBVSBOUT
JTBGBDUPSJOBDIJFWJOHBCPWFOPSNBMQFSGPSNBODFUISPVHIIJHIFSQSPÎUT)FODF 
DIBJOBOEJOEFQFOEFOUDBG»TBOESFTUBVSBOUTBSFDPOTJEFSFEUIFNPTUFGGFDUJWF
strategic distribution points in Thailand due to the consumer behavior of the target audience.
4. Customer Relationships
Apart from aiming for customer retention through the production of high quality content in print, publications with high performance also attempt to acquire
customers by engaging with the public through digital platforms.
5. Revenue Streams
Publications A and B generated revenue from fees from the sale of advertisement
space with publication F gaining the highest proportion of advertisement space
TBMFTUPPUIFSSFWFOVFBUBSBUJP
6. Key Resources
The traditional operation involves human assets with editorial teams ranging in
size from 4 to 18 people. Within larger organizations in which human assets are
shared, the number of human assets can be up to 40 people, including the editoSJBMUFBN0UIFSLFZSFTPVSDFTBSFPGÎDFT DPNQVUFSTGPSHSBQIJDEFTJHO QBQFS
providers, printers, and distributors.
7. Key Activities
The main functions of publications are sharing fundamental characteristics
through con-tent creation, graphic design and graphic design for advertisement.
8. Key Partnership
Key partnerships consist of paper providers, printers and distributors. The best
practice for key partnerships is to privately own paper suppliers, outsource or
partner with printers and maintain privately-owned distribution systems.
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9. Cost Structure
The only publication agreeing to give information on cost structure is publication
' IBWJOHPGUIFPWFSBMMJODPNFSFJOWFTUFEJOUIFDPTUPGQSPEVDUJPO MFBWJOH
UPQSPÎUBCJMJUZ
Conclusion
This study shows that the Bangkok-based free-magazine industry is a sustainable
and competitive business model that has been able to withstand digital disruption
and retain a high possibility of achieving above-normal performance. The niche
market penetration is its strength which is valued by both readers and business
and investment sectors. In addition, the business also thrives with a small human
SFTPVSDFTDBQJUBMXJUIIJHIFGÎDJFODZ
When best practices are applied, the business model can be expected to yield
success. The niche market should be targeted by maintaining the quality lifestyle
content to attract advertisers, particularly in business and investment sector. Despite a large number of established magazines in this sector, there is still space in
the market for additional competition, especially since Bangkok-based publishers
do not look to expand their audience by expanding the range of their published
content.
Therefore, one of the successes of the sector is the effectiveness by which free
magazines reach their target audience. Although it may be assumed that the
extensiveness of distribution is the key to success, the preliminary analysis shows
EJTUSJCVUJPOWPMVNFJUJTOPUDPSSFMBUFEXJUIQSPÎUBCJMJUZ
%JTUSJCVUJPOXJUIJOUIFQVCMJDUSBOTQPSUDPNNVUFSTZTUFNTIBTTPNFCFOFÎUT CVU
NPUTQVCMJTIFSEPOPUÎOEJUFDPOPNJDBMMZGFBTJCMF5IFZQSFGFSGPPEBOECFWFSage venues as key distribution locations because Bangkokians are more likely to
spend time and make a frequent visit in those locations as a part of their lifestyle
patterns.
Even though the optimal business model will be effective for Bangkok-based
publishers in the current market, there is a constant need for a review of the business model as the business sphere in the information-driven era is rapidly changJOH5IFFYUFOUPGUIFDIBMMFOHFTCSPVHIUCZNBSLFUÏVYBSFEJGÎDVMUUPQSFEJDU
through this study due to limitations in data collection which remain problematic.
5IFXJUIIPMEJOHPGJNQPSUBOUÎOBODJBMEBUBCZUIFTFCVTJOFTTFTJTBTJHOJÎDBOU
obstacle to understanding the market in detail.
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Abstract
Samoreang is a historical community in the “Hua Hin” region of Thailand’s PraDIVBQ,IJSJ,IBO1SPWJODF*UJTBOVOJRVFÎTIJOHDPNNVOJUZBOEGBNPVTSFTPSU
with historical value. Recently it has come under business and land use pressures
that are negatively impacting resident’s quality of life. The objective of this project is to fortify the community’s input to guide the administration’s support of
sustainable economic development and architectural preservation. A community
driven organization named the Samoreang Preservation Group – SPG was created
to produce a database of the region’s historical roots with its architectural and
TPDJPDVMUVSBMBTTFUT5IFQSPKFDUSFTVMUFEJOUIFGPMMPXJOH  5IF41(QSPWJEFE
input and guidance on the local administration’s development plan in the areas of
RVBMJUZPGMJGFDPODFSOT CBMBODJOHEFWFMPQNFOUBMQSFTTVSFT QSFTFSWJOHUIFÎTIFSman’s way of life, seafood production, intangible cultural resources, and architecUVSBMQSFTFSWBUJPO  $VMUVSBMUPVSJTNPGJUTUBOHJCMFBOEJOUBOHJCMFBTTFUTWJB
ÎTIFSNBOIPNFTUBZTXPSLEBZFYQFSJFODFT BSDIJUFDUVSBMQIPUPHSBQIZ UPVST
re-tracing historical routes, living museums, traditional foods & its production
were proposed as a sustainable development pathway. The creation of the Samoreang Preservation Group provided a foundational inventory of the regions assets
upon which sound decisions for future development can be based. Additionally, it
established a formal communication pathway for the residents to be involved in
the local administration’s decision making process.
Keywords: Community Rehabilitation, Tourism, Sustainable Development, Intangible
Culture, Tangible Culture, Thailand, Quality of Life, Cultural Tourism
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Introduction
“Samoreang” is an old community of “Hua Hin” located in Thailand’s Prachuap
Khiri Khan Province. It is a world renown resort destination that was established
about 180 years ago ~1834. At the time, the Hua Hin Sub-district was forested
with few houses. Some families from the Bang Chan and Bang Kaew subdistricts
of Phetchaburi Province emigrated southward along the shoreline to the area in
search of a more supportive and productive environment making a living. They
found inviting white sand beaches, plentiful sealife and the adjacent land was fertile suitable for farming. Soon the few houses grew to many transforming the area
into a village which has always been known as “Samoreang.”
The name of Hua Hin was popularized by His Royal Highness Prince Naresra Varariddhi’s whom had a large shoreline palace called “Sansamran Sukkawet” built
south of the original rock clusters and renamed the area’s beach “Hua Hin.” It is
also the location of the Klai Kangwon Palace, a summer residence of the former
King Bhumibol Adulyadej. Eventually the whole district became known as Hua
Hin whereas the name “Samoreang” was merely a fading memory.
History of Samoreang
'SPN.S"SVO,SBTBFTJOTEJTDPWFSZPGBOPUFCPPLCZIJTBODFTUPS 4JSBQIBO
,BNPOQSBNPUF  JUEFTDSJCFTUIBUQSJPSUP)VB)JOXBTBXPPEMBOE
with only the Khao Takiab village 7 km south and at 6 km north was the Ban Bo
Fai Village.
Around that time, a group from the Bang Kaew and Bang Chan sub-districts in the
1IFUDIBCVSJ1SPWJODFGBDFEEJGÎDVMUJFTJONBLJOHBMJWJOHEVFUPTDBSDJUZPGOBUVral resources, so they sought better circumstances. On their journey, they happened to come to a village called “Samoreang.” There the seaside beach was unlike
anywhere else; the rock clusters were spaced beautifully. The area was mostly
VOEFWFMPQFEBOEBQQSPQSJBUFGPSCPUIGBSNJOHBOEÎTIJOH TPUIFZQFSTVBEFE
POFBOPUIFSUPSFTJEFUIFSF4BNPSFBOHIBEMBSHFÎFMETBOENBOZDBOBMT TVDIBT
$IBOJBO/PJ $IBOJBO:BJ BOE4BNPSFBOHDBOBMT5IF$IBOJBO/PJ PS1BOJBO/PJ
canal, was in the area where the Klai Kangwon Palace is currently situated.
Initially people built temporary residences, cultivated herbs, watermelons, and
after the melon season they planted upland rice. These three crops and abundant
fresh water provided a high income leading to establishing permanent abodes and
more immigrants.

'JHVSF)VB)JO#FBDI MFGUBOEUIFÎTIFSNBOTWJMMBHF SJHIU
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Since the time of their ancestors, the primary career in Hua Hin has been smallTDBMFÎTIFSJFTXIFOJOFWFOJOHUIFZXFOUPVUUPÎTIBOEDBNFCBDLUPTIPSFJO
the morning. Initially, their methods were angling, long line, and shore based nets.
"GUFSDBUDIJOHÎTI UIFZFYDIBOHFEUIFNGPSGBSNDSPQTBNPOHUIFJSOFJHICPST
After the construction of railways reaching the South, the transportation between
Hua Hin and nearby cities became more convenient. This resulted in the expanTJPOPGUIFÎTIJOHNBSLFUBOEUIFFNFSHFODFPGUIFDBSFFSPGDPOTUSVDUJOHTUBLF
traps, which at the time was very expensive as it took at least 10 people’s labor on
a boat carrying the stakes to drive them into the ground under the sea. Those performing this task had to be able to stay underwater for a long time. They had to
swim underwater to drive the stakes in and tie on the bamboo sheets, which was
the hardest job in the community at that time.
4UBLFUSBQDPOTUSVDUJPOTUBSUFEJOBGUFSUIFDPNQMFUJPOPGUIFTPVUIFSOSBJMXBZMJOFCSPVHIUHSFBUFSXFBMUIUPUIFÎTIFSNFO

'JHVSF3BDLTGPSESZJOHOFUT MFGUBOEBQJDUVSFPG)VB)JOTJOEJHFOPVTÎTIJOHCPBUT SJHIU

5IFTUBLFUSBQNFUIPEBOEDBSFFSTUBSUFEUPGBEFBXBZJOXIFOBOFX
NFUIPEPGÎTIJOHXBTJOUSPEVDFECZVUJMJ[JOHNPUPSCPBUTDBMMFEi5BOLBFCPBUTu
Another change was the use of “trawl nets.” Hence, the initial career of Hua Hin
ancestors transformed as technology and the country progressed.
Fish Piers of Hua Hin
5IFDBSFFSPGNPTU)VB)JOSFTJEFOUTXBTÎTIJOH5IFZVTFEBWBSJFUZPGCPBUT 
such as seiners along with Lighters, Junks and Tankaes. During earlier times,
5BOLBFCPBUTOFFEFETNBMMFSSPXCPBUTUPUSBOTQPSUÎTIUPUIFTIPSFNBSLFUT5IF
ÎSTUQJFSXBTBSPZBMQSPKFDUCZ,JOH3BNB*9JOSFTQPOTFUPIJNWJFXJOHUIF
ÎTIFSNFOTIBSETIJQBTIFQBTTFECZPOIPSTFCBDL5IFOBSPVOE UIFÎTIJOH
boat pier of Hua Hin could no longer accommodate all the ones coming from othFSQSPWJODFT 4BNVU4BLIPO 4BNVU4POHLISBNBOE1IFUDIBCVSJ $POTFRVFOUMZ 
UIF'JTI.BSLFUJOH0SHBOJ[BUJPOPGUIF%FQBSUNFOUPG'JTIFSJFTIBEBTFDPOEÎTI
QJFSDPOTUSVDUFEJO5IJTNXJEFJTNMPOHQJFSJTTUJMMJOVTFUPEBZ
Royalties Brought Prosperity to Hua Hin
,JOH3BNB7*NBEFBSPZBMDPNNBOEJO+VOFPGGPSUIF3PZBM4UBUF3BJMXBZT
of Siam of the Northern Line and the Royal State Railways of Siam of the Southern
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Line to be united into “The Royal State Railways” with Lieutenant General Prince
Krom Phra Kamphaeng Phet Akkarayothin in charge.

'JHVSF#JSETFZFWJFXPGUIFDPNNVOJUZ MFGUBOE+FUUZBOEÎTIJOHCPBUTNPPSBHF SJHIU

5IFOJO ,JOH3BNB7*PSEFSFEBTVSWFZUPCFDPOEVDUFEBUBTFBTJEFMPDBtion for a new summer residence, the Mrigadayavan Palace. Construction began in
BOEIJTÎSTUTUBZXBTJO%VSJOHUIFTVSWFZGPSUIFOFX1IFUDIBCVSJ#BO
Cha-Am-Hua Hin railway upon reaching the Samoreang area its clean white sand
beaches and beautiful rock clusters emboding the characteristics of a resort location was noted. Consequently, as the railway line reached Hua Hin and bringing
NBOZWJTJUJOHSPZBMT TPNFQVSDIBTFEMBOEGPSUIFJSDPVSUT BTPWFSFJHOTSFTJEFODF BOETFBTJEFSFTPSUT&WFO2VFFO4BPWBCIB1IPOHTSJ UIFEBVHIUFSPG,JOH
Rama V, was interested in securing a land for a place of relaxation. King Rama VI
came to stay there many times and was so fond of it that he had the Klai Kangwon Palace built to be a summertime residence.
)JT3PZBM)JHIOFTT1SJODF/BSFTSB7BSBSJEEIJXBTUIFÎSTUSPZBMUPCVJMEBMBSHF
court, named “Saen Samran House,” by the sea south of the prominent rock
outcroppings. Then later, to allow commoners to appreciate the natural beauty
of Hua Hin, His Royal Highness Prince Krom Phra Kamphaeng Phet Akkarayothin
asked permission to purchase a plot from Prince Naresra Varariddhi’s holdings to
be property of the Royal State Railways. On this plot a wooden seaside bungalow
constructed for the general public to rent for overnight lodging. He also ordered
the construction of a 830m road, which is called “Damnoen Kasem,” from the Hua
Hin Train Station to the seashore. This was done for the convenience of resort
guests as well as general passengers who wanted to partake of the seashore’s
scenery.
Later, he commanded the Royal State Railways to build a European-style hotel; the
bungalow that was formerly there was moved to and re-assembled in a new locaUJPO5IFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGUIJTÎSTUIPUFMCFHBOJOBOEXBTÎOJTIFEJO
and had 28 guest beds.
For Hua Hin to have a better chance of being developed into a resort location a
road was constructed as a straight path from the train station to the seashore.
This road is the present Damnoen Kasem Road and one and two storied wooden
row houses were built to be rented for commerce along it forming the general
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commercial area of the Hua Hin community. Presently they are both sides of Phet
Kasem Road and the Chatchai Market. The former dirt roads and wooden row
IPVTFTXJUIMPXÏPPSTBOEHBMWBOJ[FESPPGTXBTDIBOHFEUPSIPNCPJEUJMFESPPGT
as the former faded from memory.

Figure 4. Two views of the Bungalows of the original Hua Hin Hotel.

Figure 5. Two views of the Railway Hotel of Hua Hin, a European-style hotel.

While the Klai Kangwon Palace was being built, His Royal Highness Prince Krom
1ISB,BNQIBFOH1IFU"LLBSBZPUIJO IBEUIF$IBUDIBJ.BSLFUCVJMUJOPOUIF
MBOEQVSDIBTFECZUIF1SJWZ1VSTF $IBUDIBJ.BSLFUXBTEFSJWFEGSPNIJTQSFWJPVTOBNF )FEFTJHOFEUIFNBSLFUUPIBWFBSPPGXJUITFWFOBSDIFESPPGTJOB
SPX5IFFOUJSFCVJMEJOHXBTNBEFPGSFJOGPSDFEDPODSFUF XIJDITJHOJÎFTUIBUJU
was built during the reign of King Rama VII.

Figure 6. Piam Suk Building, Klai Kangwon Palace, left and the Chatchai Market, right.

After the completion of the southern railway line to the border of Malaysia, Hua
Hin became well-known as a famous resort where a large number of tourists
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DBNFUPSFMBY TXJN ÎTI BOEQMBZHPMG5IF3PZBM)VB)JO(PMG$PVSTFXBTUIF
ÎSTUJOUFSOBUJPOBMTUBOEBSEHPMGDPVSTFJO5IBJMBOE5IFVOJRVFGFBUVSFPGUIFMPcal train station is the 4-gabled Sanam Chan Pavilion that was later changed to be
the King Mongkut’s Pavilion as it was built during his era.

Figure 7. The King Mongkut’s Pavilion left at the Hua Hin Train Station, right.

Royal Hua Hin Golf Course
As King Rama V graciously ordered an extension of the southern railway from
Phetchaburi Province down south to Songkhla and Ra-ngae per the announcement
EBUFE+VMZ  ()PVTF  1SJODF/BSFTSB7BSBSJEEIJDPNNBOEFEUIF
construction to begin. This railroad lead down south along the eastern seashore of
UIF.BMBZ1FOJOTVMBBOEUSBOTQPSUBUJPOUP)VB)JOPQFOFEPO/PWFNCFS 
5IFUPUBMEJTUBODFGSPNUIF5IPOCVSJTUBUJPOUP)VB)JOXBTLJMPNFUFST
While the Royal State Railways was building the European-style hotel in Hua Hin,
Prince Krom Phra Kamphaeng Phet Akkarayothin, commander of the Royal State
Railways commanded the construction of a tennis court and a golf course for
UIFHVFTUT XIJDIDPNNFODFEJO5IFHPMGDPVSTFXJUIUIFÎSTUIPMFTXBT
PQFOFEJO5IFOUIF3PZBM4UBUF3BJMXBZTFYUFOEFEUIFDPVSTFCZ ZBSET
XJUIBEEJUJPOBMIPMFTUPUBMMJOHmÎOJTIJOHJO

Figure 8. Views of the Royal Hua Hin Golf Course.

Hua Hin’s Popularity Widens
*O"VHVTU BUPUBMTPMBSFDMJQTFXBTWJTJCMFJO)VB)JO"UUIBUUJNF TFWFSBM
teams of foreign astronomers came with cameras to study it near the Railway
Hotel. This increased the international awareness of Hua Hin as well as the subsequent battles and related activities by the strongly united Free Thai movement
EVSJOH88**#Z POFPGUIFJSUSBJOJOHDBNQTXBTPO,IBP5BPBOEBOPUIFS
in the La-ou Forest.
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Traditional Games & Ceremonies
The folk game “Peepungtai” is exclusive to Hua Hin. The game begins a bit before
sunset. The players are mostly young men and women availing themselves of an
opportunity to meet. They begin the game by yelling and jogging in a row holding
hands. Soon when it is dark, one can watch the Peepungtai parade lit traditionally
by beautiful torches.
The ritual of curse elimination via the sea and an the annual merit-making
ceremony at the Goddess Tubtim Shrine are held every September. Ones merit is
symbolically given to deceased ancestors and to those to whom one owes karmic
EFCUT BTXFMMUPXBOEFSJOHTQJSJUTPGUFOTFFOCZÎTIFSNFOPVUPOUIFXBUFS5IF
SJUVBMJTQFSGPSNFECZTBJMJOHBCPBUPVUUPTJOLBOETFOEUIFDVSTF T UPTJOLEPXO
and away into the sea of Hua Hin.
Pictured below are two famous people revered by the Hua Hin community. The
Venerable Nak of Wat Hua Hin/Wat Ampharam is also known as Master Wiriyathikaree and the champion boxer Phon Kingphet.

'JHVSF.BTUFS8JSJZBUIJLBSFF","UIF7FOFSBCMF/BL MFGUBOE1IPO,JOHQIFU UIFÎSTUUISFFUJNF
world boxing champion, right.

Modern Day Samoreang
Even though the Hua Hin area recently has had to compete with the emergence
of resorts destinations closer to the population center of Bangkok; namely Bang
1VBOE1BUUBZB JUOFWFSUIFMFTTSFNBJOTBOJOEFNBOEBSFBÎMMFEXJUIUIFDVMUVSBM
WBMVFPGBOPMEUSBEJUJPOBMÎTIJOHDPNNVOJUZ*UGFBUVSFTDIBSNJOH VOJRVFPME
wooden houses that are worth preserving. Currently, the old community “Samoreang” is divided into three administrative districts: Samoreang, Poonsuk and
Chaitalay
With the pressure of being a tourist location, the Samoreang community has
come under duress from non-local entrepreneurs to develop its shoreline with
restaurants and entertainment venues. There is also economic disparity between
the traditional economy and the tourism-based economy along with rapid town to
city expansion pressures. Some of the established residents have sold their land
or rented out buildings and then moved away to reside outside this growth center.
Additionally youths with higher levels of education have gone to live and work
elsewhere.
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Objectives
The creation of a fully inclusive, coordinated rehabilitation and sustainable development plan for the existing native residents to preserve their quality of life while
cognizant of the locale being a tourist attraction is needed. Moreover an increased
awareness needs to be instilled about the area’s historical value and its importance to the community.
The project of rehabilitating the traditional Samoreang community as a symbol
of the traditional Hua Hin seaside, was funded the City & Community RehabilitaUJPO1SPHSBN $$31 UISPVHIUIFBJEPGBDPNNVOJUZBSDIJUFDUDPNNJTTJPO UIF
Association of Siamese Architects under the Royal Patronage of His Majesty the
King, the Crown Property Bureau Foundation, and the Community Organizations’
Development Institute.
This project aims were to induce the creation of a body of knowledge and to form
a connection at the national level regarding the preservation and rehabilitation
of a traditional community quarter. The project’s leadership wants to instill a
mechanism of cooperation among different community sectors to strengthen the
traditional community quarter by supporting the work lives of the locals together
with those concerned with rehabilitation and preservation.

Figure 10. Community sign, left. Samoreang canal, middle. Community’s entrance, right.

Known Community Problems
The main characteristics of “Samoreang” as a historical community of “Hua Hin,”
BSFJUTUSBEJUJPOBMXBZPGMJGFBTBÎTIJOHDPNNVOJUZBOEUIFBSDIJUFDUVSFPGJUTPME
wooden houses and iconic train station that should be preserved as its legacy.
However, the community has the following problems:
1. How to reduce the loss of traditional forms of employment due to rapid city expansion? The shoreline areas are desirable locations for hotels and related tourist
GBDJMJUJFT8JUITVDIEFWFMPQNFOUQSFTTVSFTJUJTGFBSFEUIFUSBEJUJPOBMÎTIJOHXBZ
of life will disappear.
2. How to reduce the loss of architectural history? The community has many traditional wooden houses in need of ongoing maintenance funding to ensure their
QSFTFSWBUJPO"QMBOGPSSFHJTUFSJOHUIFJSIJTUPSJDBMTJHOJÎDBODFBOEHVJEJOHBQQSPpriate utilization i.e. homestays, cultural tourism etc. needs to be developed and
implemented.
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3. How to create inclusive development?
There are concerns about how to foster cooperation from all sectors to unify
the community’s physical development while ensuring the quality of life for its
inhabitants.
4. How to instill an appreciation of the community’s history?
Pathways to increase residence’s awareness of its historical assets and their importance in the role of sustainable development needs to be developed and disseminated.
Initial Goals
1. Strengthen the community through supporting inclusive participation
for directing sustainable development in partnership with the community’s
administration.
2. Create a database of communal assets and characteristics to serve as a development and educational resource. It would include the physical and socio-cultural
EJNFOTJPOTPGUIFDPNNVOJUZ4QFDJÎDBMMZ JUTBSDIJUFDUVSBMBTTFUT ÎTIJOHQSPcessing techniques, agricultural elements, foods, supportive industries, festivals,
traditional games and handicrafts etc.
Methodology
Review of Informational Sources
1. Archives, Questionnaires and Interviews:
Review and gather foundational information about the community from archived
documents, questionnaires and interviews.
2. Surveys: Select team members to be co-researchers in the project to gather
JOGPSNBUJPO BTTJTUXJUIQMBOOJOHBOEDPOEVDUTVSWFZT SFTJEFOUTGSPNUIFDPNmunity and others from local administrative organizations, state agencies and
BDBEFNJDJOTUJUVUJPOT 
3. Review of Existing Community Rehabilitation Solutions:
Observation of existing workshops, events and discussion groups from other successful community rehabilitation programs to use as a guide for working with and
creating community networks.
4. Database Creation:
Train community researchers to form a working team and how to properly utilize
BOUISPQPMPHJDBMNFUIPET DPMMFDUÎFMEEBUBBOEDPOTPMJEBUFJUJOUPBGVODUJPOBM
supportive database system. The team’s focus is on how to utilize local resources
UPTVQQPSUJUTRVBMJUZPGMJGFBOETVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOU4QFDJÎDBMMZ JUTQIZTJDBMJUZ MBOEVTBHFJOGSBTUSVDUVSF DPNNVOJUZTFOWJSPONFOU BSDIJUFDUVSF XBZ
of life, history and culture.
5. Establish a Community Development Committee.
This committee is in charge of synthesizing the collected data, reviewing the body
of knowledge, problems, and needs of the community. Then it is tasked with draft-
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ing the plan and supportive regulations for developing the community’s physicality and to set in motion activities leading towards the desired milestones established through input from the community.
Three Areas of Focus
The objectives in the three areas listed below were to seek improvements in
the community’s quality of life, economy, cultural expression and architectural
preservation while maintaining Samoreang’s traditional character. These were
BDIJFWFEUISPVHIBQBSUJDJQBUPSZQSPDFTTJOBMMTUBHFT EBUBDPMMFDUJPO EFDJTJPO
NBLJOHBOEJNQMFNFOUBUJPO 
1. Economic – The establishment of a community organization and support network to guide the development of the local economy in a viable and sustainable
manner with a focus on increasing business and vocational competency levels
together with community-based product production rooted in traditional skills,
QSPDFTTFTBOELOPXMFEHF&TUBCMJTINPEFM T PGDPNNVOJUZFOUFSQSJTFTUIBUFNCPEZTPMVUJPOTUPMPDBMQSPCMFNTJOBTVTUBJOBCMFZFUQSPÎUBCMFNBOOFS$POTJEFS
the establishment of a savings group as a credit resource for lodging development
IPNFTUBZT IBOEJDSBGUEFWFMPQNFOUTVQQPSUBOEGVOEJOHBDVMUVSBMUPVSJTN
administration group.
2. Culture – How the character of Samoreang’s natural environment, cultural
DBQJUBMBOEXBZPGMJGFDBOCFÎSTUSFIBCJMJUBUFE TFDPOEMZNBJOUBJOFEBOEUIJSEMZ
effectively utilized in a sustainable manner?
3. Architecture & Community – Historical Building Preservation – The gathering of
information about buildings that are deemed worthy of preservation as ones embodying the community’s uniqueness. The structures to be considered are those
SFTJEFODFTBOEQVCMJDCVJMEJOHTXJUIUIFQPTTJCJMJUZPGSFTUPSBUJPOUIBUSFÏFDUTUIF
original Samoreang way of life and supports the community’s plans for cultural
tourism.
Selection of Team Members
The Samoreang Preservation Group – SPG is a grassroots community development
committee whose roles are to set implementation guidelines and to function as
a communication liaison to the public. The group is comprised of representatives
from the Poonsuk, Samoreang and Chaitalay communities along with those from
the Lively-Aged Seniors group.
SPG is responsible for synthesizing the data, knowledge resources, problems
together with needs of the community, drafting new regulations and forming
QMBOTGPSEFWFMPQNFOUESJWJOHHPBMPSJFOUBUFEBDUJWJUJFT4QFDJÎDBMMZ41(BDUJWJUJFT
include:
1. Strengthened the participation of local organizations to induce an understanding of the process of preserving and rehabilitating Samoreang’s old community
quarter throughout the community.
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2. Carrying out activities promoting the restoration of the Samoreang character
with the locals who play a variety of important roles in the implementation of
community development plans.
3. Integrate and connect with important related parties, which are other regional
community centers, provincial agencies, the civil society sector and the intercommunity learning sector to induce cooperation among these entities.
In the past Samoreang’s economy has developed in conjunction with institutions
supportive of community organization development and it is desirable for this
to continue. One example was the creation of the Secure House Project where a
savings group for residences was established. There were production development improvements and product value additions suggestions made along with the
promotion of community markets. Furthermore, local Thai processes and culture
were integrated to enhance the value of merchandise. Additionally, there was a
community project for rehabilitating the Samchuk Market.
Activity Observations
Observations were conducted to review the activities of organizations and communities in similar situations as Samoreang. The group traveled to the communities hosting the Samchuk Market, Si Prachan Market and Kao Hong Market on
August 15-16, 2015.
5IFCFMPXTUFQTEFÎOFTBQSPDFTTUPFOFSHJ[FBOESFTUPSFTMVHHJTIDPNNVOBM
markets.
1. Create the process
2. Make observations
3. Seminar attendance
4. Community analysis
5. Organize a civil society forum
6. Develop an implementation plan
7. Commence the implementation of the plan
8. Expand the scope of activities
 &YQBOEOFUXPSL
10. Perpetuate
11. Follow up & evaluation
 4VNNBSJ[FÎOEJOHT

Figure 11. A presentation on the Samchuk Market, left. Brainstorming session and Summation, right.
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After observations and seminar attendance, a brainstorming and self-study session was held and its results were summarized. There was an exchange session
for learning about community economic development, the organization of the
groups in the community, along with detailing the strengths, weaknesses and
characteristics of the Samoreang community.
The Community Researcher Team’s Summary of Samoreang’s Assets
The community’s research team employed anthropological survey methods to
DPMMFDUTJHOJÎDBOUÎFMEEBUBBOEEFWFMPQUIFNJOUPBSFTPVSDFTVNNBSZGPSVTFCZ
UIFQSPKFDU#VUÎSTUUIFCBTJDOFFETPGUIFDPNNVOJUZXBTBTDFSUBJOFE5IFOFFE
for a secure life that would afford happiness to the residents while managing the
public utility infrastructure and environment while being kept free of illicit venues
was desired.
There was expressed concern for preserving the old canal’s future and character,
UIFÎTIFSNBOTXBZPGMJGF UIFIJTUPSZBOEJOHFOVJUZJOUFHSBMUPUIFFTTFODFPGUIF
community. Additionally, there were worries regarding the economy and the loss
of cultural traditions along with the loss of traditional architecture
A. Utilization of local resources
The question of how could the existing local resources be developed and utilized
for both economic and cultural preservation was posed.
B. Cultural capital of the traditional community of Samoreang
4BNPSFBOHTDVMUVSBMDBQJUBMJTJUTTFBTJEFÎTIJOHXBZPGMJGFBOEGPMLDVMUVSF
*UJODMVEFTTFJOFÎTIOFUXFBWJOH BOOVBMDVSTFFMJNJOBUJPOSJUVBMT IBOEJDSBGUT 
seafood product processing and traditional games such as those known as Maesee
and Peepungtai. What’s more is the existing community’s traditional architecture
in homes and integrated shops.
Tourism in Samoreang can be expanded beyond just being viewed as a destination. It could be arranged with an emphasis on the old historical travel routes with
homestays in beautiful old houses arranged to provide a close, personal view into
UIFÎTIFSNBOTEBJMZMJGFBOESPMFXJUIJOUIFXJEFSDPNNVOJUZ*OPUIFSXPSET
cultural tourism.
C. Attractions
"MPOHUIFTDFOJDCFBDIFTPG4BNPSFBOHUIFSFBSFÎTIJOHQJFSTUPUBLFQBSUPGCPUI
UIFTFBWJFXBOEÎTIJOH5IFSFBSFCPUIGSFTIBOEQSFQBSFETFBGPPEGPSTBMF
5IFTFMPDBUJPOTQVUUIFÎTIFSNFOTXBZPGMJGFPOEJTQMBZ0OFDBOTFFUIFJSÎTIing methods, the equipment used and the processing of seafood products. There is
BMTPB'JTIJOH.VTFVNEFUBJMJOHUIFMJGFBOEIJTUPSZPGJOEJHFOPVTÎTIFSNFO
Tourism Activities
1. Homestays
5IFQSPWJTJPOJOHPGIPVTFT BOEIJTUPSJDBMEXFMMJOHT GPSSFOUPGGFSTBDVMUVSBM
UPVSJTUBÎSTUIBOEWJFXJOUPUIFÎTIFSNBOTEBJMZMJGF XBUDIJOHUIFTVOSJTFBUUIF
ÎTIQJFST NBLJOHNPSOJOHGPPEPGGFSJOHTUPNPOLT XBUDIJOHUIFDPNNVOJUZT
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XBZPGMJGF#PBUTMFBWJOHUPDBUDIÎTI DSBCT BOETRVJE#PBUTJOUIFNPSOJOHSFturn from the sea with their fresh seafood to sell at the local pier.
Excess seafood not sold is preserved via either salt curing or drying. The steps are
demonstrated and visitors can buy the local products for sharing back home.
2. Cultural Tours, Sightseeing and Bird Watching
Boat trips, sailing along the beach towards Khao Takiab, describing its highlights
and historical places, beaches and listening to descriptions of nature & wildlife,
holding festivals, eating mollusks, bird watching birds.
3. Historical Routes, Temples and Architectural Photography
Walking and sightseeing along the old cultural routes of the Samoreang, Chaitalay
and Poonsuk communities.
Viewpoints at the God Somboon Shrine, the Goddess Tubtim Shrine, Wat Hua Hin
of the Venerable Nak and many houses bearing traditional architecture.
4. Fishing
"UOJHIUUIFSFBSFCPBUTUPÎTI KJH GPSTRVJEXJUIUIFCPBUTMFBWJOHBSPVOEQN
UPDBUDICBJUÎTIGPSTRVJEBOEUIFEFTJSFEÎTITQFDJFT(PJOHPVUUPTFBUPPOF
MFBSOTUIFNFUIPETPGDBUDIJOHÎTI VTJOHTFJOFOFUT *%JOHEJGGFSFOUTQFDJFTBOE
TJ[FSFHVMBUJPOT ÎTIDMFBOJOHBOENBSLFUQSFQBSBUJPO
5. Seafood Product Demonstrations
%FNPOTUSBUJPOTPOIPXUPNBLFESJFETRVJE ESJFEÎTI TUFBNFENBDLFSFM TBMUFE
ÎTIBOESBXÎTITBVDF'JTIOFUGBCSJDBUJPOBOESFQBJS
6. Handicrafts
Attend demonstrations on how to use natural materials such as False Venus comb
seashells to make crafts and palm-leaf fans, hats and bags.
7. Community Museum
%FQJDUJOHUIFDIBOHFTJOUIFDBSFFSPG4BNPSFBOHÎTIFSNFOGSPNQBTUUPQSFTFOU
5IFTFJOFOFUTBOEÎTIUSBQTBMPOHXJUIEFUBJMTPGUIFJSGBCSJDBUJPO SFQBJSTBOE
maintenance. Historical pictures from the region covering historical places, events,
structures, architectural changes and seafood processing details.
8. Festivals, Ceremonies,Traditional Games, Music etc.
Guests could be invited to participate or observe seasonal festivals, local musicians, merit making ceremonies, curse elimination ritual and traditional games
such as the one known as Peepungtai mentioned previously.
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Improvement Areas
1. Maintenance of public areas and landscaping: Areas need to be clean, safe and
attractive.
2. Publicity needs to increased through coordination with state and private agencies offering brochures and informational updates via various media outlets
XFCTJUF TPDJBMNFEJBFUD
3. Community map needs to be developed to indicate homestays, heritage buildJOHT ÎTIJOHBOEPUIFSDVMUVSBMBTTFUMPDBUJPOT
4. Installations of the community map should be installed at key locations: Including at the junctions of the Samoreang, Chaitalay, and Poonsuk areas.
5. Signage & informational boards need to be developed to offer visitors directions and telling stories – history during cultural tours/walks.
6. Community logo: Identity development of a symbol of the community signage,
historical building designation and T-shirts, hats and bags etc.
7. Tram or hop on hop off bus offering city loop tours
8. Parking lots need maintenance and expansion.
 &WFOUBOEBDUJWJUZTQBDFTOFFENBJOUFOBODFBOEFYQBOTJPO
10. Green spaces and trees need maintenance and expansion.
11. Recreation and sports facilities need maintenance and expansion
12. Wastewater drainage, treatment and future capacity enhancement needs
attention.
The Community Development Committee’s Summary of Samoreang’s cultural assets are as follows:
 5IFTFBTJEFXBZPGMJGFPGJOEJHFOPVTÎTIFSNFOGFBUVSFTWBSJPVTÎTIJOHUFDIniques and aquatic products processing methods.
 Culture: Traditional ceremonies/festivals, regional foods, games, handicrafts,
and music.
 Community’s built environment: Beautiful traditional house architecture.
 $VMUVSBMUPVSJTNFMFNFOUT'JTIFSNBOIPNFTUBZT XBZPGMJGFFEVDBUJPO
FYQFSJFODFT TFBGPPEQSPDFTTJOHEFNPOTUSBUJPOT BOEUPVSTBMPOHIJTUPSJDBM
regional routes.

Figure 12. Listening to details about joining the Community Organizations Development Institute
$0%* JOB4FDVSF)PVTF1SPKFDUTFNJOBS
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Figure 13. Group meeting and interviewing community sages, left and presenting the project’s progress
report, right.

Plan Objectives
The creation of a community based group with an extended network of support
mechanisms for developing a community’s economy in the model of a community-wide enterprise.

 Become familiar with the Secure House Project and how it can assist the





Samoreang residents.
How to develop a community’s economic and cultural capital.
How to increase the capacity and potential of existing community based
businesses.
How to manage local resources utilized in sustainable development.
How to set up a saving group for funding community ventures: A credit source
for residential development projects, homemakers groups and a tourism administration group.

Plan Summary
Thus, the plan for the Samoreang community’s rehabilitation project can be summarized as follows:
$PNQJMFJOGPSNBUJPOUISPVHIÎFMETVSWFZTBOEGSPNUIFDVSSFOUNBOBHFNFOU
entities to summarize it publicly to the residents and other interested parties so
they become familiar with the history, culture, importance of the Samoreang area.
2. List the needed policies and physical improvements such as the establishment
of heritage-preservation zones and antique house preservation and renovation.
The establishment of a heritage building list & signage in support of cultural tourism can also be considered.
3. Increase the promotion of the community’s culture and character.
4. Increase the promotion of collaboration between organizations and groups concerned with advocating sustainable economic and quality of life development.
5. Recruiting and incorporating legal mechanisms such as municipal law to support the plan’s implementation.
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0O0DUPCFS  EBUBDPMMFDUJPOSFTVMUTXFSFQSFTFOUFEUPUIFDPNNVOJUZBOE
supportive municipalities together with a plan for developing Samoreang into a
cultural tourism destination. The Mayor of Hua Hin, community leaders, residents
and the project team were present to provide explanations and implementation
status updates.
Needs of the Community
The potential for sustainable economic development needs to be improved as
it relates to community-based enterprises, vocational skills development, and
community merchandise production embodying traditional ingenuity which adds
marketing value. Guidelines for developing both a community fund and increasing
the capacity of community’s businesses are also in need of improvement. For instance, there is the possibility of setting up a saving group for seafood production,
a credit fund for residence development, a homemaker group and an administrative group for tourism. Additionally, the administration of the communiy’s local
resources are also in need of development..
From the community’s brainstorming session the needs were determined to be as
follows:
1. To preserve the original character of the Samoreang canal.
2. To develop further other sustainable revenue sources of income i.e. cultural
tourism, handicrafts etc.
3. To restore neglected expressions of culture and reinforce existing cultural traditions, ceremonies, festivals etc.
4. To increase the garbage collection from bins in the public areas.
5. To increase the community’s available social spaces for children and adults.
Culture Supported Economy
The cultural capital of the Samoreang community is embodied in its traditional
quality of life offered by harvesting the sea and the Thai ingenuity and processes
EFWFMPQFEUPCFTVTUBJOFECZJU5IFSFBSFTFWFSBMGPSNTPGÎTIJOH5IFNFUIPET
are: angling, long-line, shoreline based nets, fabricated stake traps and trawl nets.
Additionally, there are the supportive industries of net weaving and seafood proDFTTJOHTVDIBTTUFBNFENBDLFSFMBOESBXÎTITBVDFBMPOHXJUIMPDBMIBOEJDSBGUT
made from seashells. Moreover architecturally speaking, the area has several
unique traditional houses and places of business.
The locals of Samoreang are pious Buddhists whose traditions remain into the
QSFTFOUEBZ5IFSFJTBÎFMENFSJUNBLJOHDFSFNPOZBOEPOFUPFMJNJOBUFDVSTFT
via sending a symbolic boat out to sea. There are also the folk traditions in the
community calendar. There is the Loukchuang game, tug of war, and in the past,
there was a Thai music band that performed music before the royal audience
during the reign of King Rama VII. Furthermore, there were two important and
SFWFSFEÎHVSFTJO4BNPSFBOH5IFÎSTUXBTUIF7FOFSBCMF/BLPG8BU)VB)JOBOE
the three time Thai world boxing champion in history, Phon Kingphet.
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This strong cultural base can continue to serve the needs of Samoreang by developing its cultural tourism potential to provide an continuation of the residents’
quality of life while enhancing its own version of a sustainable economy. Cultural
tourism offers a revenue stream to fund architectural preservation of existing
structures and environmental rehabilitation.
Figure 14 below is an unifying graphic relating the key issues; quality of life, cultural and architectural preservation balanced with economic viability and sustainable development featuring details of cultural tourism.
Community – Culture – Preservation – Economy

Quality of Life

Environment & Built Environment

Achitectural Preservation

Acitivities - Work & Recreation

Cultural Preservation

Economic Viability & Sustainable Development

Historic Buildings

Cultural Tourism
Fishing

Handicrafts

Home Stays

LIving Museums

Community Museum

Local Foods

Boat & Walking
Tours

Seafood Processing
Demonstrations

Architectural
Photography Tours

Traditional Festivals
Ceremonies & Games

Figure 14. Chart depicting the dynamic interplay of culture, community, historical architecture and
cultural tourism.

3. Architectural Heritage Inventory
Below are details of buildings that should be preserved as representative of the
uniqueness of the Samoreang community’s way of life and holding the possibility of being restored are residences and public buildings offered in support of the
architectural preservation and cultural tourism management plans.
Database of Existing Architecture in the Community
Within the area there were a total of 2036 structures. This includes residential
homes, houses for rent, shops, houses renovated into tourist lodgings, restaurants, spas, bars and other entertainment venues. These are wooden residences
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around 60 – 70 years old. Among those with unique traditional architecture there
are architectural elements in both Thai-style residences and commercial wooden
buildings; both typically are 2-3 stories tall. Recently these old-styled houses
have started to be torn down and replaced by contemporary style commercial
buildings.
The existing census data has the following household statistics:
Samoreang Community

530 households

1063 people

Chaitalay Community

605 households

1800 people

1PPOTVL$PNNVOJUZ

IPVTFIPMET

QFPQMF

Fieldwork was conducted to inventory the community’s old house and storefront
architecture and to make drawings for reviewing their characteristics.
Architecture Unique to Samoreang
The architectural program at the Faculty of Industrial Technology, Phranakhon RaKBCIBU6OJWFSTJUZXPSLFEXJUIUIF0GÎDFPG/BUVSBM3FTPVSDFTBOE&OWJSPONFOUBM
Policy and Planning, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment and the Hua
Hin Municipality to encourage cooperation in developing a master plan to improve
the built landscape in the area of the Samoreang community in the municipality
of Hua Hin with the aim to develop the environment and quality of life of its residents. This community improvement plan and project that featured wide community participation was held from November 3, 2014 to February 20, 2015 and from
September 5-6, 2015.
#PUIQIZTJDBMBOETPDJFUBMEBUBXFSFDPMMFDUFECZEPJOHÎFMEXPSLJOUIFDPNmunity, photographing the area’s condition and interviewing residents. Below are
several architectural examples from the community.

'JHVSF"WJFXPGUIFIPVTFTBMPOHUIF4BNPSFBOHDBOBM MFGU4BNPSFBOHÎTIJOHCPBUT SJHIU
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Figure 16. Paired pictures and drawings of old houses on Chomsin Road.

Figure 17. Paired pictures and drawings of old houses on Chomsin Road.

Figure 18. Drawings of old houses along Chomsin Road.

'JHVSF%SBXJOHPGTUPSFTBMPOH$IPNTJO3PBE
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Figure 20. The Sathukarn House on Krasaesin Road.

Figure 21. Traditional corner house in the Poonsuk area.

Figure 22. Old houses in the Poonsuk area.
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Figure 23. Thai-style house, Poonsuk area.

Figure 24. Thai houses and drawing from the Chaitalay area.

Figure 25. Images of Thai houses, Chaitalay area.

Figure 26. Images of Thai houses, Chaitalay area.
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Figure 27. A Thai house that was converted into a spa with drawing.

Conclusion
The rehabilitation of the Samoreang community should be an holistic development involving the following elements:
1. Internal cultural elements, which are of intangible value. This concerns the
rehabilitation of the cultural character of the Samoreang community to induce
sustainable economic and societal development within it while preserving a good
quality of life for its residents along with their traditions.
2. External cultural elements, which are tangible cultural elements, namely, architecture. These elements consists of the environment of the community in which
the people live that should be made suitable for current and sustainable use i.e.
habitation, commercial enterprises, public utility & assistance infrastructure,
QSFTFSWBUJPOPGCVJMEJOHTXJUIIJTUPSJDBMTJHOJÎDBODF
Moreover, there should be measures supporting the rehabilitation of the community’s physicality, such as the Secure House Project, measures for restoring the
landscape environment and a system for the area’s land and building usage to
mold a community into a pleasant place to live for everyone.
Development must be conducted through the input from and cooperation with
all involved parties to resolve the full spectrum of local community issues. This
includes the residents and private and provincial agencies.
Recommendations
1. Since Samoreang is in the area of the famous seaside tourist resort destination
known as “Hua Hin,” there exists pressure to utilize the shoreline for tourist attractions, restaurants, entertainment venues and so on to cater to tourists. Therefore the community administration’s plans need to consider the impact their
policies will have on tourism.
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2. Community preservation objectives need be integrated with the city’s development goals. There needs to be coordination between land use policies, historic
building preservation and future sustainable development objectives.
3. There should be an economic incentive established for preserving the historical
assets on private property via tax measures, such as a business tax exemption for
the preservation of buildings in the private sector or through approved income
tax deductions for individuals and/or organizations.
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Abstract+++
In the past, Tuong theatrical performances were an art form of the royal court
of Vietnam. In modern times, it is performed to public audiences by Vietnam’s
National Tuong Theater and in local theaters across Vietnam. With its long performances, ancient vocabulary unfamiliar costumes and makeup, the Tuong art form
struggles to modernize and remain attractive to audiences. In this article, Vietnam’s National Tuong Theater is examined to explore how Vietnamese traditional
performing arts have modernized since the state implemented the reform policy
and market economy. It also considers steps Vietnam’s National Tuong Theater
has taken to customize traditional plays and renovate the shows to match the demands of modern audiences. An evaluation of their achievements and recommendations for revitalizing the Tuong art form for contemporary Vietnamese society is
provided.
Keywords: Vietnamese Tuong Theater, Tuong Arts, Vietnam, Cultural Renewal, Cultural
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Preface
4JODF XJUIUIFDPNQSFIFOTJWFSFOPWBUJPOPGFDPOPNZ QPMJUJDT BOETPDJBM
spectrums, the Communist Party and the Government of Vietnam have changed
their awareness and policies on developing the culture and spiritual traditions of
UIFOBUJPO5IFTFUSBEJUJPOTSFÏFDUCPUIOBUJPOBMJEFOUJUZBOENPEFSOTPDJBMBEaptations in relation to major structural changes towards a market economy. The
Tuong5IFBUFS XIJDIJTBTJHOJÎDBOUUSBEJUJPOBM7JFUOBNFTFQFSGPSNBODFBSU XBT
formerly a ‘high’ art performed for the royals which has spread within broader
TPDJFUZ)PXFWFS BGUFSTuong began to lose its popularity and was at risk of
becoming extinct.
7JFUOBNTDVMUVSBMJOEVTUSZJTÏPVSJTIJOH BOEUSBEJUJPOBMDVMUVSBMNBUFSJBMTBSF
being actively used to create products and other income streams. Tuong’s cultural materials are now used by young artists in their art projects. Due to its very
TQFDJÎDDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTBOEUIFJNQPSUBOUTZNCPMJDDVMUVSBMNFBOJOHTBTTPDJBUFE
with the art in Vietnam, attempts to innovate an ancient form such as Tuong while
QSFTFSWJOHJUTDVMUVSBMSPPUTGBDFTJHOJÎDBOUDIBMMFOHFT*GDIBOHFTBSFOPUDBSFfully executed, there is a risk of distortion of the art form which can interfere with
perceptions of its basic artistic values. We choose a modern approach to cultural
renovation because of the creative orientation of artists and because bringing
Tuong closer to public audiences will bring this art to life.
Based on this foundation, we focused on modernization paired with preservation.
Our motives to investigate further in this situation include:

 We acknowledge the aesthetic and philosophic values of Tuong and reject the
argument that the content and aesthetic values of it are outdated. These are
the concerns we wanted to investigate in the efforts of maintaining the existence of traditional Tuong in contemporary Vietnamese society.

 On the other hand, as representatives of the young generation of Vietnam, we
are exposed to a variety of new forms of contemporary art which we admire.
Therefore, we are concerned about the competitiveness of the traditional
Tuong in a situation where many other kinds of artistic performances exist.
The competition is strong with readily approachable content that attracts
diverse audiences.

 Finally the existence of the Vietnamese Theater of Tuong %VPOH5I·OI4USFFU 
)P·O,JFN%JTUSJDU )·/PJ IBTMFEUPUIFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGXFFLMZBDUJWJUJFT
that aim to preserve, develop, and advertise the cultural values of the Tuong
to Vietnamese people and international tourists. This is recognized as an
important step in Vietnam’s policies of cultural preservation. We would like
UPJOWFTUJHBUFTQFDJÎDJOJUJBUJWFTPGUIFUIFBUFSBTXFMMBTUIFBUUJUVEFPG7JFUnamese people towards this art form while assessing the success rate of such
initiatives and suggesting new methods to save the Tuong art form from being
forgotten and abandoned.
To date most academic researchers have only compiled anthologies and essays
about the Tuong Theater. These documents provide insights for a comprehensive
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understanding about this art form. Some popular and typical research directions
include the investigation of Tuong’s origin, its meanings, characteristics, and core
values.
The main sources in the published research are as follows: The Origin and the Art
of Tuong 4VU¿DIW·OHIFUIVBUI´UCP CZ.BJ-JOIBOE%P·O/POH  Primary
Examination of the History of Tuong 4PLIBPMJDITVOHIFUIVBUUVPOH CZ)P·OH
$IµV,ñ  5VPOH )´UCPJ CZ.BJ-JOIBOE)VZOI,IBD%VOH  Basic
Aspects of the Music of Tuong /IVOHWBOEFDPCBOUSPOHµNOIBDUVPOH CZ-¼
:¼O  8IJMFUIFTFQSPWJEFJOTJHIUTGPSBDPNQSFIFOTJWFVOEFSTUBOEJOHPG
this traditional art form, there is no contemporary research into the preservation
struggles of the Tuong art form in modern society, apart from the occasional minor
mention in newspaper articles.
Within this context, the efforts of Vietnamese young people to preserve Tuong
are highly appreciated. For example, the existence of a Tuong art project called
Vevehatboi, along with Den Vâu - a popular Vietnamese rapper who learned how
to perform the Tuong on a TV show illustrate this point. Although the project’s
fanpage has yet gained widespread attention, it has achieved some success in
advertising Tuong via social media. TV channels have also created documentaries
covering this art form and the solutions available to preserve it. Additionally there
have been reproductions of traditional scenes from Tuong created by indie actors.
In this article the Vietnamese Theater of Tuong - which is situated on 51 Duong
5I·OITUSFFU )P·O,JFNEJTUSJDU )·/PJ UIF6OJWFSTJUZPG4PDJBM4DJFODFTBOE
)VNBOJUJFT)BOPJ UIFBSFBPG)P·O,JFN-BLF BOEUIFSFTJEFOUTJOUIF0ME2VBSter surrounding the theater comprises the research area and respondents. The
DISPOPMPHJDBMSBOHFPGUIJTSFTFBSDIJTGSPNVOUJM.BSDI 
When considering the modernization of Tuong Theater the successful adaptations
and innovations of prior traditional art forms to increase contemporary audiences
were examined. Survey results and assessment of the modernization of traditional
arts will also be viewed from the perspective of the actual investment in infrastructure and the level of interest of the people towards the theater as well as the
performances. In fact, the modernization of the traditional arts in Vietnam is a
matter that has been considered for a long time, but its implementation has faced
NBOZEJGÎDVMUJFT TVDIBTCVUOPUMJNJUFEUPBOBMZ[JOHUIFUBTUFTPGUIFBVEJFODF
and devising ways to initiate reasonable changes. The theater’s modernizing activities themselves are only in the initial phase and are experimental.
In the authors’ opinion, the modernization of traditional art in general and the
Tuong in particular should be based on many indirect factors such as the aesthetic
UBTUFTPGUIFQFPQMF UIFJOWFTUNFOUPGUIFTUBUFBOEUIFDPTUPGTFMGTVGÎDJFODZ
PGUIFUIFBUFS JUTWJBCJMJUZ UIFTQJSJUPSQBTTJPOGPSDSBGU UIFEFTJSFUPMFBSOBOE
PQFO FYQBOE UIFDSFBUJWJUZPGUIFUSBEJUJPOBMBSUJTUT
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Introduction
Performing Arts in Vietnam and the Representativeness of Tuong
The performing arts are a core element in Vietnamese culture. Its existence can
be seen in relation to social, cultural, and economic factors of Vietnamese society.
Although the forms of performing arts do not evenly co-exist within historical
periods of Vietnam, they do not stand apart from the socio-political ideologies and
UIFTQJSJUVBMGPVOEBUJPOTPGTQFDJÎDQFSJPET
Within each historical period, performing arts in Vietnam have been divided into
different categories. During ancient times, there were crowd dances/singing and
discourses of legends. From medieval times onward, new forms were created and
SJDIMZEFWFMPQFE"GUFSUIFDPMPOJ[BUJPOVOEFS$IJOFTFSFHJNFTGSPN#$UP
AD and on the foundation of regional culture and cultural integration, new forms
of performing arts such as the Tuong and Cheo were introduced.
In general, the performing arts in Vietnam are diverse in their manifestation. Each
has unique characteristics yet they share similarities with other regional and
international forms of artistic performance. One of those similarities is the fact
that all forms of performing art in Vietnam are to demonstrate the thoughts and
wills of the Vietnamese, who are the community authors of these art forms. Some
forms such as the Tuong, Cai Luong or Ca TruEPIBWFTQFDJÎDJOEJWJEVBMDPNQPTers who are highly popular – and in some cases populist. These forms of art are
attached to festivals and religious ceremonies, which indicate the social customs
and practices of the people. For example, in the folk songs which are sung along
rivers in the middle regions of Vietnam as a form of entertainment, the rhythm of
the songs is intended to match the tempo of a sailor sailing his boat, and the narSBUJWFDPOUFOUSFGFSTXBUFSSFMBUFEJNBHFTTVDIBTÎTI OFUT SJWFST BOECPBUT
The Vietnamese Origin and Identity in Tuong
Tuong is also known as hat boi or hat bo, is a traditional art form performance of
Vietnam whose origin remains controversial. According to historical documents
TPMEJFSTPGUIF$IJOFTF:VBOEZOBTUZXFSFDBQUVSFEBTQSJTPOFSTPGXBSEVSJOH
the Tran dynasty. One of these captives was a singer named Ly Nguyen Cat. He was
introduced to the royals and was assigned to teach the Tuong to maids. Due to the
many similarities between the Vietnamese Tuong and the Chinese Peking Opera,
many consider the Tuong having Chinese origins and spread to Vietnam during the
18th century. And from these roots it transformed as it spread across the country.
In an article titled Hat boi, it is suggested that TuongIBTFYJTUFETJODFUIFÎSTULe
dynasty, which is equivalent to the period around the end of the 10th century and
UIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFUI4QFDJÎDBMMZ B$IJOFTFTJOHFSOBNFELieu Thu Tam came
to Hoa Lu UIFDBQJUBMPGUIFÎSTULeEZOBTUZ JOBOEQFSGPSNFEWBSJPVTGPSNT
of Chinese singing. The singer was recruited by emperor Le Long Dinh and was assigned as music teacher for maids.
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The theories regarding Tuong’s external Chinese origins have a clear foundation. In
comparing Vietnamese art forms to Chinese ones, many similarities can be easily
spotted, despite some basic differences. Looking at the integration levels of Southeast Asian culture, the Vietnamese culture has engaged and integrated with many
different ones, including those from China. Many researchers claim that there
exist two forms of cultural integration between Vietnamese culture and Chinese
culture: forced integration and voluntary integration.
Based on the story of Ly Nguyen Cat, we can see that Tuong was a product of voluntary integration, which created a foundation for many changes and creative
adaptations by the Vietnamese later on. Despite the similarities that Tuong shares
with the Peking Opera, the traditional elements of Vietnamese traditional performances, religious dances, and royal performances in the songs and dances of
Tuong are undeniable. Differences also exist in the costumes of the performers. For
example, the boots of the Tuong have round soles, while the boots of Chinese art
GPSNTIBWFÏBUPOFTTuong also uses a different kind of axe, which is similar to an
ancient Vietnamese tool.
However Tuong is not simply a copy. Its existence in both the royal and folk life
SFÏFDUTBDPOUJOVBUJPOPGJUTCBTJDEBODFDIPSFPHSBQIZ XIJMFUSBOTGPSNJOHJUJOUP
a stage performance with strict rules. Although the engagement and integration
between Vietnamese and Chinese culture was inevitable, the ancient Vietnamese
forms of dance needs to also be taken into consideration.
The Vietnamese Theater of Tuong in the Current Social Context
The Performance Facilities of the Theater
In this report, we focus on investigating the facilities of Hong Ha Theater at 51
Duong Thanh street, Hoan Kiem district, Hanoi. This location is the main venue
for performances by the Vietnamese Theater of Tuong.
5IFUIFBUFSDPOTJTUTPGUISFFÏPPST XJUITUBJSTPOUIFTJEFTPGFBDIÏPPS5IFNBJO
stage is in the middle with side entrances. The stage is decorated with symbols in
UIFGPSNPGESBHPOT QIPFOJYFT BOEHPMEFOUISPOFT5IFTFDPOEÏPPSJTBOFYIJbition area with a traditional customs room. An altar is located its middle where
UIFBSUJTUTVTVBMMZQSBZCFGPSFQFSGPSNBODFT5IFUIJSEÏPPSIBTPGÎDFTGPSUIFBUFS
PGÎDJBMT
5IFTFBUUIFBUFSJTEFTJHOFEJOBOFMFHBOUBOESFTFSWFENBOOFSDPNQSJTFEPG
wood and velvet. The arrangement of seats ensures a clear view for all whether
DMPTFPSGBS5IFNBJOUIFBUFSDPOTJTUTPGUXPMFWFMT5IFÎSTUMFWFMJODMVEFTTFBUT
from row A to row N, with row A as the one closest to the stage. The second level
includes rows from A to E, the technical is between row A and B, and the facilities
for sounds and lights are behind row E. On the sides of the second level, there are
to rows titled G at which end lie the colorful lights required for stage animations.
In front of the main stage, there is an area situated lower than stage level for
musicians. The main stage is rectangular with an area of 60 square meters. The
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dressing room is an area just as large 6 meters off the left, with mirrors and lights
for applying striking makeup.
We randomly interviewed 10 artists who were working at the theater. Six reported
the facilities were acceptable, but need more improvements while the other 4 said
the quality of the facilities were good enough.
Characteristics of the Performers
As we observed, the artists, especially the older ones were very serious and professional when it came to performing on stage. In the dressing room, we observed
UIFJSBDUJPOTXFSFRVJDL DBSFGVM BOEKPZGVM"UUIFUJNF UIFUIFBUFSIBEBSUJTUT
titled People’s Artists, 27 artists titled Outstanding Artists, and many young and
potential artists. We conducted a random interview of 10 artists at the theater and
found that 8 out of 10 were formally trained at an university, 1 out of 10 graduated
from college, and 1 out of 10 had a bachelor degree in playing traditional musical
instruments from the Vietnam National Music Academy. A survey of what their
background was and reasons they were performers resulted in the following chart.

Figure 1. Performer’s background and reasons for their career selection.

It is clear from the survey results that the spirit of performing plays a major role
in both older and new performers as they cited personal passion, family tradition
or sought out formal training related to the arts.
Additionally there are economic pressures to consider as 8 out of 10 interviewed
artists stated that they need to hold another job to survive. Sixty percent has been
or is currently or expected to be in the future, a trainer. Twenty percent are actors
PSXPSLJOPUIFSDPOUFNQPSBSZBSUJOEVTUSJFTXIJMFEFTJSFUPQVSTVFBDBEFNJD
SFTFBSDI5IJTMFGUTFMGFNQMPZFE
The Audiences’ Interest in the Theater
What follows is the results from a survey of 50 random audience members who
XBUDIFEBQMBZFEDBMMFEi.PD2VF"OI(JWJOHJOUIF5SFFuPO'FCSVBSZUI
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some were citizens living in the old quarters of Hanoi around Hoan Kiem lake, and
others were students attending the University of Social Sciences and Humanities,
Hanoi.
"PGUIFSFTQPOEFOUTIBEOFWFSSFDFJWFEBOZJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUUIFVietnamese Theater of Tuong from their relatives or tourists visiting Hanoi. The demographics of these 50 random respondents were as follows: 27 were 15 to 20 years old, 10
were 20 to 30 years old, 4 were 50 to 70 years old, and 3 were over 70. ConsequentMZUIFTVSWFZÎOEJOHTSFÏFDUUIFVOEFSEFNPHSBQIJDT  WJFXPOUIFtuong
JOHFOFSBMBOETQFDJÎDBMMZUIFUSBEJUJPOBMTuong.
When respondents were asked about the location of the Vietnamese Theater of
Tuong POMZHBWFUIFDPSSFDUBOTXFS"NPOHUIFUIBUHBWFUIFXSPOH
BOTXFS NJTUPPLUIFVietnamese Theater of Tuong for the Water Puppet Theater
BOEUIPVHIUJUXBTUIFVietnamese Theater of Cheo.PSFPWFSEJEOPULOPX 
while none mentioned the Cai Luong Central Theater.
"TPOMZPGUIFSFTQPOEFOUTLOFXUIFDPSSFDUMPDBUJPO UIFSFBQQFBSTUPCF
EFÎDJUTJOUIFUIFBUFSTQVCMJDJUZBOEBEWFSUJTFNFOUFGGPSUT'VSUIFSNPSF BQBSU
from the Vietnamese Theater of Tuong there are hardly any others offering the Tuong
in Hanoi. The level of interest in this particular art form appears very limited.
5IFGBDUUIBUPGUIFSFTQPOEFOUTNJTUPPLUIFMPDBUJPOPGUIFVietnamese Theater of Tuong, for the Water Puppet Theater is understandable as most traditional art
forms lack patrons. But more importantly, the Water Puppet Theater attracts large
numbers of international tourists through its cooperation with tour agents and it
is at a desirable location near Hoan Kiem lake.
Additionally the fact that many respondents mistook the Vietnamese Theater of Tuong, with the Vietnamese Theater of Cheo or gave no answer at all indicates a generalized lack awareness and name – place recognition.
5IJTEBUBSFÏFDUTUIFDPOGVTFEOBUVSFPGJOGPSNBUJPOUIFQVCMJDIBTSFHBSEJOHUIF
Tuong'VSUIFSNPSFJUJTEJGÎDVMUGPSNPTUQFPQMFUPEJGGFSFOUJBUF7JFUOBNFTFUSBEJtional forms of art such as the Tuong, Cheo and Cai Luong. However, it is certain that
the Cheo has a wider spread than the Tuong and especially the traditional Tuong.
At the theater, we asked 10 random artists to predict the percentage of Hanoi resiEFOUTXIPLOPXUIFBEESFTTPGUIFUIFBUFS4FWFOQSFEJDUFE XIJMFQSFEJDUFE
m BOEPOMZQSFEJDUFEPWFS5IFTFSFTVMUTNJSSPSUIFQPJOUUIBUFWFO
the artists understand there is a lack of the public’s awareness of the Tuong and
the traditional Tuong.
From asking the performers about the reasons for low attendance, we concluded
UIBUUIFSFBSFUXPNBJOPOFT5IFÎSTUCFJOHUIFFYJTUFODFPGNBOZOFXDPNpeting entertainment art forms and contemporary audiences are enticed away
by them. Secondly, each audience age group has different expectations towards
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Tuong, which makes it hard to offer one each weekend for all ages. The middle-age
and older people tend to prefer the historical and traditional plays, while young
people tend to like the newer and wittier ones.

Figure 2. Public’s exposure and response to traditional Tuong performance. Seventy-two percent of
population has had some exposure to a Tuong performance.

Efforts to Renew and Bring Traditional Tuong Closer to Contemporary Audiences
Efforts to Renew the Traditional Tuong
In the introduction, the traditional TuongXBTCSJFÏZJOUSPEVDFEBOECFMPXEJTcusses the efforts of the theater to renew this art form.
5IFi.PD2VF"OI(JWJOHJOUIF5SFFuQMBZBOEUIFNPEFSOJ[BUJPOFGGPSUTJUVOEFSwent for contemporary audiences will be examined. The performance observed
XBTIFMEBUQNPO'FCSVBSZUIBOEJTBDMBTTJDQSPQFSQMBZPGTuong of
interest to both scholars and the general public.
Due to the rules of Tuong, the process of renewing it can be complex. In the investigation, we received precise answers from many experienced artists. In general,
the reformation of the traditional Tuong to newer forms cannot be easily executed
as even changes in minor details need to be considered very carefully. On the
other hand, Tuong is the combination of many different art forms. Therefore, the
preservation of aesthetic elements of Tuong has to work in relation with each
other. For example, to change a step in a dance requires changes in orchestration, especially the drummer as it only takes one wrong beat for the dance to turn
awkward and strange. Similarly, a mask consists of several layers of meaning and
cannot be changed due to the combination of artistic rendering and the study of
facial elements. Good looking characters with a calm manner have always had a
white face and the violent, hot-tempered characters have long black faces – these
and other numerous conventions can not easily be altered.
Similar to masks, the costumes are not changeable. A scarf is a “ribbon” consisting
of several layers of meaning, and so are the accessories. Items like swords, hamNFST BYFTBOEÏBHTIBWFÎHVSFTPOUIFNSFÏFDUJOHUIFFSBPGUIFJSCJSUI'PSFYample, in the past many performers used to wrongly interpret the horse whip for
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the horse itself. However in the TuongUIFIPSTFXIJQJTBOVOJRVFUPPM SFÏFDUJOH
a traditional aesthetic in action. In comparison with Dong Ho paintings, we know
that people are drawn to colorful objects. From an entertainment perspective a
wide range of colors captures the audiences’ attention and creates a joyful spirit
when the actor uses it in depicting horse-riding actions.
When considering costumes and makeup, we view that it is a contradiction to
create an entire reformation for the traditional Tuong. So regarding this aspect,
the theater has instead focused on just changing the materials of the costumes
and only renewed non-aesthetic details so that the performer can move easier.
For example, the size of the boots may be increased yet the shape of the boots and
the resulting agility of every single movement on stage remains unchanged. The
materials of the costumes are changed due to many reasons as described below:

 First, the materials are chosen to be more suitable for the environment. In the
old days, the traditional Tuong was performed outdoors under varying climate
and surroundings. Nowadays, most performances take place in theaters, with
the support of lights, consistent stage and velvet curtains. Therefore, materials such as synthetic polyester instead of real animal fur are adopted. The
costumes are made by machines, which can render the details more precise
and balanced. Shiny fabrics with bright colors are adopted as they are suitable for the stage and offer better visibility to large audiences. When Tuong
moved away from an art form for the elite, it needed to adapt to be compatible with the market economy, even though it is still supported impart by the
Government.

 Secondly, some changes in costumes were required to work with better with
the performer’s movements and stage settings. The stage is made of wood
and decorated with carpets in some areas. Therefore, when the actors kneel
and move on their knees, the costumes has to be durable and short enough in
some places and long enough in others i.e. with more ergonomic construction
to facilitate actors’ movements while still preserving a traditional appearance
and effect.

 Thirdly, changes are needed to entice the audience. The hats are in general,
required to be the same – as changing the shape of them will cause changes
in their meaning. However, the size of the hats or some small details can be
changed. The shape of masks are not changed, but their makeup materials are
altered to be compatible with the effects of stage lighting. Similarly the actors
IBWFUPBEKVTUUIFJSNBLFVQBTXFMMUPIBWFUIFEFTJSFEFGGFDUVOEFSBSUJÎDJBM
lights.
To summarize, the changes in the costumes and makeup are mostly due to the
changes brought about by being inside on a stage. Another area concerns the adaptation of modern technologies to draw more attention to the performers. This is
one crucial point that can assist in bringing the traditional Tuong closer to contemporary audiences and especially the young people.
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The traditional Tuong is not known for exaggerating sounds or lights due to the
original performance environment was small. Moreover such exaggeration of light
and sound can prevent the actors’ from portraying the original meaning accurately. However, with the larger inside venues many new amenities needed investigation and integration.
However, the new arrangement of the stage and the ability to amplify or exaggerate sounds and lights became a double-edged sword as it creates more pressure
for the actors. The process of speaking and singing lines in the traditional Tuong
are complex, and not all the sounds are clearly pushed out of the mouth and off
the tongue. The tones of vocalization can now be exaggerated with the use of
microphones and speakers, introducing unintended and/or altered frequencies.
Technology might not always be able to reproduce precisely the sharpness of the
actors’ voice. In some cases, the actor might not be able to deliver the full meaning of their lines with some technological pairings.
The choreography of dances are not likely to change, but may instead be simpliÎFE*OUIFDBTFXIFOUIFBDUPSTBSFUPEFMJWFSÎHVSBUJWFPSSFMJHJPVTQFSGPSNBODFT
BOEOPOTQPLFOTDFOFT UIFNPWFNFOUTXJMMCFTJNQMJÎFEUPJUTGPVOEBUJPOBM
meaning. The performer may even add a few lines so that the audience can fully
understand the scene when body language alone is unable to deliver such content. In general, traditional dances will not change as these tend to interact more
with the orchestra, meaning that they follow a musical beat. This is especially true
JOUIFÎHIUTDFOFT5IFBDUJPOTBSFESBNBUJ[FEMJLFSFBMBDUJPOBOEBSFUFSNFE
iQBSUJBMMZÎHVSBUJWFu
The singing of TuongGPMMPXTUIFUSBEJUJPOBMiÎWFUPOFTuSVMF5IFSFRVJSFNFOUT
SFHBSEJOHWPJDFBOEUPOFTBSFTUSJDUMZGPMMPXFECZUIFBSUJTUT5IFVTFPGÎHVSBUJWFJOEJDBUJPOJTBEPQUFEÏFYJCMZ*OTUFBEPGGPDVTJOHPOUIFNBJODIBSBDUFSPOMZ 
the director allows other characters to have small actions so that the stage is not
“dead.”
Plays’ scripts do not belong to the theater, but to the Government. Therefore, any
changes in scripts need careful review and prior approval from the Government.
From the side of the theater, there are efforts to change the scripts. Some old vocabulary, if not too unfamiliar, will be preserved, while some of the older and hard
to understand lines are revised. The script follows the Asian dramatic plot model
where it is rooted in emotional struggles that move to a protagonist-antagonist
struggle. The traditional scenes are combinations of active relationships and
therefore are not able to be cut. With that being said, and knowing that long play
MFOHUI BUBSPVOEUISFFIPVST JTPOFPGUIFOFHBUJWFNFOUBMBTQFDUTUIBUEFUFS
BVEJFODFT TJNQMJÎDBUJPOJTEFTJSBCMF CVUSFNBJOTNPEFTU'PSUIFOFXFSXJUUJFS
Tuongs XIFSFUIFSFJTMFTTSFTUSJDUJPOTPOXPSET UIFNPEJÎDBUJPOPGTDSJQUTBSF
easier. The performers can add some lines, while abiding by the rules and maintain their close syncopation with the orchestra.
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*ODPNQBSJOHUIFDMBTTJDQMBZi.PD2VF"OI(JWJOHJOUIF5SFFuQFSGPSNFEPO%FDFNCFSUIXJUIBNPEFSOJ[FEWFSTJPOQFSGPSNFEPO'FCSVBSZUIUIF
following differences were noted:

 Change in the length of the play: The most noticeable difference between
these two versions of the play is their length. Although the structure of the
QMBZSFNBJOFEUIFTBNF UIFTJNQMJÎDBUJPOBOESFEVDUJPOPGTPNFMJOFTBOE
details had shortened the play from 180 minutes to approximately 120.

 Simplifying the actions: In general, the actors must not change the nature of
their character. However, the dances were in sync with and supported by the
orchestra. The characteristics of the actors remain the same, but the witty
characters were exaggerated. In fact, many of those in attendance on February
UIBDUVBMMZMBVHIFEPVUMPVE'JHVSBUJWFJOEJDBUJPOTXFSFEFEVDFEBOE
the actors were always moving.

 The active use of sound and lighting effects: In regard to the settings of stage
and equipment it has been long established in theater that curtains are used
to move from one scene to another. Typically there would be two animated
backgrounds so it is easier for the audience to follow the play. Sound effects
TVDIBTCJSETDIJSQJOH SFEMJHIUJNJUBUJOHÎSFFUDXFSFVTFENPSFGSFRVFOUMZ
5IFÎHIUJOHBOEEBODFTDFOFTXFSFBDDFOUVBUFEXJUIDPMPSGVMMJHIUTBTBSF
typical techniques in modern dramas.
1SJPSUPUIFPGÎDJBMPQFOJOHPGUIF/BUJPOBM5VPOHBOE'PML4POH'FTUJWBMB
free performance of a renovated “Trung Than” play was held for both the public
BOEUIFFWBMVBUJPODPVODJMPO"QSJM XIFSFXFDPOEVDUFEBSFWJFX5IJT
was a landmark showing of a shortened historical drama that preserved the
original story’s content. It was renovated in the same manner as an experimental
WFSTJPOPGUIFi.PD2VF"OI(JWJOHJOUIF5SFFuQSPEVDUJPOXJUINPEFSOUIFBUSJcal equipment and the integration of several contemporary art disciplines.
A complete team including the staff whom edited the ancient script, the director
and the graphic designer was carefully selected by the theater. They operated under the precept: Innovate, but retain as much original traditional spirit as possible.
Their goal was to make use of all ideas to respectfully pair an ancient drama with
the achievements of the industrial age.
Theater stages have many layers of curtains for the selective revealing of transiUJPOT*OUIFQMBZUIJTUJNF UIFDVSUBJOXBTOFBSMZOPUOFFEFEBTUIFSFXBTÏFYJCMF
use of graphics, lights and the application of traditional tactics combined with the
QSFMBZPVU UIFCBDLHSPVOE *OBEEJUJPO UIFCBUUMFESVNTSPMFXBTTUSFOHUIFOFE 
the two routes of the chicken wings passage were also fully utilized as usually
only the inner path was used. There were graphics that really impressed the
authors. Especially the boxes that rotated on the stage, creating the ghost’s lair
and at other times used to convey the mystery of the Cham dancers.
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Sound and lighting elements are strongly represented in the modernization of the
Tuong. The echo-reshaping audio techniques combined with a gloomy color pallet
increase the spookiness of the talking ghost segment. Music in the above passages
has a symmetrical beat structure, with repeating sections, while adding Westernstyle percussion elements take the orchestra in a quite sympathetic direction.
Contemporary and ballroom dance, with their visual and emotive effects bring
these visual art elements into this epic drama. This is like a fantasy. In the author’s opinion, something new is often controversial. But there is no denying that
the integration of contemporary art forms bring forth more boldness and aesthetic pleasure. The choreographer has fused them quite skillfully and subtly, ensuring the essence of the ancient drama was not distorted. Basically modern “tactics”
were blended with the familiar expression of expressions.
From the most recent survey, it was found that the material to dress the theater’s
main stage was a velvet non-glossy fabric and its use continues. However, this
time there has been a rich investment in costumes. The designers added emulsion
HMJUUFSFUD UPTFMFDUFEGBCSJDTBSFBTUPDBQUVSFUIFBVEJFODFTBUUFOUJPOVOEFSUIF
TQPUMJHIUT8IJMFUIFBNPVOUPGOPOHMPTTZNBUFSJBMTIBTJODSFBTFETJHOJÎDBOUMZ
as this play was nearly continuously lit. There were ongoing color changes, ambient colored swivel lamps and ball lights that proffered a constant rushing appearance.
Efforts to Bring Traditional Tuong Theater Closer to Contemporary Audiences
Realizing the fact that the traditional Tuong Theater was in danger of extinction
the theater’s leaders partnered with those with organizing and advertising experience to develop some initiatives to increase the public awareness of this art form.
"EEJUJPOBMMZ BSFWJFXPGTJNJMBSQSPQPTBMTUPTVQQPSUUIFUIFBUFSGSPNUJMMUIF
present was investigated, with most being within the last 5 years.

 Giving away tickets as presents: This is a method to retain two different audience demographic groups. First are the young people reluctant to spend the
evening at a Tuong Theater performance and secondly support the loyal older
QBUSPOTUIBUIBWFMFTTGSFFUJNFBOEIJOEFSBODFTUPUSBOTQPSUBUJPO4QFDJÎDBMMZ UIFUIFBUFSHJWFTBXBZUJDLFUTUPPMEFSPGÎDFST PMEFSBSUJTUT BOETUVEFOUT
of universities, especially those in the social sciences and humanities from
Vietnam’s National University Hanoi and the Academy of Journalism etc.

 Creating tours of performances and offer self-guided directions: Actively advertise historical plays held in many regions, especially the rural areas, border
regions and islands.

 Bringing traditional Tuong Theater into schools: In 2018, the theater successfulMZPSHBOJ[FEUXPQBUIXBZTGPSJOUSPEVDJOHUIJTBSUGPSNUPTUVEFOUT5IFÎSTU
was via classroom activities such as drawing masks and acting workshops etc.
The second was discounted student/family tickets advertised through the theater’s fanpage that attracted a large number of high school students and their
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parents. The price ranged from 100.000 VND to 150.000 VND with discounts for
high school and university students.

 Advertising the traditional Tuong Theater to international tourists: On Monday
and Thursday afternoons, from 6 PM to 7:30 PM, the artists perform in the
lobby of the theater. The Lion dancing teams also agreed to perform in front
of the theater to attract tourists. The theater installed projectors to provide
English subtitles as well as assigned supporters to give introductions and
translation of the plays for tourists. According to the authors’ investigation
PGUIFJOUFSWJFXFEBSUJTUTSFQPSUFEUIBUJOUFSOBUJPOBMUPVSJTUTXFSFWFSZ
interested in the Tuong Theater5JDLFUQSJDFSBOHFEGSPNUP

 Connecting with potential partners: Since 2000, some theaters have created
connections with tour operators, transforming the theater into a tourist attraction. Since 2016, the theater has cooperated with the managers of the
0ME2VBSUFSTPG)BOPJUPIBWFGSFFTuong shows on Ma May street. In recent
years, the theater has also cooperated with the Hanoi Opera House to perform
weekly for Vietnamese and international audiences, as well as connecting with
schools so that students and young people in general can be introduced to this
art form.
Summary and Assessment
During our investigation we came to appreciate the efforts to renew and bring
the art of traditional Tuong Theater to a wider audience. Currently, the Tuong art
form remains supported by the government while at the same time co-existing
in Vietnam’s modern dynamic market economy where many forms of art have
CFFOUVSOFEJOUPQSPÎUBCMFJOEVTUSJFT5IF7JFUOBNFTF1BSUZBOE(PWFSONFOUIBT
shown a direct, ongoing interest in preserving and developing the values of the
traditional Tuong Theater, whereas the Vietnamese Theater of Tuong revealed that they
XBOUUPHSPXNPSFJOEFQFOEFOUGSPNHPWFSONFOUBMÎOBODJBMTVQQPSU5IFZBSF
motivated to create a contemporary art product suited to the needs of a wider auEJFODFUPJODSFBTFQSPÎU5IFJSFGGPSUTBSFBENJSBCMFBTJUDBOCFEJGÎDVMUUPBUUSBDU
substantial audiences to the Tuong Theater.
In a way the current situation of the traditional Tuong can be compared to an
artifact being preserved in the museum where it remains a curious form of art for
a small group of knowledgeable patrons. We say this as our subjective judgment
is that the recent Tuong Theater renewal efforts are simply not adequate. There has
not been wide enough advertisements to enhance this art form’s visibility and
concerns over its preservation to contemporary audiences.
Regarding renewal of the traditional Tuong, the act of simplifying the play’s original content is the safer and reasonable solution. However, it cannot avoid “dramaUJ[JOHuJUBTDFSUBJODIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUIFBSUGPSNBSFDIBOHFE5IFTJNQMJÎDBUJPO
of dances, songs and dialog can make it more approachable, but at the risk of
diluting its original aesthetics.
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We recognize that there are certain problems about introducing Tuong to contemporary audiences.
First the advertising process of the theater is not effective enough. The facebook
fanpage of the theater only consists of approximately 500 likes with extremely
limited interactions through shares and comments. For example, the avatar of the
GBOQBHF XIJDIXBTVQEBUFEPO'FCSVBSZUISFDFJWFEBCJUPWFSMJLFT
Currently facebook is the largest social media platform both in Vietnam and internationally.
Below is a pie chart delineating the preferred forms of entertainment from a survey of 50 random respondents.

Figure 3. A breakdown of the preferred forms of entertainment from 50 random respondents.

"NPOHBSUJTUTXPSLJOHBUUIFUIFBUFS IPMEUIFPQJOJPOUIBUUIFQSPCMFNTMJF
with its public relations process and plans. Whereas only one person thinks that
the problems are caused by the existing press and tour operators.
4FDPOEMZ UIFCVEHFUPGUIFUIFBUFSJTOPUTVGÎDJFOUFOPVHIGPSUIFBSUJTUTUP
organize and carry out long term plans for developing greater patronage. Consequently, the current initiatives are small, scattered and disconnected. This is the
reason why the shows for students were cancelled, despite certain achievements
in increased awareness and attendance.
Conclusion and Suggested Solutions
Challenges Facing Traditional Forms of Performing Art in Vietnam Over the Last
30 Years
In the last 30 years the performing arts in Vietnam has witnessed radical changes
– including but not limited to the creation of electronic music, changes in visual
arts and related technologies as well as cinematic effects. These changes pose
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threats to the existence and authenticity of traditional performing arts. Through
the surveys on the Tuong Theater XFIBWFJOEJDBUFETPNFPGUIFEJGÎDVMUJFTBOE
PCTUBDMFTUIBUOPUPOMZQFSUBJOUPUIFBUFSTQFDJÎDBMMZ CVUBSFBMTPGBDFECZUSBEJtional performing arts in general.
5SBEJUJPOBMGPSNTPGBSUBOEUIFBUSJDBMQFSGPSNBODFTÎOEUIFNTFMWFTJOBDPOÏJDUFETJUVBUJPO8IFUIFSUPQSFTFSWFUIFDPSFWBMVFTBOEBDDFQUTNBMMBVEJFODFT
or renew themselves toward contemporary forms of art to bridge the gap for
UPEBZTBVEJFODFT8FIPMEIJHIQSBJTFGPSUIFÏFYJCMFBOEBTTFSUJWFSFTQPOTFT
from the artists of the Vietnamese Theater of Tuong. They have realized that it is high
time something was done to support the traditional forms of performing art so
UIFZDBOÏPVSJTIXJUIJOUIFDPOUFYUPGVSCBOJ[BUJPOJO7JFUOBN"MUIPVHI)BOPJ
was not a geographical origin in the development of Tuong it has great potential to
develop into a hub of cultural tourism. Many long-lived traditional forms of art in
Hanoi have found their own motives for transformation there.
Changes to traditional art forms make for an ongoing debate in Vietnam. Many
people express concerns that these methods will distort their basic aesthetic
values. While they also think that these forms should be fully preserved – just like
how one preserves antiques in a museum for small interest groups. However, most
people concerned about this problem agree on the need for a balanced solution
between preserving the art form’s core values while adopting or integrating some
modern methods for these art forms “to live” in Vietnam’s current social context.
Tuong can be hard to enjoy. It has lived a complicated life in the past when its
main purpose was to serve monarchs. Nowadays, while the modern, fast-paced
lifestyle puts a value on the practicality of art, the Tuong focuses on artistic and
symbolic acting methods, as well as discourses covering history, ideologies and
TPDJBMDPOÏJDUT'SPNUIJTGPVOEBUJPO JUJTEJGÎDVMUUPQSPUFDUTuong’s originality on
one hand while attempting to blend it with or adapt it to the methods found in
modern artistic expression on the other.
Vietnam is currently developing a sustainable, socialist-oriented, market economy.
The culture industry in Vietnam, with the support of the government alongside
the many start-ups of youngsters who care enough for traditional forms of perGPSNJOHBSUTIBTNBEFTJHOJÎDBOUQSPHSFTTJOSFDFOUZFBST5IFZIBWFGPVOEJU
is important to strive for a balance between commercializing art for economic
CFOFÎUTBOECSJOHJOHUSBEJUJPOBMBSUGPSNTDMPTFSUPUIFDPOUFNQPSBSZBVEJFODFT
with that of the art form’s historical roots. It is safe to say that, within the context
of the competitiveness of consumerism and fast-paced urbanization, Tuong and
other forms of traditional art should invest in innovations regarding modern technologies, as well as carefully evaluate and select suitable expressive methods from
modern forms of art. Additionally, communication means such as those offered
by multi-media, technology and social media for advertisements should be more
fully utilized.
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Suggested Solutions
From the result of our investigation, we would like to suggest some solutions to
the problem of balancing the preservation of traditional art forms with the need
for maintaining and growing ones audience.
Regarding the reformation of the traditional Tuong, we believe the theater should
consider investigating more into the idea of street performances along with a better execution of light and sound effects. We suggest this solution since “Broadway
Art” has been used by many nations to advertise their art forms to tourists. Theaters could attract more people by performing in open but small areas, which is
similar to the traditional way Tuong was performed. Instead of focusing on small
details, the theater could interact more directly with their audiences through actions such as giving presents. Although the budget is still based on governmental
funding, it could be further supported by increases in the publics’ interest and
ticket sales.
Regarding revising the Tuong for contemporary audiences. The theater could collaborate with religious facilities, especially pagodas for to the following reasons:

 First, the Tuong contains religious elements in its performances already. Therefore, it is reasonable to have it be performed in religious environments.

 Secondly, pagodas and temples tend to organize many festivals, which attract
a wide range of people of all ages and especially the older people whom were
found to be loyal Tuong patrons.

 Thirdly, pagodas can consistently pay artists to perform, which is more sustainable than selling tickets at a theater. The preservation of traditional art
forms can also protect the Nation from cultural violations and is a meritorious
endeavor which religious agencies should support.
Comparing Tuong with Cheo or Cai Luong, this turns out to be a productive idea.
Plays of Cheo which are performed in pagodas are suitable for most audiences
with diverse attendees; they are the highlight of the festival and boosts the artists
income. In fact, this same location pairing has been initiated with Cheo in many
northern provinces. However, the same has not yet attempted with Tuong. On the
other hand, the theater could also cooperate with businesses, companies and private stores in their events.
0VSÎOBMTVHHFTUJPODPODFSOTFEVDBUJOHTUVEFOUTBOEZPVOHQFPQMFBCPVUUIFBSU
of Tuong. Schools could organize extracurricular activities that are related to Tuong.
This initiative would serve to hopefully increase youth’s knowledge about the Tuong art form as one needs to know about it to love and protect it.
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Abstract+++
Plans and projects of restoration of cultural and historical heritage if implemented in systematic way, as in an integrated manner applied consistently overtime
with long term objectives, can contribute to both architectural preservation and
increases in attractiveness to new visitors. The culture and tourism’s industry
BSFTJHOJÎDBOUQBSUTPGUIFFDPOPNZBOETFUUMFNFOUTIBWFBDIBODFUPIJHIMJHIU
their potential in particular regarding identity, history or their healthy environment along with possibilities for relaxation and entertainment. This is a way to
combine traditional and inherited forms of the environment with the conditions
of contemporary life and its demands. In this case study of Arnaia, Greece, the
authors examine the process of renewal which was carried out in the last three
decades, delineating its progress and positive effects. A focus on the competencies
of authorities responsible for implementation of cultural heritage protection and
tourism development along with budgeting concerns and the participation of the
local population.
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Introduction
"SOBJB PSJHJOBMMZǹȡȞĮȓĮCFGPSFȁȚĮȡȓȖțȠȕȘ-JBSJHLPWJPS-FSJHPWP JTBTNBMM
VSCBOTFUUMFNFOUJOUIFDFOUSBMQBSUPG)BMLJEJLJQFOJOTVMB )BOENBO  JO
northern Greece, about 70 km from Thessaloniki. It is part of the municipality of
"SJTUPUFMJT XJUIBQQSPYJNBUFMZ JOIBCJUBOUT OPUJODMVEJOHUIFTVSSPVOEJOH
SVSBMTFUUMFNFOUT 5IFTFUUMFNFOUXBTGPVOEFEJOUIFUIDFOUVSZBTBQSPUFDtorate of the Konstamonit monastery located on the Holy Mount. It was named
after the ancient village. Preserved houses, after the Turkish Army in 1821 burned
Arnaia, constitutes its core protected area today. Located in a mountainous part
of the peninsula at an altitude of 600m on Holomontas mountain 20 km from the
sea it has the following natural characteristics: pleasant climate, clean air, and
cold sources of drinking water. The town of Arnaia has 30 stone fountains. Its environment of pine forests provided the basis for the traditional cultivation of bees
and honey famous for its quality. Additionally, Arnaia has long been a “capital” of
handicrafts. It is known for the production of rugs and carpets made of wool, as
XFMMBTDMPUIJOHPGMFBUIFSBOEGVS (PVOBSJT  5IJTSFHJPOPG(SFFDF JTBMTP
SFDPHOJ[FEGPSNJOJOH"DDPSEJOHUPDFOTVTEBUB "SOBJBJOXBTUIFMBSHFTU
village of the Northern Halkidiki with about 3,000 inhabitants comprised mostly
craftsmen and traders organized into 50 guilds. It also has one of the oldest
schools in the area and has long been the center of education. A great number of
GFTUJWBMTBOEUSBEJUJPOBMDFMFCSBUJPOTUBLFQMBDFUIFSFBOOVBMMZ )BOENBO  
For a long time it was an important place along the route of the regional road
GSPN5IFTTBMPOJLJMFBEJOHUPXBSETUIF"UIPTQFOJOTVMBBTPDBMMFEiUIJSEÎOHFS
BOEUIFNPOBTUJDTUBUF)PMZ.PVOU "HJP0SPT"UPT )PXFWFS UIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPG
OFXNPEFSOSPBET 5IFTTBMPOJLJ,BWBMBIJHIXBZ BOEUIFSFHJPOBMSPBETUP1PMJgiro and Kassandra/Nea Mudania which were primarily due to address the needs
of developing tourism in this part of Greece. They bypassed the mountain range
and made a faster and more comfortable connection of the international corridor
E 75 to the East coast of the Aegean Sea leaving Arnaia isolated. Development of
a road network is based on the spatial plan for this region, many other aspects of
UIJTQMBODPOUSJCVUFEUPUIFQSFTFSWBUJPOBOESFTUPSBUJPOPGUIFTFUUMFNFOU ,BOUFNFSJEPV  
The Process and Procedures of Renewal
Strategies and plans of revitalization had intended to preserve historical heritage,
CVUBUUIFTBNFUJNFUPDSFBUFDPOUFOUBOEFWFOUTUIBUXJMMFDPOPNJDBMMZÏPVSJTI
"SOBJBBOEQSPWJEFUIFDPOEJUJPOTGPSTFMGQSFTFSWBUJPOBOEQSPUFDUJPO 4FSSBPT 
FUBM  1SPKFDUTBSFDPOEVDUFEXJUIIFMQPGUIF&VSPQFBO6OJPOQSPHSBNTGPS
TUJNVMBUJOHEFWFMPQNFOUUISPVHIDPGVOEJOH JOUIFÎFMEPGQSFTFSWBUJPOPGUIF
BSDIJUFDUVSBMIFSJUBHFBOEUPVSJTNEFWFMPQNFOU .QPMPTFUBM  
Heritage, ambience and lifestyle are the main characteristics of a creative city, so
preservation of the authenticity and originality with the expansion and enrichNFOUPGGVODUJPOTUPSFWJWFJUTIJTUPSJDDPSFXJUIOFXJNQVMTFT %BOJMPWJD)SJTUJD 
 "QQSPQSJBUFMBOEVTFJTUIFCFTUGPSNPGIFSJUBHFDPOTFSWBUJPO*GUIFTFUUMFment has a problem with the attrition of residents and the deterioration of structures, the solution is in a dynamic rehabilitation that involves integrating heritage
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into contemporary trends of life and recognition of its value. Solutions are based
on the transition from passive to the prospective position, the inclusion of the
QBTUBOEJUTTQFDJÎDBDIJFWFNFOUTJOUPDPOUFNQPSBSZMJGF$VMUVSBM IJTUPSJDBMBOE
ambient values are saved through the prescribed measures and regimes of protection of areas and individual buildings which are integrated into the urban planning and construction rules. For these reasons only, the coordinated work of the
planners and conservators can produce satisfactory results.
5PVSJTNJTBOJOEVTUSZSFMBUFEUPMFJTVSFUJNFBOECSJOHTJOBTJHOJÎDBOUQFSDFOUage of the revenues, so plans involving this area carry increasing importance and
TJHOJÎDBODF4VTUBJOBCMFUPVSJTNJTBTQFDJBMBOEWFSZEFTJSBCMFDBUFHPSZ*UTIPVME
be carefully planned and measured to make it different from mass tourism in its
respect for the principles, characteristics and capacities of cultural assets as well
as the community’s tolerance threshold. Also for sustainable tourism it needs to
be seriously engaged in the process of selecting and creating new activities, jobs
and the utilization of local resources while informing tourists about the importance of respecting the region’s cultural heritage. The estimations that the small
town Arnaia could be attractive to tourists based on its original, well-preserved
regional architecture was crucial in considering the potential of introducing new
elements to contribute to its existing cultural offerings with the expansion of
tourism infrastructure and overnight accommodations.
Urban Matrix
.JOJTUSZPG$VMUVSFPG(SFFDFEFDMBSFEUIJTDJUZJOBTBIJTUPSJDBMQMBDFBOE
USBEJUJPOBMWJMMBHF BOEPOUIJTCBTJT JOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIFMFHBMCBTJT -BXPG
"OUJRVJUJFTBOE$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF JUFOKPZTUIFTUBUVTPGQSPUFDUJPO (JBOOBLPVSPV  4FWFSBMJOEJWJEVBMCVJMEJOHTBMTPSFDFJWFEQSPUFDUJPOJOUIFDBUFHPSZ
of “art” or “traditional architecture.” According to the Greek Constitution, the State
is responsible for the protection of cultural monuments, archaeological sites and
historical entities which are documented according to historical dates in the National list of Movable and Immovable Heritage.
'PMMPXJOHJUTUZQPMPHZ "SOBJBDBOCFDMBTTJÎFEBTBDPNQBDUUZQFPGTFUUMFNFOU
that is conditioned by its geographical location, topography and climate. It has a
fervent summer and winters with possible snowfall.
For these reasons, the houses are all platted in a compact array. Either on the
border of plots or with very little separation. Some passageways are so narrow beUXFFOUXPTUSVDUVSFTUIBUPOFDBOIBSEMZÎUUISPVHI.PSFPWFSUIFOBSSPXQBWFE
streets follows the topology of the terrain and often end with staircases, which
creates special considerations in a street travel.
Climbing up to the higher altitude on Arnaia’s perimeter, a beautiful view of the
coverage of tradi-tional roof tiles and its landmark church bell tower dating from
DBOCFTFFO5IJTCFMMUPXFSJTBMTPJUTTZNCPM 9FOBSJPV.BOBTTJ  'SPN
this higher perspective one can perceive a radial matrix of settlement where most
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PGUIFTUSFFUTJOÏPXJOUPUIFDFOUSBMTRVBSF 'JHVSF *UJTBMTPFWJEFOUXIFSF
problems with parking and access to individual buildings due to terrain are, but
UIFTFDPVMECFSFDUJÎFEXJUIDFOUSBMMZMPDBUFEQBSLJOHTQBDFT

Figure 1. The town of Arnaia, an urban matrix and the locations of the most important public spaces.
TPVSDFIUUQHJTLUJNBOFUHSXNTLUCBTFNBQEFGBVMUBTQY XJUIQIPUPTBOEESBXJOHCZUIFBVUIPST

The biggest shift, except for the reconstruction and restoration of architectural
heritage structures is the maintenance of the landscape in public and semi-public
areas which are fully integrated with the environment and has made it extremely
DPNGPSUBCMF 'JHVSF 
On the major axis in the central part of the village, is a public square on a gentle
slope that allows making spectacular visual explorations towards the space. The
TRVBSFJTTVSSPVOEFECZCVJMEJOHTXIPTFHSPVOEÏPPSTQSJNBSJMZPGGFSBOVNCFS
of attractive commercial facilities including cafes and restaurants with some
stores hosting traditional products sourced from the environment. Figure 3 has
examples of renovation of the main facades on the square, especially parts of the
stone walls, shop-fronts, constructive elements of the balconies with wroughtiron railings and the color pallets, according to the old photos and memories of its
citizens. Special protection measures was conducted on the interior construction
FMFNFOUTJOPSEFSUPGVMÎMMTFJTNJDTUBOEBSETBOEPOTFOTJUJWFNBUFSJBMTTVDIBT
wood.
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'JHVSF1VCMJDBOETFNJQVCMJDTQBDFT QBWFNFOUBOEHSFFOFSZ  TPVSDFBVUIPST 

There is also a very old tree marking the location of cold water spring that offers
SFGSFTINFOUGPSSFTJEFOUTBOEUSBWFMFST 'JHVSFCPUUPNSJHIU 5IFMPDBMMFHFOE
holds if a man drinks from it he will marry an Arnaia girl. The spring is located in
the liveliest part of the village which serves as a meeting place for residents – especially on Sundays after worship in the nearby church of St. Stefano. The Church,
CVJMUJO IBTSFQFBUFEMZQFSJTIFEJOUIFÎSFTPOMZUPCFSFCVJMU%VSJOHJUTSFnewal it was determined that it lies on the foundations of a much older Christian
temple from the 4-5 Century and a Christian basilica from the 10-11 Century.
"OPUIFSQVCMJDGBDJMJUZOFBSCZJTBTDIPPMGPVOEFEJOXIJDIGSPNPOward housed the City Hall. A new modern school was built nearby. Arnaia continues its leading role in education with special environmental programs for young
people, and regularly organizes workshops on ecology, traditional crafts and
architecture.
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'JHVSF#VJMEJOHTJO"SOBJBTNBJOTRVBSF MFGUmCFGPSFUIFTFDPOE8PSME8BS MFGU TPVSDFXXXEJNPTBSJTUPUFMJHSFOWJMMBHFBSOBJB BOEJO TPVSDFBVUIPST 

Systematical Restoration of Architectural Objects
The architectural heritage of Arnaia is divided between very rare structures older
UIBOUIFEJTBTUFSGPMMPXFECZUIFOUIPTFJODVSSFECZBOEPCKFDUTGSPN
UIFQFSJPEVQUP#VJMEJOHT QSJNBSJMZSFTJEFOUJBM TJOHMFÏPPSBOEUIPTFXJUI
KVTUPOFVQQFSÏPPSBMMIBWFBMMDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUIFBSDIJUFDUVSFPGUIF#BMLBOT
BOEBSFPGÎDJBMMZOBNFEiUIFUSBEJUJPOBMBSDIJUFDUVSFPG.BDFEPOJB1SJNBSJMZ
UIFZBSFCVJMUPGOBUVSBMNBUFSJBMTJFXPPEBOETUPOF #BSCPVUJT 7BTJMFJPV  
The lower section was usually made of stone, which has a dual function. On one
hand it maintains the temperature inside the building, and on the other side increases safety as it resembles a fortress. By comparison of structures from differFOUQFSJPET POFDBOTQPUBUSFOEJOQPSDIFTBGUFSCFJOHDPOWFSUFEUPCBMDPnies and thus reveals the transformation of a rural settlement into being more
urban. The living area consists of lounge and guest reception area and intimate
bedrooms, as well as a mandatory part being reserved for the cellar.

'JHVSF5IFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFVSCBOSFOFXBMQFSJPE*OJUJBMMZJUCFHBOTMPXMZBOEPOMZPO
BGFXCVJMEJOHTBOENPTUMZJOWPMWFEGBDBEFXPSL CBMDPOJFT CVUUIFJNQSPWFNFOUTXFSFFWJEFOU
TPVSDFBVUIPST
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'JHVSF5ZQJDBM"SOBJBBSDIJUFDUVSF UIFVTFPGOBUVSBMNBUFSJBMTBOEDPMPST  TPVSDFBVUIPST 

The architecture in this area is both sacred and profane as it is in the proximity of
UIF)PMZ.PVOUBJO"UIPT XIJDIJTSFÏFDUFEJOUIFJSGPSNBOEEFDPSBUJWFFMFNFOUT
as well as the facade’s colors
Proof of this is obvious, because the builders who went to Athos to build the monastery complexes, passed through and many stayed in Arnaia building houses.
The colors of individual facades give a special atmospheric experience with their
pastel shades of sky blue, yellow, ochre, red and pink that contrast with the white
GBDBEFTBOEFMFNFOUTPGTUPOFBOEXPPE 'JHVSF 
Projects for the preservation and reconstruction of Arnaia’s architectural heritage
DPNNFODFEBUUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFT 'JHVSF BOEXBTOFBSMZBMMDPNQMFUFE
CZ0MEBQBSUNFOUCVJMEJOHTCVJMUBUUIFFOEPGUIFUIDFOUVSZXIJDIXFSF
CVJMUPGXPPEVTJOHUIFIBMGUJNCFSFETZTUFNXIFSFPGUFOUIFHSPVOEÏPPSXBT
made of stone and with characteristic porches, verandas and balconies upstairs
and a mild Mediterranean roof were fully updated.
‘’Having assumed their former glory, interventions in the static structure were
limited to the minimum necessary; new equipment were harmonically adapted to
the original architectural structure; modern interventions were “absorbed” by the
strong traditional character of the buildings; heating systems were adjusted to lo-
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DBMDMJNBUJDDPOEJUJPOTÎSFQMBDFTXFSFVTFEJONPVOUBJOBSFBTJOTUFBEPGFMFDUSJDBM
IFBUJOHVOJUTÏPPSTXFSFQBWFECZMPDBMTUPOFPSDFSBNJDTMBUFTBOEQJOXPPEXBT
TFMFDUJWFMZVTFEJOXPPEFOJOUFSJPSÎUUJOHTu #BSCPVUJT 7BTJMFJPV  

The experts in the protection of cultural and historical heritage proposed the
level of interventions in order to have the results resemble and be as faithful as
QPTTJCMFUPUIFPSJHJOBM3BSFBSDIJWFEEPDVNFOUT CMVFQSJOUTBOEQIPUPHSBQIT 
JOUFSWJFXTXJUIFMEFSMZDJUJ[FOTBOEFYBNJOBUJPOTJOTJUVPGTQFDJÎDEFUBJMTXFSF
utilized.
Most buildings kept their original purpose, while one part changed to commercial
use or home to cultural institutions to enhance offers, but to also encourage the
BDUJWFSFTUPSBUJPOPGBCBOEPOFECVJMEJOHT )BU[JEBLJT  3FOPWBUFEGBDJMJUJFT
in prominent locations have mounted on their facade an historical site plaque describing the original structure’s history, its owners and if available, an early photo.
'JHVSF 

Figure 6. Highlighted circle shows an informative panel on facades of renovated buildings – the building’s date and original layout. Bottom right image shows it in context of new structures in the neighCPSIPPE TPVSDFBVUIPST 

Progress and Effects
The best example of progress and it effects is the transformation of abandoned
but worthy buildings for use by the public. The Historical and Folklore Museum
and the Museum of Weaving were made possible through the initiative of the
DIBSJTNBUJD$VMUVSF.JOJTUFS UIFMBUF .FMJOB.FSDPVSJ5IFNVTFVNTBSFMPDBUFE
in two separate, fully reconstructed structures. One shows the typical way of life
in the town, the old traditional crafts and home decorations while the second is
dedicated to the weaving of mats, rugs and carpets. The building was constructed
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by masters masons from Epirus in 1800 and is known as “Giatradiko - The Doctor’s
)PVTF 'JHVSF TJODFUIFGPSNFSPXOFSTQSBDUJDFENFEJDJOF*UJTUIFPMEFTUQSFserved residential building in Halkidiki Prefecture. It also was abandoned and in
ruins for a long time till purchased by the Katsagelos family who heads the Greek
OBUJPOBMUPVSJTNPSHBOJ[BUJPO &05ǼșȞȚțȩȢȅȡȖĮȞȚıȝȩȢȉȠȣȡȚıȝȠȪ 5IF&05JTUIF
XFMMSFHBSEFENJOJTUSZGPSDVMUVSFBOEUPVSJTN BOEsportsVOEFSJUTOFXOBNF 
After the structure went through restoration and upgrades it became a public purpose property for the municipality.

'JHVSF%FUBJMTPGUIF)JTUPSJDBMBOE'PML.VTFVN TPVSDFBVUIPST BOEIUUQXXXEJNPTBSJTUPUFMJ
gr/en/village/arnaia.

The execution and budget of all public work projects concerning reconstruction is
monitored through special institutions, depending on the degree of preservation
needed and time of their occurrence. The 4th Ephorate of Modern Monuments and
the 10th Ephorate of Byzantine Antiquities play key roles. The local government
also participated in the reconstruction of several houses, through multiple proHSBNT JODMVEJOHUIFQSPHSBNi-FBEFSu &&$-FBEFS*OJUJBUJWF XIJDIFNQIBTJ[FE
the development of local and traditional forms of eco, agro and ethno tourism
BOEBCTPMVUFTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOU ,BSBHJBOOJT  *OUIFDBTFPG"SOBJBJU
NFBOUUIFQSPEVDUJPOPGBCPVUCFET MJWJOHRVBSUFST JOSFDPOTUSVDUFETUSVDtures, of which a majority is owned by the local government with the balance held
privately.
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The local population’s response has been absolutely positive in regard to the
physical reconstruction of individual residential buildings and improvements
in the maintenance of the public areas’ infrastructure. Their worth taken either
individually or as they contribute to the ambience of the historical core of the
community as key indicators of aesthetic support and movement in a welcomed
direction. This was evident by the fact that inhabitants raised and contributed the
majority of the museum’s funding.
Their donated items and photos make up most of today’s collections in these two
OFXMZFTUBCMJTIFENVTFVNT5IFJSXBZPGMJGFIBTOPUDIBOHFEUIBUTJHOJÎDBOUMZ
from that of the past with the retention of traditions and gatherings and the arrival of tourists has created an opportunity for additional income through housing
units in private homes. Additionally small hotels in some old authentic homes
have provided opportunities. Both have furnished an opportunity for the placement of local craft products.
For the few new buildings that have replaced the old ones their design were based
on interpolations from the surroundings and constructed in accordance to the
city planning department’s guidelines for the protection of cultural and historical
IFSJUBHF4QFDJÎDBMMZUIFVTFPGBQQSPWFENBUFSJBMTBOEUIFCVJMEJOHTWPMVNFXJUI
respect to height, width and depth to minimize the contrast between the old and
UIFOFX 'JHVSFCPUUPNSJHIU 
"MTPOPUBCMFJO"SOBJBTQFDJÎDBMMZJTUIFBCTFODFPGNBTTJMMFHBMDPOTUSVDUJPO 
XIJDISFÏFDUTUIFTUSPOHSFMBUJPOTIJQSFTJEFOUTIPMEUPXBSETUIFJSIFSJUBHFBOE
respect for the environment.
Conclusion
Traditional settlements such as Arnaia form an integral part of Greek culture and
heritage, but previously the priority of the Greek state was to protect those dating
from ancient Greek and Byzantine periods. Moreover pressure from the economic
DSJTJTNBEFJUNPSFEJGÎDVMUUPJODSFBTFUIFQSPUFDUJPOBOEQSFTFSWBUJPOFGGPSUT
to more recent items of cultural heritage. In addition, according to Greek law,
only when a listed historical building is in complete ruins is the owner allowed
to build a new house at that location. Consequently, some owners lack incentive
in maintaining the structure. However, there remain many examples of buildings
beautifully restored, carefully arranged and fully involved in contemporary life;
saved from the category of ruined and abandoned monuments. These buildings
can serve as tourist accommodations, guest houses, restaurants or hosting other
QVCMJDVTFTTVDIBTDPNNVOJUZPGÎDFT NVTFVNT TQBDFTGPSFEVDBUJPOBMXPSLshops, etc.
Systematic, integrated and continuous renewal provided the opportunity for the
preservation of Arnaia’s architectural heritage and gave new life to the community. Proof of this are the tourists, especially in the summer months that come to
the highlands in order to enjoy the ambiance of this historic place. Greece, which
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has on offer so many cultural and historical monuments of world heritage status
from ancient and Byzantine periods has again succeeded in Arnaia. Its success
was through a variety of restoration and protection programs with supportive cooperation from its adept Ministry of Culture and Tourism and local government to
create the conditions for the development of tourism in smaller and lesser know
inland environments. Additionally the assistance of European Union funds and
programs were essential, as their integrative approach and blend of strategic planning with technical reconstruction expertise provided new life to Arnaia’s heritage
through a change of purpose.
.BOZPGUIFBWBJMBCMFTDJFOUJÎDBOEQSPGFTTJPOBMBSUJDMFTPOUIJTUPQJDFNCPEZ
concerns about environmental resources, protection from earthquakes and forest
ÎSFT XIJMFVSCBOBOEBSDIJUFDUVSBMIFSJUBHF BTXFMMBTUIFFGGPSUTUPTBWFJUBSF
not presented. This case study was an opportunity to focus and learn how to work
effectively in a technical and organizational manner and through the process of
ÎOBODJOHUPBDIJFWFEUIFEFTJSFEMPOHUFSNFGGFDUT0OFNVTUOPUGPSHFUUIBUUIF
preservation and reconstruction phase in this case was gradual and proceeded
DPOUJOVPVTMZTJODF"SOBJBXBTQSPDMBJNFEBOIJTUPSJDBMQMBDFJONPSFUIBO
32 years ago.
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Alan Kinear International Editor+ & Pornprapit Phoasavadi Managing Editor++

Thailand”s Chulalongkorn University hosted The 45th International Council for
Traditional Music World Conference which was convened by the Faculty of Fine
BOE"QQMJFE"SUTGSPN+VMZ 5IJTXBTUIFÎSTUUJNFJOJUTZFBSIJTUPSZ
that an ICTM World Conference had been held in either Thailand or in Southeast
Asia. Professor Bussakorn Binson, Dean of Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts as
Conference’s chair stated that “The conference was praised by the Executive Board
of International Council for Traditional Music stating it was superbly organized
and well-attended by over one thousand delegates from seventy-seven countries.”
The call for papers elicited nearly one thousand academic submissions and the
ÎOBMQSPHSBNBDDPNNPEBUFENJOVUFTMPUTBMMPXJOHGPSBCMFOEPGTJOHMF
and group presentations. Other activities included nine international music and
dance workshops, six lunchtime concerts, four evening concerts, and exhibitions
on Southeast Asian music, books, CDs, and musical instruments from around

+
++

Alan Kinear, International Editor, JUCR, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand. email: jucr.chula@yahoo.com.
Pornprapit Phoasavadi, Managing Editor, JUCR, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand. email: rosphoasavadi@gmail.com.
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the world. The keynote address, entitled Transborder Theories and Paradigms in
Ethnomusicological Studies of Folk Music: Visions for Mo Lam in Mainland Southeast Asia,
was presented by Dr. Jarernchai Chonpairot from the College of Music of Mahasarakham University, Thailand.
5SBOTCPSEFSÏPXTBOENPWFNFOUTXFSFUIFLFZDPODFQUVBMGSBNFXPSLBQQMJFEUP
analyze the Mo Lam, a singing genre in the northeastern part of Thailand where
$IPOQBJSPUIBEDPOEVDUFEÎFMEXPSLGSPNPOUIFMo Lam in Northeast
Thailand and in Laos.

Figure 1. HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn arriving on campus being greeted by Chulalongkorn
University administrative team with Dr. Bussakorn Binson, Conference Chair second from the right.

Figure 2. Keynote speaker Dr. Jarernchai Chonpairot from the College of Music of Mahasarakham
University, Thailand. Right performing a musical passage of the Mo Lam with the Khaen an indigenous
multi-reed mouth organ.
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The conference focused on six thematic areas as detailed below:
1. Transborder Flows and Movements
Migration is and has been a widespread experience in many regions of the world.
The borders that migrants cross include those within as well as between nations.
The reasons for the mobility include trade, warfare, service to empires, religious
quests, education, environmental degradation, search for a better life, and urbanization. Migration allows cultures, religious practices, ideas and institutions
UPÏPXBOEUSBWFMXJUIJOPSBDSPTTDPOUJOFOUT)PXEPNPCJMFQFPQMFNBLFTFOTF
of their encounters with others? How do non-migrants make sense of their new
neighbors? What are the outcomes of these interactions? Through their music and
dance, how do mobile people negotiate the power of nation states?
2. Music, Dance, and Sustainable Development
Music, dance, and other performing arts are essential to the economic, social, and
environmental dimensions of sustainable development. How can music and dance
strengthen social cohesion, inclusion, and gender equality? How can music and
dance help communities navigate the challenges of global culture and technology on one hand, and biodiversity and ecological change on the other? How can
researchers engage communities to sustain their own endangered cultural traditions, and what role should UNESCO and other international organizations take?
3. The Globalization and Localization of Ethnomusicology and Ethnochoreology
Working together means valuing different traditions of scholarship, and balancing academic traditions from the Global South as well as the Global North. Do our
PXOFYQFSJFODFTDPOÎSNUIJTDMBJN 8JUIJOPVSHMPCBMJ[FEXPSME XIBUNFUIPEologies are being explored to develop cross-cultural collaborations? How does our
BDBEFNJDSFTFBSDICFOFÎUUIFDPNNVOJUJFTXFTUVEZ 8IBUFUIOPNVTJDPMPHZBOE
ethnochoreology paradigms have developed outside “the West,” and how can the
insights these give help us build stronger global disciplines?

Figure 4. Panel Presentation.
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4. Music and Dance as Expressive Communication
This theme seeks contributions that explore music and dance as language, as
speech surrogacy, as therapy, and as the carriers of cultural knowledge, experience
and/or history. There are many approaches that may be taken in these explorations, and we anticipate contributions will include one or more of the following:
formal analysis, studies of cognition and embodiment, the use of linguistic, psyDIPMPHJDBM BOEQTZDIPUIFSBQFVUJDNFUIPEPMPHJFT BTXFMMBTÎOFHSBJOFE EFUBJMFE
ethnography.

Figure 4. Auditorium Presentation.

5. Approaches to Practice-Based Research and its Applications
The distance between scholarship and performance is narrowing as increasing
numbers of ethnomusicologists and ethnochoreologists perform the music and
dance that they study, as they teach performance, and as performers take on
academic research. Performance also features in a wide range of applied music
BOEEBODFSFTFBSDI XIJMFDPNQPTFST EBODFDSFBUPST %+T DVSBUPST ÎMNNBLFST
and those who record and document can also be considered practitioners. What
BSFUIFDIBMMFOHFT BEWBOUBHFT BOECFOFÎUTPGQSBDUJDFCBTFESFTFBSDIBOE
or in applied research involving performance? How are asymmetries of power
enacted and resolved in practice-based research that includes performance? In
addressing this theme, we particularly encourage submissions that consider the
many and varied ways in which performance can be included within academic
presentations.
6. New Research
ICTM invites submissions that fall within the broad area of “new research.”
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Figure 5. The opening performance of Mo Lam from Northeast Thailand featuring Ratree Srivilai with
performers from Chulalongkorn University’s Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts Dance Department.

Royal Presence and Televised Coverage
The 45th ICTM World Conference was one of the largest ever held in the Council’s history. Consequently, throughout the conference’s 7 days, many social and
news media covered its activities. News on HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn
gracing the opening ceremony was released on the local royal news channels. AdEJUJPOBMMZ 5IBJ1#4 5IBJMBOE1VCMJD#SPBEDBTUJOH4FSWJDF BTBNFEJBQBSUOFSPG
this 45th ICTM World Conference televised the 4 related special interest evening
concerts.
The Royal news coverage of the opening ceremony and the 4 evening concerts can
be watched through the below links:
3PZBMOFXTPGUIF0QFOJOH$FSFNPOZ JO5IBJ 
'PVS&WFOJOHDPODFSUT+VMZ   
&WFOJOHDPODFSU+VMZ 
&WFOJOHDPODFSU+VMZ 
&WFOJOHDPODFSU+VMZ 
&WFOJOHDPODFSU+VMZ 

Figure 6. Professor Salwa El-Shawan Castelo-Branco, PhD., President of ICTM giving her closing remarks.
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Figure 7. Top HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn, center with ICTM executive board members and
the university’s organizing committee members followed by other conference images.
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The Salzburg
Music Festival –
Peter Sellars & Mozart at Trump Tower
Salzburg July 2019
JUCR Staff+

*UJTQBSUPGBXFMMFTUBCMJTIFEUSBEJUJPOUIBUMFBEJOHÎHVSFTJOUIFXPSMEPGDVMUVSF
are invited to give the inaugural address at the opening of major arts festivals.
And so it happened that one of the worlds leading theater and opera directors, Peter Sellars, teaching art as social and moral action at the University of California,
was called to set the stage for this years´ Salzburg Music festival.
Of course Peter Sellars is no newcomer to Salzburg. His Mozart interpretations
have become famous for building cultural and social bridges between the centuries and between Salzburg and the world as often pointed out by the internaUJPOBMQSFTT"WFSZTQFDJBMDBTFUIBUSFÏFDUT4FMMBSTNJOETFUXBTUIF'FTUJWBM
setting of the Marriage of Figaro in the Trump Tower, that prompted an interview
QVCMJTIFECZ.JDIBFM$PPQFSPG5IF/FX:PSL5JNFT.JDIBFMTIPSUMZBGUFSUIF
presidential election on Nov.28, 2016.
The interviewer does nothing to hide the political connotations and parallells:
i5IFTDFOBSJPTPVOETWFSJMZGBNJMJBS"QMVUPDSBUPOBIJHIÏPPSJO5SVNQ5PXFS
wields enormous political power, while a woman in his employ worries that he
believes that his wealth and position entitle him to do anything he wants with her.
No, it is not the synopsis of a new book about the 2016 presidential campaign. It
XBTSBUIFSPOFPGUIFNPTUJOÏVFOUJBMPQFSBQSPEVDUJPOTPGUIFMBTUZFBST1FUFS

+

JUCR staff, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand. email: jucr.chula@yahoo.com.
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4FMMBST{TTUBHJOHPG.P[BSU{Ti-F/P[[FEJ'JHBSPuXIJDIIFIBQQFOFEUPTFU
POUIFOEÏPPSPG5SVNQ5PXFS BTZNCPMPGXFBMUIBOEFYDFTTBOEQPXFSJOBO
opera about inequality.”
'PSUIFJOBVHVSBMPQFOJOHPGUIJTZFBST{4BM[CVSH'FTUJWBMPO+VMZ 1FUFS
Sellars turned to his staging of another of Mozarts´ operas- Idomeneo and conOFDUTJUUPUIFPOHPJOHÎHIUGPSUIFFOWJSPONFOU
i*O.P[BSU{T*EPNFOFPUIFIVNBOTBSFFOEMFTTMZCMBNJOHÞUIFHPET CMBNJOHUIF
stars and claim in that nature is cruel rather than getting the message. Human
beings are now consuming six times what the earth can sustain. Perhaps something is wrong with us. And now what we need to create,with urgent daring, care,
JOUFMMJHFODF DSFBUJWJUZBOETBDSJÎDF JTOPUIJOHMFTTUIBOBOFXDJWJMJ[BUJPOUIBU
moves at last from the era of empire into the era of ecological awareness….I think
we must acknowledge that we are living very badly, and it is not the gods that are
cruel. Even our constant use of the words “we” and “our” are poisoned by our narrowness, our “we.”
And our “our” do not include most people and most of the planet. This morning
the eight richest people in the world own more than the 3.7 billion people, one
half of humanity, that lives on less than three euros a day.
There comes a time when we need new stories and when it is no longer acceptable to repeat the appalling cycle of human failure, learning nothing, refusing to
advance.
Mozart´s Enlightenment project was to move beyond autocratic delusions,beyond
UIFSFDFJWFEBSUJÎDJBMTUSVDUVSFTXIJDITVTUBJOBVUPDSBUJDEFMVTJPOTÞJOUPUIFGBS
more liberating realities of equality, the fact that every being is equal in the sight
PGÞBMBSHFSVOJWFSTF
Mozart´s project is reconciliation instead of a bloodbath, recognition and enlightenment instead of tragedy, and the creation of a new vocabulary which can give
voice to a genuine apology for years of incorrect behavior,false assumptions, greed
and thoughtlessness, and translates that remorse into action allowing the community to move forward together. Every Mozart opera ends with this moment of
recognition, repentance and renewal, initiated by a social and political justice.”
For the complete text in English see Salzburger Festspeile
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Review
r #PPL3FWJFX
Jarle Strømodden: Vigeland & the Park
JUCR Staff
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Book Review

Jarle
Strømodden:
Vigeland & the
Park
JUCR Staff+

A Park for All
Jarle Strømodden: Vigeland & the Park
0O"QSJM UIFBSUXPSMEDFMFCSBUFEUIFUICJSUIEBZPGPOFPG&VSPQF{T
greatest sculptors of our time, the Norwegian Gustav Vigeland. Each year 1.5 milMJPOWJTJUPSTGSPNGBSBOEXJEFÏPDLUPUIF7JHFMBOE1BSLJODFOUSBM0TMP UIFNPTU
popular tourist attraction of our capital, seeking the unique experience of walking
through the fascinating sculptural landscape that was to become Vigeland´s gift to
the city of Oslo, Norway and the world.
For this jubilee, Jarle Strømholm, Director of the Vigeland Museum and responsible for the administration and communication of the Vigeland legacy has taken
upon himself to share his knowledge about the artist and his work in a new book:
Vigeland & the Park.
*UJTÎSTUBOEGPSFNPTUUIFXPSLPGBOBSUIJTUPSJBOUFMMJOHUIFTUPSZPGUIFEFWFMPQment of the park itself and the creation of all its elements. Giving extraordinary

+

JUCR staff, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand. email: jucr.chula@yahoo.com.
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MJGFUPUIFUFYU IPXFWFS POFXJMMCFUXFFOUIFDPWFSTÎOEUIFNPTUJNQSFTTJWFDPMlection of documentary art photography imaginable, interpreting in their own way
the spirit and symbolic meaning of each and every sculpture and the complex as a
whole.

Figure 1. The sculptor, Gustav Vigeland and his work.

The text in itself mainly aims at giving historical and descriptive introductions
UPFBDIVOJUCFHJOOJOHXJUIUIFNBHOJÎDFOUFOUSBODFPGUIFXSPVHIUJSPOHBUFT
XJUIUIFVOJWFSTBMMZTZNCPMJDESBHPOBOEÎTINPUJWFTBOEXJUIBOBMMFZXBZMFBEJOHUPUIFCSJEHFXJUIJUTCSPO[FBOEHSBOJUFTDVMQUVSFTBJNJOHBUEFQJDUJOH
human play in all its aspects. Some of the bridge sculptures have become visitors
GBWPSJUFTMJLFUIF"OHSZ#PZBOEUIFQPXFSGVMNBMFÎHVSFDSBEMJOHBCBCZJOIJT
arms.
Main chapters are devoted to the origin of the central fountain with enveloping
human reliefs depicting life´s journey between birth and death, symbolically envisioned by a surrounding and inviting labyrinth and leading on to the Monolith hill
with surrounding sculptures of peoples of all ages. The author tells the story of
UIFDBSWJOHBOEUSBOTQPSUPGXIBUXBTUPDSPXOUIFDPNQMFYBTUIFÎOBMSFGFSFODF
point, a Monolith of raging 13 meters high and weighing 260 tons.
Some readers might miss a guide to the symbolic and spiritual interpretation and
impact of Vigeland´s legacy but leaves it open: “How one experiences the Park and
JUTTDVMQUVSFTEFQFOETÎSTUBOEGPSFNPTUPOPOF{TPXOSFGFSFODFTBOEQSFGFSences.”
Þ
P.S. For the researcher there is an appendix containing a catalogue of works in the
park from the Gustav Vigeland Archives.
Jarle Strømholm: Vigeland & and the Park
0SGFVT1VCMJTIJOH"4
*4#/
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Journal Policies
About JUCR
The Journal of Urban Culture Research is an international, online, double-blind,
peer-reviewed journal published biannually in June & December by the Faculty of
Fine and Applied Arts of Thailand’s Chulalongkorn University in conjunction with
the Urban Research Plaza of Osaka City University, Japan. JUCR offers its readers
two categories of content. One is a window into the latest international conferences and reviews of related sources – books etc. along with guest articles, special features and case studies. Secondly, its main core is a range of peer-reviewed articles
from researchers in the international community.
The Aims of JUCR
This journal on urban culture aims at establishing a broad interdisciplinary platform for studies of cultural creativity and the arts that brings together researchers
and cultural practitioners to identify and share innovative and creative experiences in establishing sustainable and vibrant, livable communities while fostering
cultural continuity. The journal embraces broad cultural discussions regarding
communities of any size as it recognizes the urban community’s rural roots. JUCR
encourages researchers and the full range of artists in visual art, design, music,
the creative arts, performance studies, dance, cultural studies, ethnomusicology,
and related disciplines such as creative arts therapies and urban planning. Articles related to either the academic or wide vernacular interpretation of urban
culture and the arts as a tool promoting community and individual well-being,
health, and diversity are welcome.
JUCR has the objective of stimulating research on both the theory and practice of
ÎOFBOEBQQMJFEBSUTJOSFTQPOTFUPTPDJBMDIBMMFOHFTBOEFOWJSPONFOUBMJTTVFTBT
well as calling for solutions across the creative realms. Moreover, JUCR supports
advocacy processes, improvements in practices, and encourages supportive public
policy-making related to cultural resources. JUCR intends to offer readers relevant
theoretical discussions and act as a catalyst for expanding the knowledge-base of
creative expression related to urban culture.
Review Process
+6$3QSPNPUFTBOEFODPVSBHFTUIFFYDIBOHFPGLOPXMFEHFJOUIFÎFMEPGÎOF
and applied arts among scholars worldwide. Contributions may be research artiDMFT SFQPSUTPGFNQJSJDBMTUVEJFT SFWJFXTPGÎMNT DPODFSUT EBODFT BOEBSUFYIJCJtions. Academic papers and book reviews are also acceptable. Articles are typically
only considered for publication in JUCR with the mutual understanding that they
have not been published in English elsewhere and are not currently under considFSBUJPOCZBOZPUIFS&OHMJTIMBOHVBHFKPVSOBM T 0DDBTJPOBMMZ OPUFXPSUIZBSUJDMFT
worthy of a broader audience that JUCR provides, will be reprinted. Main articles
BSFBTTFTTFEBOEQFFSSFWJFXFECZTQFDJBMJTUTJOUIFJSSFMFWBOUÎFMET'VSUIFSNPSF
to be accepted for publication, they must also receive the approval of the editorial
board.
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2. To further encourage and be supportive of the large diverse pool of authors
whose English is their second language, JUCR employs a 3-stage review process.
5IFÎSTUJTBEPVCMFCMJOESFWJFXDPNQSJTFEPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMSFWJFXFSTFYQFSJenced with non-native English writers. This is then followed by a non-blind review.
Thirdly, a participative peer review will, if needed, be conducted to support the
selection process.
3. All articles published in the journal will have been fully peer-reviewed by two,
and in some cases, three reviewers. Submissions that are out of the scope of the
journal or are of an unacceptably low standard of presentation will not be reviewed. Submitted articles will generally be reviewed by two experts with the aim
of reaching an initial decision within a two-month time frame.
5IFSFWJFXFSTBSFJEFOUJÎFECZUIFJSTPMJESFDPSEPGQVCMJDBUJPOBTSFDPNNFOEed by members of the editorial board. This is to assure the contributors of fair
treatment. Nominations of potential reviewers will also be considered. Reviewers
determine the quality, coherence, and relevancy of the submissions for the Editorial Board who makes a decision based on its merits. High relevancy submissions
may be given greater prominence in the journal. The submissions will be categorized as follows:

 Accepted for publication as is.
 Accepted for publication with minor changes, no additional reviews necessary.
 Potentially acceptable for publication after substantial revision and additional
reviews.

 Article is rejected.
 A notice of acceptance will be sent to submitting authors in a timely manner.
5. In cases where there is disagreement between the authors and reviewers, advice
will be sought from the Editorial Board. It is the policy of the JUCR to allow a maximum of three revisions of any one manuscript. In all cases, the ultimate decision
lies with the Editor-in-Chief after a full board consultation.
6. JUCR’s referee policy treats the contents of articles under review as privileged
information and will not be disclosed to others before publication. It is expected
that no one with access to articles under review will make any inappropriate use
of its contents.
7. The comments of the anonymous reviewers will be forwarded to authors upon
request and automatically for articles needing revision so that it can serve as a
guide. Note that revisions must be completed and resubmitted within the time
GSBNFTQFDJÎFE-BUFSFWJTFEXPSLTNBZCFSFKFDUFE
8. In general, material, which has been previously copyrighted, published, or accepted for publication elsewhere will not be considered for publication in the
main section of JUCR.
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5IFSFWJFXQSPDFTTTIBMMFOTVSFUIBUBMMBVUIPSTIBWFBOFRVBMPQQPSUVOJUZGPS
publication. The acceptance and scheduling of submissions for publication in the
journal shall not be impeded by additional criteria or amendments to the procedures beyond those listed above.
10. The views expressed in articles published are the sole responsibility of the authors and not necessarily shared by the JUCR editors or Chulalongkorn University.
Submission Requirements
 Worthy contributions in the urban culture arena are welcome from researchers and practitioners at all stages in their careers. A suggested theme is announced prior to each issue.
 Manuscripts should generally not exceed 7,000 words including the abstract
BOESFGFSFODFT5BCMFT ÎHVSFT BOEJMMVTUSBUJWFNBUFSJBMBSFBDDFQUFEPOMZ
when necessary for support.
 Manuscripts need to use our template for submission. Please download from
our website’s submission guidelines page. Details are described in the top half
PGUIFÎSTUQBHFXJUITBNQMFUFYUGPMMPXJOH%PDVNFOUTOPUVTJOHUIFUFNplate will be returned for reformatting.
 All manuscripts are required to include a title, abstract, keywords, author’s
byline information, an introduction and conclusion section along with a Chicago formatted reference list. Manuscripts with existing footnotes and in-text
references may retain them as a resource for readers, but are not required.
Footnotes are to be relocated as non-standardized endnotes listed before references.
 .BOVTDSJQUTTIPVMEIBWFBMMJNBHFT ÎHVSFT BOEUBCMFTOVNCFSFEDPOTFDVUJWFMZ3FGFSFODFMJTUTOFFEUPDPOGPSNUP5IF$IJDBHP.BOVBMPG4UZMF XXX
DIJDBHPNBOVBMPGTUZMFPSH BTEFUBJMFEJOPVSUFNQMBUF8FSFDPNNFOEUIF
free online formatter for standardizing ones references. See www.bibme.org.
 Each author should send with their manuscript an abstract of 150 words or
less together with a submission form providing their biographical data along
with a maximum of six keywords.
 All manuscripts submitted for consideration need to be accompanied by a
completed and signed Manuscript Submission form found on our website.
 Authors authorize the JUCR to publish their materials both in print and online
while retaining their full individual copyright. The copyright of JUCR volumes
is retained by Chulalongkorn University.
 Authors should strive for maximum clarity of expression. This point cannot be
overstated. Additionally, authors need to bear in mind that the purpose of publication is the disclosure and discussion of artistic knowledge and innovations
that expands the realm of human creativity and experience.
Contact Information
+PVSOBMPG6SCBO$VMUVSF3FTFBSDI +6$3 
c/o Managing Editor
Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts
Chulalongkorn University

1IBZBUIBJ3PBE 1BUIVNXBO
Bangkok, Thailand 10330
Voice/Fax: 662-218-4582
Email: jucr.chula@yahoo.com
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Criteria and Responsibilities for Editorial Board Membership
Overview
5IF&EJUPSJBM#PBSEJTDPNQSJTFEPGNFNCFSTXIPIBWFTJHOJÎDBOUFYQFSUJTFBOE
FYQFSJFODFJOUIFJSSFTQFDUJWFÎFMET&EJUPSJBM#PBSE.FNCFSTBSFBQQPJOUFECZUIF
&YFDVUJWF%JSFDUPSXJUIUIFBQQSPWBMPGBUMFBTUPGUIF&EJUPSTBOE&EJUPSJBM
Board.
Eligibility Criteria
The eligibility criteria for appointment shall include:
 Demonstrated scholarly expertise and ethical leadership in an area not over
represented on the existing Editorial Board.
 Published three or more papers in scholarly publications.
 Demonstrated excellence in the review process, based on independent evaluations of the Editors and Associates.
 Stated commitment to contribute to issues affecting the management of JUCR.
Responsibilities
Members of the Editorial Board are directly accountable to the Managing Editor.
Responsibilities include but are not limited to:
 Provide input on editorial needs and review manuscripts as requested.
 Complete assigned reviews in a timely fashion. Offer mutually respectful and
constructive review of manuscripts to assist in providing the highest quality of
papers.
 .BJOUBJODPOÎEFOUJBMJUZBOEPCKFDUJWJUZXJUISFHBSEUPNBOVTDSJQUTBOEUIF
JUCR review process.
 Participate in the evaluation of the quality and effectiveness of JUCR so as to
help sustain the highest level of excellence.
 Once appointed to the Editorial Board, members are encouraged to submit at
least one paper during their tenure.
Nomination Process
/PNJOBUJPOTBSFTVCNJUUFEJOXSJUJOH WJBFNBJMPSQPTU BOEBEESFTTFEUPUIF
Editor in Chief or any member of the Editorial staff. Candidates/applicants must
submit a CV including a statement addressing her/his interests and suitability for
Board membership. JUCR assumes the general readership would be able to identify the candidate by her/his reputation for scholarship in an established line of
inquiry.
When a candidate is approved by majority vote of the current JUCR board memCFST TIFIFXJMMCFJOWJUFEUPTFSWFCZUIF&EJUPSJO$IJFGGPSBTQFDJÎFEUFSNPG
three years. The Dean of Chulalongkorn University’s Faculty of Fine and Applied
"SUTJOUVSOXJMMÎOBMJ[FUIFBQQPJOUNFOU$POUJOVFENFNCFSTIJQPGUIF&EJUPSJBM
Board will be reviewed every three years by a member of the Editorial Board with
a decision about candidates submitted annually. The number of Editorial Board
members will not exceed 20 unless otherwise agreed upon.
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